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1
Introduction

There are many fascinating stellar objects in our Universe. One example type are

neutron stars, compact end products of core-collapse supernova explosions of medium-

sized stars with mass M \simeq 8  - 20M\odot . Theoretically predicted by Baade & Zwicky

(1934), neutron stars possess enormous magnetic and gravitational �elds, more than

1011 times stronger than on Earth. Enclosing 1.4M\odot into a spherical volume of only

20 km in diameter, these stars remained hidden to observers for almost 35 years since

their prediction.

But then, in 1968, one was unexpectedly discovered at radio frequencies by Jocelyn

Bell and Antony Hewish during their observations of interplanetary scintillation at

the UK Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory (Hewish et al. 1968). Radio pulses

appeared one after another, every 1.2 seconds. It was quickly shown that this signal

was beamed radio emission from a rapidly spinning neutron star, or �pulsar�. In this

case the neutron star rotates at a constant rate, and continuously radiates in radio;

observers only catch radio signals when this emission is pointed towards them, just

like a lighthouse (see Fig. 1.1).

Soon Hulse & Taylor (1975) discovered another special pulsar, using Arecibo obser-

vatory in Puerto Rico: one orbiting another neutron star. As the binary gravitational-

wave emission happened at the cost of the double-star system energy, this caused

binary orbit shrinkage � a perfect test of Einstein's theory of General Relativity.

As the two neutron stars are always radially accelerated by their companion grav-

itational �elds, General Relativity predicts gravitational wave radiation and orbital

decay � eventually leading to coalescence. The successful detection of gravitational

waves from, �rst, two merging black holes, and then two merging neutron stars, by the

Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO, Abbott et al. 2016; Ab-

bott et al. 2017) further proved Einstein's theory. All three discoveries were awarded

Nobel Prizes in Physics.

1
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Figure 1.1: Typical representation of a radio pulsar. The neutron star rotates around the spin axis

while emitting two opposite radio beams along the magnetic axis. Both axes are inclined to each

other with an angle \alpha . The lighthouse radio beam is caught by an observer once it sweeps the line

of sight. Image credit: Roy Smits.

Now, 50 years after the �rst pulsar discovery, we know of over 2500 pulsars, of

di�erent �avours1. Improved telescope sensitivities and search techniques allow us

now to distinguish between di�erent classes of radio pulsating objects. Di�erences are

observed in emission power (rotational, magnetic, or accretion energy) and intrinsic

properties (magnetic �eld strength, pulse width, periodicity scale etc). Attempts to

�nd even more striking systems such as a black hole � neutron star binary or a neutron

star collapsing to a black hole could lead to much more re�ned testbeds for neutron

star emission mechanisms, the �equation of state� (the pulsar mass-radius relation),

and strong gravity.

The objects that were to a varying degree involved in the thesis are described

below.

1.1 Radio pulse zoo

1.1.1 Normal radio pulsars

Most radio pulse detections happen thanks to the stable periodicity of normal radio

pulsars. As the young, fast pulsar spins, its rotational kinetic energy E\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t} transforms

1At the time of writing, the most-used pulsar register, the ATNF Pulsar Catalogue (Manchester

et al. 2005, version 1.58) contained 2636 pulsars: http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat

2
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Figure 1.2: Distribution of radio pulsars, rotating radio transients (RRATs) and magnetars in

terms of spin period P and spin-down \.P , also known as the P  - \.P diagram. Long-period, normal

pulsars and sporadic RRATs are in the center of the diagram; fast-spinning, millisecond pulsars are

in the lower left corner; magnetars are in the top right corner. The diagram also shows lines of

constant magnetic �eld B and characteristic age \tau . It also shows the �death line� below which pulsar

radiation stops.

into magnetic dipole radiation E\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d} that is carried away, thereby slowing the pulsar

down. The amount of emitted radiation constrains pulsar magnetic �eld strengths to

be B \simeq 3.2 \times 1019(P \.P )1/2. Normal radio pulsars are stable rotators, with relatively

long pulse periods P \geq 100ms and nearly constant magnetic �elds B \simeq 1010 - 1011G,

and are generally located in the Galactic plane (Lorimer & Kramer 2004). The fact

that pulsar magnetic �elds do not change over long periods of time allows us to

estimate pulsar characteristic age to be \tau \simeq P/2 \.P .

The P  - \.P distribution of radio pulsars is shown in Fig. 1.2 and is complemented

by lines of constant magnetic �elds and characteristic ages. Low-�eld, slow pulsars

are no longer able to produce radio emission; this sets a theoretical threshold, known

as the �death line�, on possible pulsar spin and magnetic �eld strengths with which

pulsars can still emit radio pulses (eq. 9 in Chen & Ruderman 1993a).

3
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1.1.2 Millisecond pulsars and their transitions

Older pulsars, coupled with stellar companions in binary systems, undergo a stage

of mass and angular momentum transfer in which the pulsar spins-up to millisecond

periods; such pulsars are known as �recycled� or, more generically, millisecond pul-

sars (MSPs, Backer et al. 1982; Alpar et al. 1982). MSPs have much shorter periods

than normal pulsars (P \lesssim 20ms), much weaker magnetic �elds (B \lesssim 109G), and

are distributed much more isotropically. Coherently pulsating in X-ray during the

accretion phase (Wijnands & van der Klis 1998), most MSPs begin emitting radio

pulsations after accretion ceases (Bhattacharya & van den Heuvel 1991).

Recent discoveries of a new class of transitional MSPs (tMSPs, Archibald et al.

2009; Papitto et al. 2013; de Martino et al. 2010; Bogdanov & Halpern 2015) that

are capable of transitioning back and forth from the radio, rotation-driven state to

the X-ray, accretion-driven state has completed the missing two-side X-ray binary /

radio pulsar link (see Campana & Di Salvo 2018, for a review). This was further

con�rmed by complementary optical and \gamma -ray observations (Stappers et al. 2014).

The question of whether all MSPs should actively switch between these two states

and undergo di�erent types of pulsations during their evolution still remains.

1.1.3 Other extremes

Most normal and millisecond radio pulsars emit pulses at nearly constant time in-

tervals which makes them very precise clocks and enables studies of pulsar orbital

parameters by tracking and counting their individual pulses. This is known as pulsar

timing. Many interesting discoveries were made through pulsar timing and allowed

for more precise tests of General Relativity: a pulsar with a planetary system (Wol-

szczan & Frail 1992), a double pulsar (Burgay et al. 2003; Lyne et al. 2004; Kramer

et al. 2006), a 2M\odot neutron star (Demorest et al. 2010), triple systems with a pul-

sar (Thorsett et al. 1999; Ransom et al. 2014). Synchronized timing measurements of

groups of stable MSPs (pulsar timing arrays) allow much more stringent constraints

on gravitational wave emission models (Hobbs & Dai 2017).

Some other radio pulsars, also known as rotating radio transients (RRATs), emit

only sporadic pulses that are generally brighter than those from normal, periodic

pulsars2 (McLaughlin et al. 2006). RRATs thus demand a more detailed analysis of

individual pulses, a hard thing to do due to detrimental terrestrial radio frequency in-

terference (RFI) that mimics radio pulses. Modern RFI �lters can sift out most known

deleterious broadband �ashes and greatly reduce data processing costs (Eatough et al.

2009). Sporadic narrow band RFI, however, still remains one of the main bottlenecks

in getting a reduced amount of false positives.

2There are currently 112 known RRATs, see: http://astro.phys.wvu.edu/rratalog
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Magnetars3 are another example of extreme rotating neutron stars. Their pulsa-

tions are powered by very strong magnetic �elds of 1014 - 1015G (Duncan & Thompson

1992; Harding & Lai 2006). Magnetars pulsate primarily in X-ray, although some were

also detected in radio (Camilo et al. 2006). Many questions about magnetar birth

and evolution are yet to be resolved (Turolla et al. 2015).

1.1.4 Fast radio bursts

In 2007, Lorimer et al. discovered a very short, single burst while re-analyzing Parkes

archival observations toward the Magellanic Clouds (Manchester et al. 2006). The

solitary burst was extremely bright and overpowered the detection thresholds ten-

fold. Moreover, it had a very high dispersion measure (DM, see Section 1.2), which

characterizes the frequency-dependent delay of a radio pulse caused by the number of

free electrons that it has to pass while travelling to Earth. As standard free electron

density models (Cordes & Lazio 2002; Yao et al. 2017) predict much smaller DM

values for Galactic pulsars and transients, this implied an extragalactic origin of the

discovered burst.

Since then, multiple �Lorimer bursts� or, now more generally, Fast Radio Bursts

(FRBs) were discovered during the Parkes High Time Resolution Universe survey, a

1.4GHz scan of high-latitude regions in the Southern Hemisphere (Thornton et al.

2013; Champion et al. 2016). The astronomical nature of FRBs was further strength-

ened when bursts were discovered at telescopes other than Parkes: �rst with Arecibo

dish at 1.4GHz (Spitler et al. 2014), and then with Green Bank Telescope at 800MHz

(Masui et al. 2015). Di�erent telescopes and observational frequencies made it clear

that FRBs are real phenomena and have an all-sky occurrence. On the other hand,

appreciable divergence in DM still confuses several FRBs with e.g. distant RRATs in

the Galactic plane (Keane 2016).

Despite many follow-up observations, all discovered FRBs were solitary, leading to

many theories based on cataclysmic events as origins of FRBs (e.g., Totani 2013; Fal-

cke & Rezzolla 2014; Kulkarni et al. 2014; Zhang 2016). In 2016, observations with the

Arecibo telescope revealed repetitions from the FRB it has previously found (Spitler

et al. 2014, 2016). Not only did these continuing repetitions allow for a subsequent

localization of the burst host galaxy (Chatterjee et al. 2017; Tendulkar et al. 2017),

but it led to new FRB theories aimed at the origin of repetition (Scholz et al. 2016;

Connor et al. 2016b; Kashiyama & Murase 2017; Cordes et al. 2017).

A modern FRB catalogue4 (Petro� et al. 2016) now comprises 33 published bursts,

one of which (FRB121102, Spitler et al. 2014) is known to repeat. The latter source

also has an extremely high rotation measure (RM, see Section 1.2), an aggregate

329 magnetars are known to date, see The McGill Magnetar Catalog: http://www.physics.

mcgill.ca/~pulsar/magnetar/main.html (Olausen & Kaspi 2014).
4http://frbcat.org
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of cold plasma and its magnetic �eld along the line of sight, which favours a dy-

namic, highly magnetized environment, possibly around a young neutron star (Michilli

et al. 2018a). Although repeated bursts from FRB121102 were also detected at high

frequencies, up to 8GHz (Gajjar et al. 2018), so far no FRBs, new and single, or

bursts from the repeater FRB121102, were detected at low, < 700MHz frequen-

cies (Karastergiou et al. 2015).

Nowadays numerous real-time FRB surveys in both Hemispheres constantly scan

the sky in attempts to �nd any of 102  - 103 bursts happening per day (Keane &

Petro� 2015; Connor et al. 2016a) and ultimately unravel the mystery of their origin,

population, and emission mechanism.

1.1.5 Extragalactic pulsars

The discovery of the extragalactic FRBs can re-energize searches for pulsars and

RRATs in other galaxies; as such extragalactic neutron stars may possibly be the

source of FRBs. Extragalactic discoveries can inform us of the pulsar population out-

side our Milky Way, in terms of birth rates, spatial distribution, and �ux densities.

Besides, any newly detected pulsars can make for probes of intergalactic matter and

establish a link between galaxy evolution and the pulsar population synthesis there.

Single-pulse searches in particular may be powerful, as these can detect giant pulses

from young pulsars in distant galaxies. Such pulses can be a few orders of magni-

tude brighter than normal emission, as observed in the Galactic archetype, the Crab

pulsar (Heiles & Campbell 1970). Given that the pulsar �ux density drops down

with increasing distance as S\mathrm{p}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r} \propto d - 2, searches for faint pulses at extragalactic

distances become very challenging. The most distant extragalactic discoveries so-far

were at 50  - 60 kpcs in the Magellanic Clouds (Crawford et al. 2001; Ridley et al.

2013).

1.2 Propagation e�ects

The detection of distant radio pulses allows for deeper insights into the density and

inhomogeneity of the interstellar medium (ISM), and even the intergalactic medium

(IGM) between the pulsar and the observer. Propagation e�ects in this medium,

however, also a�ect the pulse shape and, as a result, the peak �ux and detected

signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), thereby acting as a hurdle in detecting signals from far

away.

There are three main e�ects that contribute to the radio pulse smearing. The pul-

sar DM mentioned above measures an integrated density of free, cold plasma electrons

along the light of sight to the pulsar:

DM =

\int D

0

nedl, (1.1)

6
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Figure 1.3: Residual dispersion smearing in PSRB0329+54. The data were de-dispersed at about

95% of the actual DM, such that a regular DM delay curve remains. The radio pulse �rst appears at

the highest observational frequency \nu 2 = 190MHz, and only then, after t\mathrm{D}\mathrm{M} \simeq 0.5 s, at the lowest

frequency \nu 1 = 110MHz (see text). Data were dispersed at DM = 25.4 pc cm - 3, while the true

pulsar DM is 26.76pc cm - 3; the central frequency \nu \mathrm{c}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r} = 150MHz.

where D is a distance between the observer and the pulsar in pc, and n\mathrm{e} is a free

electron density in cm - 3. DM characterizes dispersion: the more free electrons are

present in either ISM or IGM along the line of sight, the longer the dispersion delay

time t\mathrm{D}\mathrm{M} between the lowest and the highest observational frequencies \nu 1 and \nu 2 in

the observed bandpass:

t\mathrm{D}\mathrm{M} \simeq 4.15\times 103 \times 
\biggl( 

DM

pc cm - 3

\biggr) 
\times 
\biggl[ \Bigl( \nu 1

MHz

\Bigr)  - 2

 - 
\Bigl( \nu 2
MHz

\Bigr)  - 2
\biggr] 
s. (1.2)

Such delay scales up quadratically as \nu  - 2, therefore observations at lower frequen-

cies have much more pronounced dispersive delays. A signi�cant DM sweep can be

clearly seen in Fig. 1.3 from low frequency observations of PSRB0329+54, the bright-

est pulsar in the Northern Hemisphere. Pulsar dispersion delay can be completely

compensated in the case where radio pulse phase information is recorded (Hankins &

Rickett 1975).

Next, the inhomogeneity of the extended medium causes short- and long-term scat-

tering of the pulsar signal and can therefore be distinguished into scintillation and

strong scattering (Narayan 1992). Pulsar scintillation due to ISM/IGM unevenness

causes variability in pulsar intensity on timescales of days or weeks. This same phe-

7
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nomenon underlies quasar scintillation � which Bell and Hewish originally intended

to observe. A much stronger scattering happens when radio pulses get broadened

as they take di�erent paths to arrive to Earth. Long-term scattering is most pro-

nounced if there is a single scattering screen placed halfway between the distant

source (t\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r} \propto d, d is the distance to the source) and the observer. However, if

there are several scattering screens along the path a pulse travels, as is realistically

often the case for pulsars but certainly for extragalactic pulses or FRBs, then these

multiple scattering contributions will mix. Both types of scattering scale with ob-

servational frequency; the latter, stronger scattering is signi�cantly stronger at lower

frequencies as it follows Kolmogorov spectrum: t\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r} \propto \nu  - 4 (Rickett 1990).

Finally, as any electromagnetic wave, radio pulses carry information about linear

and circular polarization; these are usually expressed in the four Stokes parameters.

Full-Stokes pulse observations can track changes of polarization position angle (PPA)

along pulse phase, which contains information about the pulsar geometry (Everett &

Weisberg 2001). Any magnetic �elds along the pulse line of sightB| | can in�uence PPA

by distorting the phase between left- and right-circularly polarized pulse components,

an e�ect known as Faraday rotation:

\Delta PPA = RM\lambda 2, (1.3)

where \lambda is an observational wavelength in m and

RM \propto 
\int D

0

neB| | dl radm - 2 (1.4)

is an integrated line-of-sight component of the magnetic �eld B| | . From measurements

of both DM and RM one can estimate the average magnetic �eld along the line of

sight.

1.3 Pulse search pipeline

Pulsars and radio transients are considered perfect extraterrestrial laboratories to

study extremely high magnetic �elds and strong gravity. However, in order to study

such objects, they �rst need to be found. Finding new pulsars and transients is

challenging as they are generally weak radio sources.

Pulsar and transient searches consist of similar procedures. The radio signal from

a target region of the sky is �rst collected by the radio dish or antenna receiver, in

the form of raw voltages. These get digitized by pulsar backends. The digitization

bit depth establishes a natural trade-o� between the pulse S/N and the raw data

size (Kouwenhoven & Voûte 2001). The digitized data are represented as a two-

dimensional array of time samples and frequency channels. Modern pulsar backends

allow 10 - 1000\mu s time resolution along with up to 104 frequency channels and 8-bit

8
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Figure 1.4: Data processing work�ow of a typical pulsar search pipeline. The time-frequency data

array is �rst cleaned from RFI and then de-dispersed for every single DM. In case of periodicity (pul-

sar) search, the de-dispersed data are transformed into time-series by stacking all frequency channels

altogether. These time-series get FFT'ed to produce frequency spectra that are then searched for a

potential binary acceleration. Once potential pulse periods are determined, the time-series are folded

and pulsar candidates are inspected. In case of single-pulse (RRAT, FRB) search, single pulses are

individually inspected via boxcar match �ltering in terms of S/N versus DM shape and broadband

emission. Resulting pulse candidates are inspected on the time-frequency �waterfall� plots.

digitization. The search for new pulsars and transients is made via one of the standard

pulsar search pipelines. A typical pulsar search pipeline is introduced in Fig. 1.4. Prior

to the search, the time-frequency data are �rst inspected in terms of deleterious RFI.

This can be human-made signals such as airborne radars or terrestrial phenomena such

as lightning. The power levels for all the channels in an observed bandpass within

small time intervals of 1  - 2ms are �rst inspected for the peak noise outliers and

9
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Figure 1.5: An example of a time-frequency RFI mask for LOFAR observations. The colours refer

to problematic channels that contain power issues and have to be clipped.

are replaced by the median values. Doing so for the whole observational integration

produces an RFI mask with clipped frequency channels that are contaminated with

RFI (see Fig. 1.5). This mask is applied to the data.

The following step in the pulsar signal processing is de-dispersion, a computa-

tional technique to remove the dispersive smearing described in Section 1.2. Here

frequency channels get shifted to account for the time delay t\mathrm{D}\mathrm{M} between low and

high observational frequencies. Once the signal is corrected for the pulsar DM, and

thus aligned across the band, we either sum up all frequency channels to amplify

pulsar S/N and are left with observational time series (periodicity search); or we in-

spect broadband individual pulses in the time-frequency �waterfall� data (single-pulse

search). Unfortunately, the pulsar DM is not known beforehand, therefore we must

apply de-dispersion for the grid of possible DM values, which makes pulsar searches

computationally expensive.

For a periodicity search, we inspect the hidden periodicity in de-dispersed time-

series by means of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis for every searched DM.

The respective time series are transformed into frequency spectrum, where we look

for frequencies that correspond to pronounced power peaks. This same technique can

help us clip even more RFI present in the data. As DM represents the electron density

content between the pulsar and the observer, a zero DM means the signal comes from

10
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Figure 1.6: FFT-transformed time-series at DM = 0pc cm - 3. All frequency peaks represent

periodic RFI signals that require clipping.

Earth and must be RFI. Therefore we can already exclude certain, highly suspect

periods (�birdies�) at DM = 0pc cm - 3 (see Fig. 1.6).

In case the pulsar is in a binary system and is accelerated by its companion, its

pulse period gets Doppler shifted relative to the binary orbit. To account for this

change we also have to expand our Fourier search space by the number of drifted

frequency bins N\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c} (acceleration search, Lorimer & Kramer 2004):

N\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c} =
aT 2

cP
, (1.5)

where a is a pulsar drift acceleration in m s - 2 that depends on orbital parameters (bi-

nary masses, orbital period, and binary inclination), T is an observational integration

time in s, c is a speed of light in m s - 1, and P is a pulse period in s. Modest estimates

of drift acceleration a help avoid bin over-sampling and long processing time.

Once we determine all possible spin periods P for a potential pulsar, we apply

folding or summing the signal power from the P -sized chunks of time series to get

even stronger S/N. In case we see pronounced pulse peaks on folded data together with

broadband signal on both time and frequency versus pulse phase diagnostic plots, the

folded period is indeed the period of the pulsar (see right-hand upper side of Fig. 1.4).

Short-duration radio transients emit either occasionally (RRATs) or even singu-

larly (non-repeating FRBs). Binary pulsars eclipsed by their companions, abruptly

damped (nulling) pulsars, and giant pulses from young neutron stars also lack pe-

riodicity. Periodicity search for all these sources would not be bene�cial since by

11
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stacking all time chunks with sporadic pulses we also add background noise that re-

duces the astrophysical signal. In this case we apply detailed analysis of individual

pulses, called the single-pulse search. Single pulses are not folded � they need to be

bright enough on their own, to be distinguished from background noise or RFI signals.

The search is carried out via boxcar function matched-�ltering and single pulses with

nearly the same DMs are inspected in the same region of the de-dispersed time-series.

Another characteristic of real single pulses is the drop in S/N at slightly incorrect

DM that gives Gaussian wings for a searched nearby DMs (see Fig. 3.2 in Chapter 3).

Once correctly de-dispersed, single pulses should form a straight line across the whole

frequency band whereas fake pulses from RFI usually show narrow-band blobs, or

negative dispersive delay slopes due to over de-dispersion (see right-hand bottom side

of Fig. 1.4).

In both types of searches, the initial pipeline produces a huge pool of pulse candi-

dates that have yet to be inspected, either by human or via trained automatic classi-

�ers. As newer surveys exploit growing computational power to increase search sensi-

tivity plus both time and frequency resolution, the number of (mostly false positive)

candidates quickly rises. These are impossible to inspect by eye within a reasonable

amount of time for large forthcoming surveys such as Square Kilometre Array (SKA,

Levin et al. 2017). Modern classi�ers based on supervised machine learning (ML) with

various pulse features already make good progress in rapid candidate selection and

�nding new pulsars and transients (Lyon et al. 2016; Connor & van Leeuwen 2018).

Once the FRB population is better studied and classi�ed, all-sky radio surveys can

apply ML inspection to extragalactic bursts as well.

1.4 Radio telescopes

As radio pulse signals have very low mean �ux density S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n} \lesssim 1 Jy, �nding them re-

quires large and sensitive radio telescopes. The radio telescope sensitivity is generally

determined through radiometer equation (Bhattacharya 1998):

S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n},\mathrm{p}\mathrm{s} =
T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}

G
\sqrt{} 

n\mathrm{p} \Delta \nu t\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}
\times (S/N)\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} \times 

\sqrt{} 
w

1 - w
(periodicity search);

S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n},\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{s} =
T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}

G
\sqrt{} 
n\mathrm{p} \Delta \nu W

\times (S/N)\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} (single-pulse search),

(1.6)

where T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s} is the system temperature in K, G is the telescope gain in K/Jy, \Delta \nu is an

observational bandwidth in Hz, t\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t} is an integration time in s, (S/N)\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} is a pulse

signal-to-noise threshold, w = W/P quanti�es pulse duty cycle i.e. the fraction of

pulse signal with width W over total pulse phase of period P . Below we describe the

�ve radio telescopes used in this thesis.
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1.4.1 Parkes

The Parkes radio telescope5 is located in New South Wales, Australia and at 64-m

diameter it is the largest movable dish in the Southern Hemisphere. This telescope

is responsible for the discovery of nearly half of currently known pulsars, most of

FRBs, and has performed multiple sky surveys for radio sources. Operating 24/7

almost every single week at 1.4GHz central frequency, Parkes is equipped with the

21 cm Multibeam Receiver6 that consists of 13 hexagonally formed beams of 14.4\prime 

full width at half maximum (FWHM), 21K system temperature and 0.9K/Jy gain7.

The telescope does most pulsar observations in dual-polarization regime at 64MHz

bandwidth distributed over 1024 frequency channels. Pulsar binary PSRJ1614 - 2318

(Chapter 7) was discovered and timed with the Parkes telescope.

1.4.2 GBT

The Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope8 (GBT, Jewell & Prestage 2004) is located

in West Virginia, USA. It is a fully steerable 100-metre dish and possesses di�erent

receivers9 that together cover the 0.1  - 116GHz frequency range, both linear and

circular polarization. Typical system temperature is 25K, for a 2K/Jy gain. Pulsar

searches are performed with multiple pulsar backends in 1  - 4 independent polar-

izations, 32  - 1024 frequency channels that cover about 10  - 800MHz of available

bandwidth, and utilize 2 - 200\mu s sampling time. The system allows multi-frequency

searches and is very sensitive to weak pulse signals which is highly crucial for precise

pulsar timing across broad bandpass. The MSP triple system J0337+ 1715 (Ransom

et al. 2014) was originally discovered and timed with GBT. In this thesis, GBT was

used to further time PSRJ1614 - 2318, and it contributed most strongly to the �nal

timing solution (Chapter 7).

1.4.3 Arecibo

The William E. Gordon radio telescope near Arecibo, Puerto Rico is a 305m obser-

vatory, and currently the world's second largest single-aperture telescope10. Arecibo

receivers11 carry out very sensitive dual-polarization observations at 0.3 - 10GHz fre-

quencies with up to 800MHz bandwidth, 25 - 120K system temperatures, 2 - 20K/Jy

gain and \sim 1 - 100\prime angular resolution. Arecibo made such discoveries as the �rst bi-

nary pulsar (PSR 1913+16, Hulse & Taylor 1975), pulsar with planets (PSRB1257+

5http://www.parkes.atnf.csiro.au
6http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/multibeam/instrument/description.html
7https://www.parkes.atnf.csiro.au/observing/documentation/user_guide/pks_ug_3.html
8http://greenbankobservatory.org/telescopes/gbt
9http://www.gb.nrao.edu/~fghigo/gbtdoc/sens.html

10After the Five hundred meter Aperture Spherical Telescope (FAST, Nan et al. 2011) in China.
11http://www.naic.edu/~astro/RXstatus/rcvrtabz.shtml
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12, Wolszczan & Frail 1992), repeating FRB121102 (Spitler et al. 2014), and plays

a key role in Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). We used multi-frequency

Arecibo observations in an attempt to detect radio pulsations from a distant soft

X-ray transient 1H 1905 + 000 (Chapter 6).

1.4.4 LOFAR

The Low Frequency Array (LOFAR, van Haarlem et al. 2013) is a novel radio interfer-

ometer that operates at 10 - 250MHz. LOFAR consists of two types of dipole anten-

nas: the Low Band Antennas (LBAs, 10  - 90MHz) are individual dual-polarization

antennas, whereas the High Band Antennas (HBAs, 110  - 190MHz) are 16 anten-

nas grouped and analogue beamformed together into tiles. These tiles form sta-

tions (Stappers et al. 2011). Most LBA and HBA stations are located near Exloo,

the Netherlands; 24 form the inner 2 km diameter core, other stations are placed

further out. A number of international stations are also present in other European

countries: Germany, France, Sweden, Poland, UK, and Ireland. The currently ongo-

ing LOFAR pulsar survey, the LOFAR Tied-Array All-Sky Survey (see Coenen et al.

2014, for a pilot commissioning survey description), utilizes 6 HBA Superterp stations

with 32MHz bandwidth and 492\mu s sampling time, and has already made almost 100

new pulsar discoveries12. Low-frequency observations must be ideal for pulsars with

steep spectral indices \alpha (S\mathrm{p}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r} \propto \nu  - \alpha , Stappers et al. 2011). In addition, LOFAR

multi-beaming capability allows complete galactic disks and thereby shows promising

results towards searches for pulsars in nearby galaxies (van Leeuwen & Stappers 2010,

see also Chapter 3 and 4).

1.4.5 WSRT & Apertif

Located near Zwiggelte, the Netherlands, the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope

(WSRT) is an east-west array with 14\times 25m dishes regularly spaced across 2.7 km dis-

tance. Four WSRT dishes are movable via rail tracks, others have �xed positions. Past

WSRT receivers were used primarily for imaging observations of H I and continuum

emission from radio galaxies. The 1.4GHz system had a 27K system temperature and

1.2K/Jy gain. Accompanying pulsar backends (PuMa-I/II, Karuppusamy et al. 2008)

allowed pulsar observations and timing with maximum 80/160MHz bandwidth and

minimum 150/50 ns sampling. WSRT is also a part of the European VLBI network13

and the Large European Array for Pulsars (LEAP, Bassa et al. 2016b).

Starting 2018, WSRT is equipped with a new front-end system called Aper-

tif (APERture Tile in Focus, Oosterloo et al. 2010). The focus of each of 12 dishes

(see Figure 1.8) now holds a 112-element phased-array feed (PAF). These observe be-

12http://www.astron.nl/lotaas
13http://www.evlbi.org
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Figure 1.7: LOFAR Superterp with HBA and LBA stations. Image credit: ASTRON.

tween 1100 - 1750MHz over a tunable bandwidth of 300MHz. Each Apertif WSRT

dish is now capable of producing 39 compound beams (CBs) each of which in turn

produces 12 tied-array beams (TABs); this in total increases the instantaneous �eld

of view (FoV) by more than a factor of 40, to 8.7 deg2 (see Figure 1.9).

This signi�cant FoV enlargement enables pulsar and transient searches that are an

order of magnitude more sensitive than before. These are performed using the new

real-time backend ARTS (Apertif Radio Transient System, Maan & van Leeuwen

2017) with S3ms;10\sigma 
\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n},\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{s} = 460mJy for 10\sigma S/N and W = 3ms.

Through the real-time follow-up from ARTS triggers, LOFAR is expected to local-

ize the origins of radio transients down to lower frequencies and arcsecond resolution.

A description of the ARTS backend system is part of Chapter 2. In this thesis, the old

WSRT con�guration was used to time PSRJ1614  - 2318 (Chapter 7) while its new

con�guration was tested to make additional observations of M31 galaxy (Chapter 5).

1.5 Summary: thesis outline

This thesis describes multi-frequency searches for pulsars and short-duration radio

transients in far regions of the Galaxy, and their extensions to nearby galaxies. The

Galactic disk contains much more interstellar material than Galactic pole regions and,

as a result, more supernova explosions and more pulsars (Nice et al. 1995). Also, the

amount of pulsars in nearby galaxies can be proportional to that in our Galaxy pro-

vided similar to Milky Way star formation rate, mass, and metallicity (McLaughlin &
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Figure 1.8: WSRT east-west con�guration

with the initial 37 (currently: 39) compound

beams on each of 12 Apertif dishes. Image

credit: Yogesh Maan.

Apertif
5°

CBs

TABs

Figure 1.9: Apertif dish forms compound

beams (CBs) of 0.5\circ \times 0.5\circ resolution. Each CB

forms 12 tied-array beams (TABs) of 30\prime \times 0.4\prime 

resolution. Image credit: Joeri van Leeuwen.

Cordes 2003). The interstellar gas from the Galactic disk contributes signi�cantly to

the pulsar DM and makes searches very challenging in terms of sensitivity and compu-

tational resources, especially at lower frequencies. The main obstacle for extragalactic

searches is that pulsar �ux decreases with growing distance, squared.

As mentioned in Sect. 1.2, the travel through the interstellar / intergalactic medium

causes radio signal from pulsars / FRBs to �rst appear at higher frequencies and only

later at lower. Encoded in this delay are some of the properties of the intervening

medium. A good way to study the pulse pro�le changes caused by such a medium, is

to make radio observations at di�erent, high and low, frequencies. The pulse pro�le

di�erence at low / high frequencies can demonstrate the e�ects of medium scattering

screens onto the signal.

The search for and the study of radio pulsars and fast radio transients at extreme

environments enable the research goals pursued in this thesis: to understand how

extragalactic pulsars and FRBs di�er from their Galactic analogues, normal pulsars

and RRATs. Additionally, this thesis aims to increase our knowledge of how pulsars

and FRBs generally form, emit, and evolve. This includes treatment of several long

standing questions on: pulsar binary evolution, origin and formation of extragalactic

pulsars and bursts, pulsar magnetic �elds and their role in pulsar emission mechanism.

The structure of the thesis is as follows:
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Chapter 2 introduces the Apertif real-time transient search pipeline and its brute-

force auto-tuning. Finding short transient pulses in real-time is important for an

immediate broadband systematic characterization through triggering other radio tele-

scopes, for coordinated multi-frequency follow-up. As real-time transient and FRB

searches require fast and expensive computations, auto-tuning is crucial for the op-

timal distribution of computational resources. The chapter describes a novel way of

fast pipeline auto-tuning with heuristic genetic algorithms. In this case less time is

spent on �nding nearly as good or even better search con�gurations for the whole

pipeline than during the brute-force search in each of pipeline operations. The auto-

tuning with genetic algorithms thus allows for a fast search re-con�guration in case

of pipeline updates.

Chapter 3 describes 4-h radio observations for radio pulsars and sporadic transients

in nearby galaxies M33, M81, and M82 with up to 23 LOFAR HBA stations at

150MHz. The search attempts to reveal extragalactic radio pulsations in the low-

frequency band. This could better probe IGM density and host galaxy environments.

It would also establish a link between emission properties and evolution mechanisms

of the brightest specimens of the extragalactic pulsar / transient population with that

of known Galactic pulsars. We demonstrate that there must be no pulsars in these

galaxies more luminous than a few times that of the brightest pulsars in our Galaxy.

Chapter 4 supplements Chapter 3 with 4-h LOFAR (6 HBA stations at 150MHz)

radio observations and searches for periodic and sporadic radio pulses from the much

closer Andromeda (M31) galaxy. Inspired by the localized repeating FRB, this chap-

ter focuses more on bright and distant occasional bursts from extragalactic young

neutron stars. These are locally known as giant pulses from the Galactic Crab pulsar.

Currently no FRBs have been observed at low frequencies, which further stimulates

searches with LOFAR in attempts to better investigate how di�erent the transient

and FRB populations are at the low end of the radio frequency spectrum. The chap-

ter provides the pulse �ux density distribution (logN  - logS) for the Crab pulsar at

LOFAR frequencies, and extrapolates to Andromeda. The distribution gives an esti-

mate on how long we should observe with LOFAR in order to detect an extragalactic

giant pulse of a certain pulse width.

Chapter 5 follows Chapter 4 on searches for extragalactic pulsars, transients, and

FRBs fromM31, this time within the commissioning of the newWSRT �Apertif� front-

ends. Through several long (up to 7.5 hours) Apertif observations, in the incoherent

mode, we explore extragalactic pulse �ux densities at 1.4GHz and estimate chances for

Apertif discoveries in the coherent mode. We also investigate current RFI situation

for Apertif and describe tools for its mitigation. This is also our �rst attempt to

demonstrate how e�cient the forthcoming ALERT survey is.

Chapter 6 aims to link two (outburst-quiescence) state changeovers of soft X-ray

transients (SXTs) with two similar (accretion-powered and rotation-powered) state

transitions of tMSPs through sparse, highly sensitive 1.4 and 2.8GHz Arecibo searches
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for radio pulsations from a distant, cold SXT 1H 1905 + 000. Such a link would

measure the transitional timescales between these two classes, and further strengthen

the general theory of the neutron star binary evolution. The revealed radio non-

detection of the SXT tells us with \sim 85% con�dence that the emission mechanism

as well as evolution of neutron star binaries is very diverse and cannot be easily

generalized.

Finally, Chapter 7 further dives into MSP binary evolution studies. Here we

present 13 years of multi-frequency radio timing of the pulsar binary PSRJ1614 - 2318.

The binary has a surprisingly low minimum companion mass, but high spin period.

Through long-term radio timing ephemerides and multi-wavelength radio pro�les we

attempt to determine orbital parameters and better explain the binary formation and

evolution of this enigmatic MSP binary.
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Abstract

Real-time searches for faint radio pulses from unknown radio transients are com-

putationally challenging. Detections become further complicated due to limited yet

continuously increasing technical capabilities of transient surveys: telescope sensitiv-

ity, searched area of the sky, number of antennas or dishes, temporal and frequency

resolution. The new Apertif transient survey on the Westerbork telescope happens

in real-time on GPUs by means of the single-pulse search pipeline AMBER (Sclocco

2017). AMBER initially carries out auto-tuning: it �nds the most optimal con�gura-

tion of user-controlled parameters per each of four pipeline kernels so that each kernel

performs its task as fast as possible. The pipeline uses a brute-force (BF) exhaustive

search which in total takes 5  - 24 hours to run depending on the processing cluster

architecture. We apply more heuristic, biologically driven genetic algorithms (GAs)

to limit the exploration of the total parameter space, tune all four kernels together

and reduce the tuning time to few hours. Our results show that GAs can always

�nd similar or even better con�gurations than BF after only few hours of tuning. At

the same time, by means of their genetic operators, GAs converge into better solu-

tions than those obtained by pure random searches. The explored multi-dimensional

parameter space is very complex and has multiple local optima as the evolution of

randomly generated con�gurations does not always guarantee global solution.
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2 AMBER auto-tuning optimization with genetic algorithms

2.1 Introduction

Various radio transient surveys constantly search for new pulsars, rotating radio tran-

sients (RRATs, McLaughlin et al. 2006), and fast radio bursts (FRBs, Lorimer et al.

2007; Petro� et al. 2016), especially at less explored extragalactic distances in dense

environments. More such discoveries can help us better classify transients and study

intergalactic medium (IGM). Even though distant radio transients are hard to local-

ize, more localizations can more comprehensively explore Galactic and extragalactic

source populations in terms of stellar evolution and star formation that should depend

on the type of host galaxy.

Increased modern discoveries of single bursts with Parkes, UTMOST, and ASKAP

(Caleb et al. 2017; Bannister et al. 2017; Bhandari et al. 2018) and one repeating

source of bursts with Arecibo (Spitler et al. 2016; Chatterjee et al. 2017) reveal new

properties of radio bursts. Searches for much fainter and more distant bursts, and

attempts for their localization require more �ne-grained searches and inevitably lead

to further processing challenges (Magro et al. 2011; Barsdell et al. 2012; Sclocco

et al. 2016). Just like standard pulsar searches, transient lookups are performed in

the two-dimensional, time-frequency space for every unit of dispersion measure (DM,

third dimension). Modern searches (see Table 2.1) are performed in real-time to

trigger multi-frequency follow-up. They also require very high time sampling and

frequency resolution to better determine the burst structure. Growing data rates

and computational costs require larger supercomputers and search pipelines based on

graphics processing units (GPUs) rather than central processing units (CPUs).

Transient surveys are also technically limited to be able to detect new bursts.

The number of antennas or dishes in the survey relates to the corresponding amount

and size of beams they can produce. This determines how large the observing area

of the sky would be. The system equivalent �ux density S\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s} = T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}/G, where T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}

is a total system temperature and G is a system gain. Together with frequency

bandwidth \Delta \nu , number of polarizations n\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}, single-pulse threshold and single-pulse

width, this determines down to what extent of radio transient brightness we can

possibly search (radiometer equation, see Chapter 1). Finally, the temporal and

frequency resolution of the instrument set the limits to which the intrinsic structure

of the pulse can be studied. Within all such limitations, the data should be optimally

distributed on CPUs and GPUs for the signal processing: this includes de-dispersion,

signal smoothing, and signal-to-noise evaluation. One way to �nd con�gurations that

allow for fast data distribution and processing is to perform auto-tuning. In this

case every con�guration gets tested in terms of the best possible performance (fastest

processing time in case of radio transient surveys). In the end, the most optimal

con�guration that allows the fastest search gets chosen. Auto-tuning is widely applied

in computer science (Williams 2008), but has also seen applications in other domains

such as computational �nance (Grauer-Gray et al. 2013) or astronomy (Sclocco et al.
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Table 2.1: Modern radio pulsar and transient surveys and their main characteristics. FoV is a

survey �eld of view in square degrees, N\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m} is a number of facilitated beams, t\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p} is a sampling

resolution in micro-seconds, n\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l} is a number of polarizations, \nu \mathrm{c}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r} and \Delta \nu are central frequency and

available bandwidth, both in megahertz, T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}/G and S3\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s}
\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} are system noise and minimum detectable

�ux density for a 10\sigma single-pulse threshold and 3ms pulse width, both in Janskys.

Parameter CHIME a UTMOST b SUPERB c ASKAP d ALERT e SKA-Low f SKA-Mid f

Status commissioning ongoing ongoing ongoing commissioning future future

FoV (deg2) 220 9 0.6 30 8.7 27 0.49

N\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m} 1024 352 13 288 2600 500 1500

t\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p} (\mu s) 2.5 655.36 64  - 40.92 50 50

n\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l} 2 1 4 2 2 4 4

\nu \mathrm{c}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r} (MHz) 600 835.5 1382 1400 1400 250 800

\Delta \nu (MHz) 400 31.25 400 336 300 100 300

N\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n} 1024 320 1024 336 1536 8192 4096

T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}/G (Jy) 45 28.5 60 1800 70 2\times 10 - 5 7\times 10 - 6

S3\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s}
\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} (SP, Jy) 0.25 0.93 0.3 13.4 1.6 1.8\times 10 - 7 3.7\times 10 - 8

a Based on the CHIME system overview (The CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2018)
b Based on the UTMOST system overview (Bailes et al. 2017; Caleb et al. 2017)
c Based on the SUPERB survey overview (Keane et al. 2018; Bhandari et al. 2018)
d Based on ASKAP survey description (Bannister et al. 2017)
e Based on Apertif Incoherent Search setup (Maan & van Leeuwen 2017)
f Based on the updated SKA review (Dewdney 2013; Braun 2015; Levin et al. 2017)

2012). Auto-tuning for radio transient surveys also shows promising results in terms

of performance portability (Sclocco et al. 2015).

The new real-time Apertif survey on the Westerbork (WSRT) telescope (ALERT,

the Apertif Lofar Exploration of the Radio Transient Sky1) is now equiped with a

new 160\times GPU cluster that achieves 1.3P�ops of peak performance and a data rate

of 4Tbit/s, and has 2PBytes of available storage space (Maan & van Leeuwen 2017).

Such computational capacity enables deep searches up to 42\mu s time and 0.195MHz

frequency resolution, respectively. Apertif front-ends on 12 WSRT dishes produce

more than 400 tied array beams that in total cover 8.7deg2 of the sky, searched

between 1100 - 1750MHz with a tunable bandwidth of 300MHz. Commissioning data

from a targeted search toward FRB121102 already suggested a detection (Oostrum

et al. 2017).

All hardware and software constraints require an optimized distribution of pro-

cessing resources on the cluster to allow for the fastest real-time search: GPU threads

and items, local memory re-use, loop transformations. Auto-tuning allows for an au-

tomated search of these parameters. Although such tuning is performed only once

for a running survey, it should be invoked again in case the survey undergoes hard-

ware changes (e.g. front-end or back-end upgrades) or the search pipeline itself gets

extended or improved (e.g. in terms of frequency bandwidth that adds to a search

1http://alert.eu
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space). Besides, it should be easily portable to any other survey pipelines.

Section 2.2 introduces the current search pipeline for ALERT and its current

auto-tuning. We introduce a more heuristic approach for auto-tuning with genetic

algorithms in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 shows achieved performance based on di�er-

ent algorithm input parameters as well as comparison with the pure random search.

We discuss auto-tuning parameter space in terms of complexity and degeneracy in

Section 2.5 and draw our conclusions in Section 2.6.

2.2 AMBER auto-tuning

The real-time search for new single bursts on WSRT is performed via the single-pulse

search pipeline AMBER (The Apertif Monitor for Bursts Encountered in Real-time2,

Sclocco 2017). The pipeline can be divided into four main operations or kernels:

a two-step de-dispersion3, de-dispersed time series downsampling (smoothing) and

subsequent signal-to-noise (S/N) computation. Before the search, each kernel of the

pipeline gets tuned to �nd its most optimal processing con�guration4.

The parallel framework of choice for the accelerators is OpenCL, because it is

vendor independent. In this regard GPU threads are referred as work-items, and

GPU blocks of related threads are referred as work-groups. In AMBER, OpenCL

kernels operate in three dimensional grids, but the pipeline uses only two dimen-

sions, time and DM. These two dimensions limit the amount of available parallelism

on both work-groups and work-items. The pipeline con�guration is based on survey

constraints and processing capabilities (see Table 2.2) as well as 8 di�erent types of

user-controlled parameters5 (see Table 2.3) that altogether de�ne a single computa-

tional con�guration for a speci�c many-core accelerator6.

2https://github.com/AA-ALERT/AMBER
3For a single DM, the frequency channels are �rst united into subbands such that the radio pulse

signal �rst gets de-dispersed along subbands (step one, subband de-dispersion), and then within each

subband (step two, intra-subband de-dispersion).
4https://github.com/AA-ALERT/AMBER_setup/tree/ARTS_tender
5Previous pipeline version additionally had one more parameter splitSeconds responsible for

manipulation between di�erent kernels.
6Other input �les contain downsampling factors, GPU cache line size, and frequency channels

that need to be zapped due to terrestrial radio frequency interference (RFI) contamination.
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2.2 AMBER auto-tuning

Table 2.2: Fixed survey parameters and their values for ARTS0 GPUs.

Parameter Description Value for ARTS0

DEVICE_PADDING Size of the cache line of OpenCL device (bytes) 128*

DEVICE_THREADS Number of simultaneously running OpenCL work-items 32*

MIN_THREADS Minimum number of OpenCL work-items 8

MAX_THREADS Maximum number of OpenCL work-items 1024*

MAX_ITEMS Maximum number of variables which the automated code is allowed to use 255*

LOCAL Use of OpenCL local memory `-local'

MAX_ITEMS_DIM0 Maximum number of OpenCL work-items in time dimension 64

MAX_ITEMS_DIM1 Maximum number of OpenCL work-items in DM dimension 32

MAX_DIM0 Maximum number of OpenCL work-groups in time dimension 1024

MAX_DIM1 Maximum number of OpenCL work-groups in DM dimension 128

MAX_UNROLL Maximum loop unrolling 32

INPUT_BITS Processing data rate (bits per sample) 8

SUBBANDS Number of frequency subbands 32

SUBBANDING_DMS Number of DM subbands 2048

SUBBANDING_DM_FIRST Initial DM of the �rst subband (pc cm - 3) 0.0

SUBBANDING_DM_STEP Subband DM step (pc cm - 3) 2.4

DMS Number of DMs within each subband 24

DM_FIRST Initial DM within the �rst subband (pc cm - 3) 0.0

DM_STEP DM step (SUBBANDING_DM_STEP / DMs) (pc cm - 3) 0.1

BEAMS Number of compound beams 1

SYNTHESIZED_BEAMS Number of synthesized beams 1

MIN_FREQ Minimum observing frequency (MHz) 1290

CHANNELS Number of frequency channels 1536

CHANNEL_BANDWIDTH Frequential resolution (MHz) 0.1953125

SAMPLES Number of samples 25600

BATCHES Number of samples per chunk of data 10

SAMPLING_TIME Time resolution (\mu s) 0.00004096

DOWNSAMPLING Downsampling factors 10 . . . 3200

NRSAMPLES Downsampled number of samples SAMPLES / DOWNSAMPLING

* NVIDIA GeForce GTX Titan X (Maxwell generation) characteristics

All user-controlled tuning parameters need to be generated within the correspond-

ing boundary conditions. For de-dispersion kernels, AMBER may or may not utilize

local memory (localMem) and loop unrolling (unroll) to speed up the computations.

The latter also scales with the amount of channels distributed over the frequency

subbands as this gives the amount of parallelism during the frequency channels sum-

mation. The amounts of time samples and DMs that each GPU has to correct for

(nrSamplesPerThread, nrDMsPerThread, nrSamplesPerBlock, nrDMsPerBlock) are

constrained by the overall number of time samples and DMs / subbanding DMs in

the search space. Similarly, smoothing (S/N evaluation) kernels are computationally

limited by the total (downsampled) number of time samples in the observations.

Before the real-time search, the pipeline undergoes brute-force (BF) auto-tuning

to optimize each kernel by going through all possible con�gurations of tunable param-

eters from the single kernel parameter space. An average run of the BF tuning takes

from 5 to 24 hours depending on the processing cluster architecture. At Westerbork,

AMBER runs on the ARTS GPU Cluster (van Leeuwen 2014). The initial node of

that cluster, ARTS0, is dedicated to pulsar timing, powered by NVIDIA GeForce

GTX Titan X GPUs. On a single such GPU, the BF tuning takes about 10 hours.
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Table 2.3: Types of user-controlled tuning parameters and their boundary conditions.

Parameter p Description Boundary conditions

localMem Utilization of local memory to allow for data re-use between computations p = 0 (no re-use); p = 1 (total re-use)

unroll Loop unrolling to optimize code execution by means of its reorganization
p = 1 . . . MAX_UNROLL;

CHANNELS
SUBBANDS

\div p (step one de-dispersion), SUBBANDS\div p (step two de-dispersion)

nrSamplesPerThread � samples per work-item
p = 1 . . . MAX_ITEMS_DIM0;

SAMPLES\div p (both steps of de-dispersion)

nrDMsPerThread �DMs per work-item
p = 1 . . . MAX_ITEMS_DIM1;

SUBBANDING_DMs\div p (step one de-dispersion), DMs\div p (step two de-dispersion)

nrSamplesPerThread\times nrDMsPerThread < MAX_ITEMS is regulated by the maximum number of registers on a GPU card

nrSamplesPerBlock � samples per work-group
p = 1 . . . MAX_DIM0;

SAMPLES
nrSamplesPerThread

\div p (both steps of de-dispersion)

nrDMsPerBlock �DMs per work-group
p = 1 . . . MAX_DIM1;

SUBBANDING_DMs
nrDMsPerThread

\div p (step one de-dispersion), DMs
nrDMsPerThread

\div p (step two de-dispersion)

nrSamplesPerBlock\times nrDMsPerBlock < MAX_THREADS is regulated by the maximum number of OpenCL work-items

nrItemsD0 � items to process per work-item
p = 1 . . . MAX_ITEMS;

NRSAMPLES\div p (time series downsampling); also SAMPLES\div p (S/N calculation)

nrThreadsD0 �work-items in a work-group
p = 1 . . . MAX_THREADS;

NRSAMPLES
nrItemsD0

\div p (time series downsampling); also SAMPLES
nrItemsD0

\div p (S/N calculation)

2
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2.3 The genetic algorithm

The runtime of the whole pipeline (all kernels) on the randomly generated test data7

with the tuned con�guration lasts about T\mathrm{B}\mathrm{F} \simeq 5.5 sec.

The complete sampling has several drawbacks:

� The BF tuning takes too much time and therefore cannot keep up with the

survey running in real time;

� The BF tuning does not tune all kernels at once, but tunes each kernel sepa-

rately. It does not consider dependencies between kernels which may lead to a

global optimal con�guration for the whole pipeline.

In this paper we test the idea that more heuristic genetic algorithms can �nd a

good enough global con�guration for all kernels together in less time. Although the

end con�guration may not be the overall global optimum (see Section 2.5), it will

still be nearly as good or even better than the combination of best con�gurations per

kernel after BF tuning. Additionally, it will almost always be better than the best

con�guration after a pure random search. The idea and overview of the GA algorithm

is given in the following section.

2.3 The genetic algorithm

The idea of genetic algorithms (GAs) dates back to Charles Darwin's idea of bio-

logical evolution that only the �ttest individuals should survive and produce more

adapted o�spring (Holland 1975). Most applications for GAs are in search and opti-

mization (Goldberg 1989). There are also a number of GA applications in astronomy,

from spectral analysis and cosmology to telescope scheduling (Charbonneau 1995;

Metcalfe et al. 2000; Mokiem et al. 2005; Liesenborgs et al. 2006), but also in searches

for pulsars and gravitational waves (Lazio 1997; Petiteau et al. 2013).

2.3.1 Main genetic operators

The working element of every GA is a chromosome or an individual � a set of tunable

(usually binary) parameters known as genes. The idea of GA is to evolve chromosomes

and improve their scores guided by a �tness function. A typical GA contains �ve main

genetic operators: initialization, selection, crossover, mutation, and replacement (see

Fig. 2.1). The individuals are �rst initialized (usually at random) and acquire their

respective �tness functions. Based on the �tness scores, a number of �ttest individuals

get selected for further evolution. The selection is typically done either via roulette-

wheel scheme (based on cumulative probability of �tness functions) or tournament

scheme (based on the �ttest winner from a limited pool of individuals).

7The data amount depends on the number of processed batches. In our experiments, we used 10

batches, each of 1.024 sec, so the observation time is 10.24 sec.
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Initialization

Fitness function

Selection

Crossover

Mutation

Best individual

Stop?

No

Yes

Figure 2.1: Typical block diagram of a genetic algorithm. After initializing population of individu-

als, we evaluate �tness functions of each individual and check the stopping criteria. We either �nish

or make individual selection based on its �tness value. Next, we apply crossover and mutation to

selected individuals, re-evaluate their �tness functions and check the stopping criteria again. Once

we satisfy the criteria, we end up with the best individual from the evolved population. Otherwise

we replace old individuals by new ones and continue evolution further.

The pair of selected individuals then produces an o�spring through mixing their

genes among each other. Such operation is known as crossover. The most used

option to cross genes is a one-point crossover where the genes before the crossing

point remain the same, but the rest of the genes gets swapped with that from another

individual. Depending on the type of genes and the task, other crossover options such

as multi-point or uniform crossover are possible (see Umbarkar & Sheth 2015, for a

review).

Next, o�spring individuals may also undergo mutation when one or more genes

happen to randomly change their values (e.g., Soni 2014). This is done primarily

to avoid premature convergence into a local optimum and better explore parameter

space.

Finally, the new population replaces the old one with possible preservation of
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�ttest parent individuals. After that the evolution starts again until the population

obtains su�cient �tness function or the evolution reaches its limit in time or in the

number of generations. The size of the individuals population N\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p} as well as the rates

of crossover P\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s} and mutation p\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t} are tunable parameters of the GA algorithm.

2.3.2 GA auto-tuning

The main advantages of the GA approach compared to BF tuning or random search

during AMBER auto-tuning optimization are:

� The BF algorithm tunes each kernel separately, whereas GA tunes the whole

pipeline and thus considers interactions between the kernels. As a result, GA

can in less time �nd a better solution for all kernels as a whole.

� Unlike random search, GA does a guided search for better parameters while

still trying to explore the rest of the parameter space by means of mutation

operator.

In our GA implementation8, every individual is a set of free parameters (see Ta-

ble 2.3) that altogether control all four kernels of the pipeline. Only localMem gene

has a binary representation and switches between `0' and `1', other genes are powers

of two for simplicity, and to preserve bit alignment on GPUs.

We �rst generate arrays of possible values for every gene based on boundary con-

ditions and dependencies (see Section 2.2). Next, all four kernels of N\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p} individuals

obtain genes initialized with random values from those arrays. After that we evaluate

individuals �tness functions as the run times of the whole pipeline, which includes

a combination of all four kernels. We then apply tournament selection by creating

a pool of randomly selected individuals N\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l} (some fraction of the total population

N\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}) such that the individual with the best �tness wins and gets chosen from such

pool. We do selection N\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p} times. Next we group selected individuals in pairs for

the subsequent crossover. We make sure there are minimal or no identical individ-

uals in pairs as this leads to no new o�spring. After that we apply crossover for

each kernel with probability p\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s} to create an o�spring population of individuals

with interchanged genes. The size of o�spring population is the same as the size of

their parents N\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}. We test two types of crossover: one-point crossover and uniform

crossover with a coin toss probability (see Fig. 2.2). The gene exchange happens only

if the o�spring genes also satisfy required boundary conditions.

Some kernels of each o�spring individual then also undergo mutation with proba-

bility p\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}; one or multiple genes in these kernels get randomly changed from an array

of its possible values. For kernels that include downsampling (smoothing and S/N

kernels), a number of genes get randomly chosen for mutation, one per downsampling

8The code is available on GitHub: https://github.com/MixKlim/GA_AMBER
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23 % 57 % 88 % 19 %

a) b)

Figure 2.2: Two types of crossover that we test in our GA: a) one-point crossover; only the genes

(coloured squares) after the red dashed line get exchanged among two individuals. The line crossing

point is chosen at random; b) uniform crossover with a coin toss probability; the exchange of genes

between two individuals happens only if the randomly generated probability associated with these

genes exceeds 50%.

factor. We make sure the new gene value is di�erent from the old one unless it is

prohibited by the boundary conditions. After mutation all o�spring individuals get

their �tness functions re-evaluated.

In the end, we replace parent individuals by their o�spring. We rank parent and

o�spring individuals by their �tness values and select �rst 50% from each of them. In

this case we preserve the �ttest parent individuals and have a new population of the

same size N\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p} for the next generation.

2.4 Performance results

Since we are interested in testing how much faster GA tuning �nds nearly as good

solution as BF tuning, we run our genetic evolution for as long as it takes BF to

explore and tune every single kernel, i.e. T\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n} \simeq 10 hrs for ARTS0. To evaluate

�tness values we run AMBER with each individual con�guration on the uniformly

distributed noise with injected single pulse signal and obtain a set of execution times
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2.4 Performance results

T\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}. Although the total runtime T\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l} = T\mathrm{d}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a} + T\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c} also includes time spent on

test data generation T\mathrm{d}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}, we do not take that time into account while evaluating the

individual's �tness function. Nevertheless, some con�gurations can result in a very

slow run of the pipeline or even its breakdown, mostly due to inappropriate memory

allocation. To avoid such con�gurations, we limit the AMBER total runtime T\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l} to

3min. Such time limit covers half-minute �uctuations from test data generation

as well as relatively slow executions, but also penalizes ine�cient runs. For the

tournament selection, the size of the tournament pool N\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l} was set to be 20\% of

N\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p} to avoid multiple selections of only several dominant individuals.

In our tests we used N\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p} = 20 individual con�gurations to balance between slow

�tness function evaluation and su�cient number of generations. Unless being tested,

crossover and mutation were applied with p\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s} = 0.8 and p\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t} = 0.1, somewhat gen-

erally accepted average rates in the literature (see Patil & Pawar 2015, for a review).

We also recorded con�gurations with the best �tness value after each generation. We

then tracked the best �tness value in the population over all generations along with

the computational time spent per generation. We did several 10 hr test runs based

on di�erent population size, probabilities of crossover and mutation, type of crossover

operator, and pure random search. For each run and for every population generation,

we plot the ratio between the best obtained execution time over the runtime found

by BF tuning T\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}/T\mathrm{B}\mathrm{F} (see Fig. 2.3).

In case of changing mutation rate (Fig. 2.3(a)), more frequent mutation leads to a

more complete exploration of the total parameter space. Still, even when individuals

always happen to mutate during their evolution (p\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t} = 1, best exploration), it may

take much longer time compared to BF runtime to signi�cantly improve the best

con�guration in population, mostly due to high complexity of the parameter space

we have to explore (see Section 2.5) and prolonged �tness evaluations.

In case of changing crossover rate (Fig. 2.3(b)), more frequent crossover generally

leads to a better mixing between individuals and therefore more rapid population

evolution. Depending on how good the best con�guration gets after random initial-

ization, higher crossover rates result in higher evolutionary slopes. Extremely high

rates (p\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s} = 1, all individuals get updated and then mutated) do not necessarily

lead to the best �tness at the end of GA evolution, but greatly reduce its value after

initialization.

The more individuals we initialize, the more time we spend on generating arrays of

possible values for each gene based on boundary conditions (see Section 2.2, 2.3). This

is illustrated in Fig. 2.3(c), where we test GA performance relative to the population

size. As a result, GAs with larger populations undergo less iterations within T\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}

and are thus less likely to converge into good solutions. On the other hand, larger

populations can better sample total parameter space during initialization, which can

still result in a good �t (see also Section 2.7).

Fig. 2.3(d) shows tests based on di�erent types of crossover operator, single-point
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(a) Evolution with di�erent p\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t} probability.
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(b) Evolution with di�erent p\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s} probability.
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(c) Evolution with di�erent N\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p} size.
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Figure 2.3: Di�erent tests on algorithm convergence with (2.3(a)) changing mutation rate; (2.3(b))

changing crossover rate; (2.3(c)) changing population size; (2.3(d)) changing type of crossover (single-

point, toss-coin) and performing pure random search. The last two runs of the random search got

overall bad or penalized �tness values that appear higher and are therefore not visible on the plot.

and toss-�ip (see also Fig. 2.2). Although toss-�ip crossover implies more gene ex-

changes than single-point crossover, this does not re�ect on the overall convergence

of the best �t. We also test pure random search option where we do not use genetic

operators but randomly initialize new populations until we reach T\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}. In this case

there is no interaction between individuals or evolution of their population. Again,

initialization takes more time than evolution, therefore we end up with less amount

of runs before we reach BF time limit. Also, we do not track best individual con-

�gurations during T\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n} and thus can have penalties in �tness functions for certain

random search runs. Nevertheless, we may sometimes get relatively good �ts straight

from the initialization but those are rare due to the complexity of the total parameter

space (see Section 2.5).
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2.5 Discussion

All plots show that the GA evolution can be generally described by a rapid drop

of �tness value at the early evolution stage (subject of initialization and selection)

and its much slower improvement at the later evolution stage (subject of crossover

and mutation). Thus, we can already �nd a reasonably good con�guration of 1.5  - 
2\times T\mathrm{B}\mathrm{F} after 2 - 5 hours of GA evolution. We also see that within T\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n} GA almost

always converges into a better solution for the whole pipeline than BF tuning for

each kernel. Again, this is because GA �tness function is guided by the overall

performance of the whole pipeline, whereas BF optimizes each kernel separately. None

of the GA parameters drastically change the gradual �tness improvement and its

proximity to the best BF solution. The later evolution of the search parameters

happens very slow and is also quite independent of the population size. As the

algorithm converges to one of the local, good con�gurations after initialization or

during very �rst generations, it can still improve them later through crossover or even

�nd the best, global con�guration through mutation.

2.5 Discussion

The main downside of every �tting algorithm is that after �nding a local, degenerate

solution, it is very unlikely to improve and converge into a much better, global �t.

Our GA performance tests show that the parameter space we are trying to �t is

very complex and possesses many local con�gurations that give almost identically

good but not necessarily the best performance. To check the variety of parameter

con�gurations that GA converges to, we build up histograms for best individual's

genes evolved in populations of three di�erent sizes: N\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p} = 20, 30, and 50 (see

Section 2.7). The diversity in explored parameter ranges as well as histogram shapes

shows that we obtain multiple degenerate solutions at the end of each GA evolution.

Therefore, it takes more time than T\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n} for one single run of GA evolution to cover

all good con�gurations and determine the best among them.

To test the algorithm convergence, we measure the coe�cient of variation cv = \sigma /\mu 

among di�erent con�gurations at the end of every algorithm run; \sigma is the standard

deviation of the given parameter and \mu is its mean value in a set of end con�gurations.

We then average cv over multiple algorithm runs. The gaps in parameter ranges caused

by boundary conditions do not a�ect cv as both \mu and \sigma get a�ected but balance

each other in a ratio. Higher cv shows more diversity in individual genes, whereas

the algorithm convergence requires low cv. Fig. 2.4 shows averaged coe�cients of

variation among 20 con�gurations after 30 GA and random search executions. We

see that GA shows strong parameter convergence compared to memoryless random

search, and thus results in smaller cv. Most diversity happens in smoothing and S/N

kernels since with multiple downsampling factors, these kernels have more freedom to

get their parameters changed. However, de-dispersion kernels represent the highest
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Figure 2.4: Bar histogram of coe�cients of variation cv among N\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p} = 20 individual con�gurations

averaged over 30 GA and random searches. GA search has overall smaller cv than random search

as it utilizes genetic memory which gives parameter convergence. nrThreads and nrItems get high

cv since they have more freedom to change due to multiple downsampling factors. The coe�cient of

binary localMem variation is not present as it approaches in�nite values once there is only a small

variation in di�erent con�gurations.

pipeline workload. As a result, both one-step and two-step de-dispersion contribute

in a greater degree to the execution time9, and are thus most crucial for tuning. We

do not treat the variation of the binary parameter localMem as it has a near-zero

mean and is thus very sensitive to small diversities in various con�gurations.

To better see how well GA tunes the pipeline compared to BF search, we estimate

the volume of the tuneable parameter space. Despite the fact we only have 8 di�er-

ent types of free parameters (Table 2.3), their number grows and thereby expands

total parameter space as we consider multiple de-dispersion and donwsampling steps.

Each de-dispersion kernel has six free parameters, whereas two other kernels, signal

smoothing and S/N evaluation, have 2 free parameters for every downsampling factor.

Given 9 downsampling factors for Apertif and taking additional S/N evaluation for a

non-downsampled signal into account, we have in total 2\times 6+9\times 2+10\times 2 = 50 free pa-

930 - 70\% of T\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c} based on an average runtime for 20 con�gurations.
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rameters. As we initialize individual genes from arrays of possible values determined

by boundary conditions, we can estimate how many possible values each individual

gene can have. Since user-controlled parameter ranges are independent between dif-

ferent pipeline kernels, we get up to 2 \times 1015 possible con�gurations. Sampling that

many con�gurations for the whole pipeline with a 3min runtime limit would require

1.9\times 108 years, impossible even for a processing with manyfold parallelization.

It is also hard to predict a global optimal con�guration for a pipeline without

knowing the landscape of such high-dimensional parameter space. Nevertheless, even

though di�erent genes from various best individuals do not resemble each other, it is

the combination of all genes that determines individual �tness function, or the overall

performance of the whole pipeline. Thus, if we are determined to get a reasonably

good con�guration in few hours, �nding one local solution and evolving it is enough to

reach a better overall performance than applying a much deeper and longer BF search

for each kernel. Our tests show that for ARTS0 a combination of random search at

the beginning and evolution later can in 2  - 5 hours get just as good or even better

con�guration than what BF approach can obtain in 10 hours.

This also raises the question whether a complete random draw of con�gurations

from the complete parameter space (pure random search) would do just �ne. The

histogram of best �tness values based on GA evolution and complete random search

is given in Fig. 2.5. We see that on average GA �nds better solution than just

a random search, although the latter can sometimes overtake due to �lucky shots�.

However, as in every random process, there is no time certainty on how long we might

have to wait before a reasonably good individual gets initialized. In GAs there is a

constant �tness improvement that constraints the expected waiting time to 2 - 5 hours

for ARTS0 instead of 10. Furthermore, good random picks should in general be rare

as the total parameter space is very large-scale and hard to �t without any evolution.

2.6 Conclusions

Real-time single pulse searches are computationally intensive. Multiple factors play

key role in how deep and fast searches can be made: total �eld of view and sensitivity

in the survey, memory bandwidth and data rate of the beamformer, computational

performance and versatility of the backend. We need sophisticated pipelines to speed

the data processing up.

Before the actual processing, the transient search pipeline AMBER �nds the most

optimal con�guration of user-controlled parameters for every pipeline kernel so that

each kernel can perform at its fastest. This gets achieved via brute-force exploration

of every kernel parameter space and takes many hours of processing depending on

a survey setup. Besides, this does not take any dependencies between kernels into
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Figure 2.5: Histogram of best �tness values after 35 GA and random searches. Although random

initialization may sometimes reach good �ts, GAs generally evolve their individuals to much better

overall performance. In general, it takes more time to initialize new individuals within boundary

conditions rather than evolve already good solutions that are a priori within such conditions.

account and therefore does not tune the pipeline as a whole. Such tuning strategy

does not allow the pipeline to be quickly retuned in case the pipeline gets modi�ed

or upgraded.

Our search strategy based on genetic algorithms shows that with GAs we can

always obtain a nearly as good or even better con�guration for the whole pipeline

in less amount of time, i.e. 2  - 5 hours for ARTS0. The better the con�guration

gets obtained during the random initialization, the faster the GA converges into an

already good �t. Apart from that, strong selection together with frequent crossovers

and casual mutations will always handle badly initialized population and still lead to

a good �t in the end. Such strategy can be easily ported to more sensitive pipelines

and surveys.

Heuristic algorithms are a perfect tool to quickly obtain a local solution that can be

nearly as good, or even better, than BF tuning of each kernel. For multidimensional

parameter spaces in radio astronomy and other domains (bioinformatics, cryptogra-

phy), heuristics is by far the easiest way to �nd reasonably good solution in a short

period of time and with limited computational resources.
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2.7 Appendix: Evolutionary histograms for the best

individuals in populations of di�erent sizes

Figures 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 represent histograms for the best individual genes (user-controlled

parameters) values during their evolution in population with 2.6) 20 individuals; 2.7)

30 individuals; 2.8) 50 individuals. All tests were performed under p\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s} = 0.8, p\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t} =

0.1 and single-point crossover. In this case we do not distinguish between di�erent de-

dispersion steps or downsampling factors. The diversity in explored parameter ranges

and their quantities relates to the diversity of degenerate end solutions. Parameter

histograms for larger populations are more scarce � as GAs with larger populations

need more time to initialize individuals, less time is spent on evolution of the best

individual and exploration of its better genes.
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transients in M33, M81 & M82
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Abstract

The radio pulsar and rotating radio transient populations are only known in and near

the Milky Way. Investigating such populations in other galaxies requires deep pulsar

and transient searches. We performed 4-h radio observations of nearby galaxies M33,

M81 and M82 with LOFAR. Our main purpose was to characterize the bright end

of the pulsar population in other galaxies, and compare it to that of the Milky Way.

We searched for extragalactic radio pulsars through a periodic-pulse search, and for

sporadic fast radio transients through a single-pulse search. We coherently combined

at most 23 LOFAR Core High-Band Antenna (HBA) stations and covered M33, M81,

and M82 in their entirety using multiple tied-array beams. No pulsating sources

or single pulses were found. We have therefore established stricter limits on the

extragalactic pulsar �ux density at lower frequencies than those obtained in previous

Arecibo, GBT, and WSRT searches. We conclude that in nearby galaxies M33, M81,

and M82 there are no pulsars shining toward Earth with pseudo luminosities greater

than a few times that of the brightest pulsars in our Milky Way.
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3.1 Introduction

Radio pulsars (Hewish et al. 1968) are rapidly rotating neutron stars whose physical

facets di�er strongly from those encountered on Earth: pulsars have, for example,

magnetic �elds that are twelve orders of magnitude stronger than those of Earth; yet

they are three orders of magnitude smaller. There are now more than 2500 pulsars

known within our Galaxy, including its globular clusters1 (Manchester et al. 2005).

Normal radio pulsars emit radio waves along the �eld lines over their magnetic

poles; as the pulsar continuously spins and radiates, its radio emission is ultimately

caught by radio telescopes as periodic pulses (see Lorimer & Kramer 2004, for a gen-

eral overview of pulsar radio emission). Such pulses can be integrated to get a higher

signal-to-noise (S/N) pulse pro�le. Rotating radio transients (RRATs, McLaughlin

et al. 2006), in contrast, emit only occasionally; these sources are more easily found

in single pulse searches than in periodicity searches (Cordes & McLaughlin 2003;

Keane et al. 2011). These thus require a more detailed analysis of individual pulses.

Similarly, it might be possible to receive extremely bright giant pulses from relatively

young pulsars in distant galaxies, another bene�t of single-pulse searches (McLaughlin

& Cordes 2003). Catching single pulses is, however, challenging as the astronomical

data is usually contaminated with radio frequency interference (RFI). Such detrimen-

tal signals can be produced by terrestrial sources in a frequency range coincident with

that of the observation. Several other factors usually play important roles in the ap-

parent brightness of the pulsar signal. First o�, the distance d to the source clearly

a�ects the pulsar �ux density: S\propto d - 2. Furthermore, after the pulsar wave front

has travelled through the interstellar medium, the lower frequencies arrive later than

higher frequencies (dispersion, t\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l} \propto \nu  - 2). Multi-path propagation also introduces

a delayed power-law tail in the integrated pulse pro�le (scattering, \tau \mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r} \propto \nu  - 4).

The discovery of new pulsars, either periodic or transient, provides better insights

into, for example, the source birth rate, the progenitor populations, the spatial and

�ux density distributions. The subsequent timing of the most stable radio pulsars can

lead to very good tests of space-time curvature that probe gravitational e�ects and of

supranuclear density which can establish well-�tted equations of neutron star state.

Moreover, the study of frequency-dependent scattering and dispersion can result in a

more detailed understanding of the content and density pro�le of the free electrons in

the interstellar medium (Cordes & Lazio 2002).

For the extragalactic search, apart from the analysis of intergalactic matter, the

presence of pulsars in other galaxies allows us to establish the link between the galaxy

evolution and the pulsar population synthesis there. From such a link we can infer

whether di�erent galactic progenitors create di�erent neutron star populations.

There have been numerous pulsar discoveries among relatively close stellar over-

1http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat (catalogue version 1.54)
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Table 3.1: Past surveys dedicated to the periodicity (PS) and single-pulse (SPS) pulsar searches in nearby galaxies. Tabulated are: galaxy, its

distance, the telescope, central frequency, bandwidth in MHz, sampling time in \mu s, total dwell time in hours, and the obtained average (for PS),

and peak (for SPS) �ux densities in Jy.

Galaxy d Telescope Fcntr \Delta \nu Tsamp Tint Smin [PS] Speak [SPS] Reference

(Mpc) (MHz) (MHz) (\mu s) (hrs) (Jy) (Jy)

M33 0.84 Arecibo
430 10 102.4 3.0 0.2\times 10 - 3 0.5 1

1440 100 64 (100) 2.0 (3.0) 5.3\times 10 - 6 0.1 2

NGC253, NGC300, Fornax 3.0, 2.0, 16.9
Parkes 435 32 420 3.0 (. . . ) 0.09 1

NGC6300, NGC7793 16.9, 3.5

Leo I (dSph galaxy) 0.25
GBT

350 100 81.92 20.0 \sim 2.0\times 10 - 4 \sim 0.04 3

IC 10 0.66 820 200 204.8 16.0 1.5\times 10 - 5 0.02 4

Willman 1, Boo dw, UMi dw 0.046, 0.062, 0.075

GBT (Arecibo) 820 (327) 50 (50) 81.92 (128)

3.3, 4.4, 5.3

(. . . )

0.5 (1.54), 0.3 (1), 1.6 (5), each \times 103

5

Dra dw, Scl dw, Sex dw 0.078, 0.093, 0.099 3.6, 2.8, 3.25 2.3 (7), 2.3 (7.1), 2.3 (7.1), each \times 103

CVn I, Leo I-II, UMa II 0.23, 0.28, 0.23, 0.25 6.2, 21.9, 10.9, 2.0 4 (12), 6 (19), 4 (12), 19 (57), each \times 103

And II, III, VI, XI-XIV 0.9 1.4, 1.1, 2.5, 3.9, 3.7, 3.0, 2.0 64 (198), each \times 103

Leo T, Leo A 0.4, 0.78 4.2, 6.1 13 (40), 44 (136), each \times 103

IC 1613, LGS 3, Peg dw 0.9, 0.93, 0.93 3.5, 3.9, 2.5 63 (195), 67 (207), 67 (207), each \times 103

M31 0.8 WSRT 328 10 409.6 32.0 0.3\times 10 - 3 2.8 6

1 McLaughlin & Cordes (2003);
2 Bhat et al. (2011);
3 Rubio-Herrera & Maccarone (2013);
4 Noori et al. (2014);
5 Kondratiev et al. (2013) and Kondratiev (priv. comm.);
6 Rubio-Herrera et al. (2013).

4
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Table 3.2: LOFAR Observations of nearby galaxies M33, M81, and M82. For tied-array rings

(TARs) only the coordinates of the central tied-array beam (TAB) are provided.

ObsID Galaxy Angular size Time � TARs / RA DEC

(arcmin) (hrs) TABs (J2000) (J2000)

L274117 M33 70.8 \times 41.7

4

5 TARs 01:33:50.90 +30:39:35.8

L342964

M81 26.9 \times 14.1 3 TARs 09:55:33.19 +69:03:55.0

M82 11.2 \times 4.3

1 TAB 09:56:06.10 +69:41:15.0

1 TAB 09:55:52.20 +69:40:47.0

1 TAB 09:55:38.75 +69:40:20.0

densities, for example globular clusters2 (see Camilo & Rasio 2005, for a review),

and nearest neighbour galaxies of the Local Galactic Group: the Small and Large

Magellanic Clouds (Crawford et al. 2001; Ridley et al. 2013); but also non-detections

towards, for example, dwarf spheroidal galaxies (Rubio-Herrera & Maccarone 2013).

In addition, several e�orts have been made to capture periodic as well as single pulse

signals from nearby galaxies, with di�erent telescopes. Unfortunately none of these

searches discovered new sources. For the deepest of such past surveys, we list the fre-

quencies and sensitivities in Table 3.1. These frequencies range from 328 - 1440MHz.

Based on the facts that at lower frequencies pulsar beams get wider and pulsar �uxes

get higher (Stappers et al. 2011), there is a possibility that deep, lower-frequency

surveys could �nd pulsars that these past e�orts have missed.

The LOw Frequency Array (LOFAR, van Haarlem et al. 2013) is a radio telescope

capable of tracking several nearby galaxies, at long wavelengths. The LOFAR high-

band antenna's (HBA, 120 - 240MHz) frequency range approximately coincides with

the peak of pulsar �ux density distribution (100  - 200MHz, Stappers et al. 2011),

which is an advantage for a pulsar search. Compared to previous low-frequency pulsar

searches, further improvements such as the much increased bandwidth (\approx 70MHz),

the high core gain (\approx 8.8K/Jy), and the relatively low antenna temperature (\approx 160K,

see Eq. 3 from van Leeuwen & Stappers 2010) mean that LOFAR can, on the one

hand, �nd many new interesting pulsars (see Coenen et al. 2014), and on the other

hand, better investigate their fundamental emission peculiarities (see Stappers et al.

2011). In general, pulsar beams are thought to be wider at lower frequencies, giv-

ing LOFAR the advantage in capturing radio pulses over higher-frequency surveys.

Finally, the LOFAR multi-beaming allows for e�cient, deep integrations at a sensi-

tivity and �eld of view unparalleled in the world. The main downside of searching for

pulsars with LOFAR is that dispersion and scattering degrade the inherently sharp

pulsar peaks.

In this paper, we describe the searches we have performed with LOFAR for pulsars

in spiral Triangulum Galaxy M33 (distance d \approx 0.73 - 0.94Mpc), Bode's Galaxy M81

2http://www.naic.edu/~pfreire/GCpsr.html
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(d \approx 3.50  - 3.74Mpc), and starburst Cigar Galaxy M82 (d \approx 3.5  - 3.8Mpc). Given

their northern positions (see Table 3.2), these three galaxies can be well targeted

with LOFAR, as the projected e�ective area of LOFAR's �xed dipoles, and thus the

sensitivity, is the highest close to zenith (see van Leeuwen & Stappers 2010).

The origin and current environment of a galaxy inevitably a�ect its star-formation

rate and mass-energy distribution. As a result, the pulsar population in nearby galax-

ies can be di�erent from that of our Milky Way, and a comparison between this

population and that of our Milky Way is interesting.

Furthermore, measuring a dispersion measure (DM) toward an extragalactic pulsar

immediately indicates the total amount of electron matter along the line of sight.

Once an ensemble of such pulsars are found in a certain galaxy, one may be able

to disentangle the host and interstellar components, and measure the free electron

density of the intergalactic matter, a quantity highly interesting for fast radio burst

(FRB) studies (Spitler et al. 2016), for example.

Our paper is organised as follows: Section 3.2 outlines the general characteristics

of observational pointings; Section 3.3 describes the actual search procedure. The

search results and sensitivity estimations are given in Section 3.4, and we present our

conclusions in Section 3.5.

3.2 Observations

The ability of LOFAR to produce multiple highly sensitive tied-array beams (TABs)

provides an opportunity to fully cover a targeted nearby galaxy and therefore carry

out a deep search over its entire area. Our �rst targeted observation was directed at

the M33 galaxy, while the second captured both M81 and M82.

We use the LOFAR HBA coherent core, coherently combining the central 20 and

23 LOFAR core high-band antenna (HBA) stations for �rst and second observations,

respectively. These operate on the same central distributed clock and are thus the

largest possible portion of the telescope that can be coherently combined in real

time (Stappers et al. 2011). Figure 3.1 shows the tiling that was used, consisting

of multiple rings of TABs, with radius successively increasing by 0.075 degrees. We

formed �ve such rings for M33 during the �rst observation and three rings for M81

during the second observation. This resulted in the usage of 90 beams for M33

galaxy and 37 beams for M81 galaxy. Galaxy M82 was covered using three beams.

Each observation was four hours long. LOFAR survey pointings as well as time

integration and number of beams are demonstrated in Table 3.2. Both observations

were made with 68.5MHz of bandwidth around 146MHz. That is the maximum

bandwidth available when covering the entire galaxy with tied-array beams, thus

achieving highest possible sensitivity. Further observational characteristics are listed

in Table 3.3. The recorded 32-bit data were reduced to 8 bit and cleaned from RFI
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Figure 3.1: Our targeted nearby galaxies: (a) M33 � beam 70 is missing due to one of the LOFAR

processing-cluster nodes failing; (b) M81/M82. The beam shape is shown in the bottom left corner

of each panel.
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3.3 Data analysis

Table 3.3: LOFAR Observational setup.

Parameter Value

Observational dates: March 10 and May 9, 2015

Telescope: LOFAR

Receiver: HBA

Backend: COBALT

Number of tied-array beams

 - First observation: 90

 - Second observation: 40

Polarizations/beam: 2

Central frequency: 146MHz

Frequency bandwidth: 68.5MHz

Frequency channels: 11232

Sample time: 1310\mu s

Integration time: 14400 s

with the standard pulsar pipeline (Alexov et al. 2010).

3.3 Data analysis

Through the LOFAR long term archive (LTA, Renting & Holties 2011), data were

transferred to the Dutch national supercomputer Cartesius3. There, we performed

periodicity and single-pulse searches using PRESTO (Ransom 2001), over the course of

about 350, 000 core-hours of Cartesius compute time.

3.3.1 Periodicity search

Our search for periodic pulses was carried out independently and in parallel for each

LOFAR beam. All three galaxies have high inclinations: M33 (55\circ , Hodge 2011) and

M81 (32\circ , Immler & Wang 2001), M82 (77\circ , Mayya et al. 2005), which was one of the

selection and ranking criteria (van Leeuwen & Stappers 2010). The DM contributions

from the Milky Way in their direction are about 50.1, 40.9, and 41.3pc cm - 3, respec-

tively. Data were de-dispersed up to a high DM of 1000 pc cm - 3 DM grid, to account

for potential giant molecular clouds situated in between, to allow for the errors on the

free-electron models, and to remain sensitive to any low-frequency FRBs. We erased

particular RFI-a�ected frequencies, identi�ed both per beam (both narrow band and

at zero DM), and for general LOFAR signals. Our aim in this search is to detect the

brightest sources in the target galaxies; these are most likely normal or young pulsars,

not recycled MSPs. We thus focused on the somewhat slower, non-recycled section

3https://userinfo.surfsara.nl/systems/cartesius
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Table 3.4: Test pulsars found with LOFAR as a part of testing the search pipeline. Tabulated

are: integration time, number of used subbands, pulse period, DM, pulse duty cycle at 50% of peak,

expected �ux density at 150MHz from the ATNF catalogue, and measured peak S/N.

Pulsar tint subbands P DM w50/P S150 S/Npeak

(s) (ms) (pc cm - 3) (Jy)

PSRJ0332 + 5434 260 128 714.501 26.77 9.2\times 10 - 3 8.8 99.21

PSRJ0953 + 0755 600 288 253.063 2.969 3.7\times 10 - 2 2.3 63.92

of the search parameter space. To limit processing time we started the search with

a sample time 2.6ms. Each TAB required \approx 4 \times 104 of DM steps to optimally cor-

rect for the possible dispersion smearing. Higher DMs were combined with successive

downsampling in time. We then Fourier transformed the de-dispersed time series and

generally applied a periodicity search without attempting any corrections for binary

acceleration. Finally, we folded the data up to 200 best candidates per beam, for

subsequent manual inspection.

We �rst tested our search pipeline on two known pulsars that are characterized

in Table 3.4. Both these pulsars were found successfully. However, despite many

promising candidates with high DM (around 600 pc cm - 3) and small spin periods

(around 100ms), the main search revealed no new, persuasive extragalactic pulsars.

3.3.2 Single-pulse search

To �nd sporadic sources, we started from de-dispersed time series that we obtained

earlier during the periodicity search step. We then searched for non-periodic pulses

via boxcar function matched-�ltering (Ransom 2001) and grouped all found pulses

from all LOFAR TABs into a single database to simplify their subsequent charac-

terization (Michilli et al., 2016, in prep., see also Deneva et al. 2016, for analogous

approach). Both test pulsars were also successfully found with a single-pulse search

routine and identi�ed on the de-dispersed raw data. Next, we ranked all the pulses

from the database by the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} \geq 8\sigma ), their extragalactic

origin (DM \geq DMz, where DMz = 25pc cm - 3 is the azimuthal Galactic DM contri-

bution derived from the ne2001 model4 (Cordes & Lazio 2002) scaled to LOFAR fre-

quencies) as well as their duration (W \leq 50ms). Similar criteria were used by Petro�

et al. (2015a) in their search for extragalactic bursts. We looked for both repeated

pulses at similar DM, as well as for completely single bursts. The main criteria for

the pulse being genuine was a smooth decrease of S/N on both sides of the DM scale,

see Fig. 3.2. The most promising candidates, both single and repeated, were then

inspected directly in frequency versus time `waterfall' plots made from the raw data,

see Fig. 3.3. Most candidates turned out to be narrow-band RFI that remained after

4http://www.nrl.navy.mil/rsd/RORF/ne2001
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3.4 Search results and implications

(a) pulse \#1

(b) pulse \#2 (c) pulse \#3

Figure 3.2: Typical DM versus time behaviour for aperiodic candidates � S/N reduces either side

of the peak due to the incorrect DM value: (a) for M33 galaxy; (b) and (c) for M81 and M82 galaxies

(the lack of characteristic points at higher DMs is due to the downsampling).

TAB RFI masking. In the end, no reliable astrophysical single pulses were found.

3.4 Search results and implications

The search did not result in any new pulsars or transients from M33, M81 or M82.

However, not all pulsars are beamed our way. The beaming fraction (Smith 1969)

relates to the chance of receiving radio emission from all the pulsars of a particular

class. For young pulsars that might be born in other galaxies with typical periods of

100ms, only about 50% are beamed toward Earth (Lorimer 2008). We provide sensi-

tivity estimates only for those extragalactic pulsars that can be potentially detected.

Below we therefore derive, for each, the limit on its pseudo-luminosity.
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(a) DM = 27.07 pc cm - 3 (b) DM = 26.77 pc cm - 3

Figure 3.3: Example of the `waterfall' frequency versus time representation for the test pulsar

PSR J0332 + 5434: (a) with an incorrect DM; (b) with a correct DM. The red triangle denotes the

expected position of the dispersion-corrected pulse signal on time series.

The periodic-search minimum detectable �ux for a periodicity search (ps, Bhat-

tacharya 1998)

Smin, ps = \beta 
T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}

G
\sqrt{} 
n\mathrm{p} \Delta \nu t\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}

\times (S/N)\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} \times 
\sqrt{} 

W

P  - W
. (3.1)

Here \beta is a digitization factor (normally \beta \gtrsim 1), Tsys is the system temperature

(K), G is the telescope gain (K/Jy), \Delta \nu is the bandwidth (Hz), and t\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t} is the ob-

servation dwell time (s). (S/N)\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} corresponds to a pulse signal-to-noise thresh-

old ((S/N)\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} = 10\sigma in our case), and the �nal term quanti�es how the sensitiv-

ity increases when the pulse �ux is concentrated in a short pulse width W ev-

ery period P . The system temperature and the LOFAR Core gain were estimated

using the Hamaker-Carozzi beam model with 50% systematic uncertainties (Kon-

dratiev et al. 2016): T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s} = (7.4\pm 1.1)\times 102K, G = A\mathrm{e}ff/(2 \cdot k) \simeq 4\pm 2K/Jy. Here

A\mathrm{e}ff = a\mathrm{e}ff \times N\gamma 
stations \times (1  - fbad) is a total e�ective area, a\mathrm{e}ff is a 48-tile HBA

station e�ective area, Nstations is the number of HBA stations (20 for M33 and 23

for M81/M82), \gamma = 0.85 is the coherence factor, fbad \simeq 5\% is the fraction of bro-

ken tiles, and k is Boltzmann constant. We obtained a noise rms �ux density of

0.15\pm 0.08mJy for M33 and 0.13\pm 0.07mJy for M81/M82. We next determine the

expected observed pulse widths W as a function of pulse period P and dispersion

measure DM. We derive the intrinsic width w\mathrm{a}\mathrm{v} by applying an ATNF-averaged pulse

duty cycle \langle w50/P \rangle \simeq 0.05 to the period P . We next include instrumental broadening

e�ects: the DM stepsize smearing w\mathrm{d}\mathrm{m}, sub-band stepsize smearing w\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{b}, and intra-

channel smearing w\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}, and LOFAR sampling time constrain w\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}. Scattering may

also severely increase the observed pulse width, and thus hinder detections at low fre-
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quencies. According to the ne2001 model, the maximum Galactic scatter broadening

limits w\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r} in the direction to M33 and M81/M82 galaxies are 1.3ms and 0.9ms,

respectively. We assume two scattering screens (one in our Galaxy, and another in the

host galaxy) � by assuming similar structure of both, we thus double the resulting

scatter broadening times. Furthermore, each LOFAR sensitivity curve depends on

the DM searched � we show curves for DM = 0, 10, 100, and 1000 pc cm - 3.

For a given DM, the broadening width is thus only dependent on the pulse period:

W (P ) =
\sqrt{} 

w2
\mathrm{a}\mathrm{v}(P ) + w2

\mathrm{d}\mathrm{m} + w2
\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{b} + w2

\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n} + w2
\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p} + (2w\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r})

2

which allows for the derivation of the sensitivity

Smin, ps \approx 0.2\pm 0.1\times 10\times 
\sqrt{} 

W (P )

P  - W (P )
mJy. (3.2)

In addition to the periodicity sensitivity derived above, the minimum detectable �ux

for a single pulse search (sps, Cordes & Lazio 2002)

Smin, sps =
T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}

G
\sqrt{} 
n\mathrm{p} \Delta \nu W

\times S/N\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} =

=
T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}

G
\sqrt{} 
n\mathrm{p} \Delta \nu t\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}

\times S/N\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} \times 
\sqrt{} 

t\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}
W

.

(3.3)

Given the noise rms �ux density limit and an upper limit on single pulses width

(0.05 s), we estimate the sensitivity

Smin, sps \approx 0.2\pm 0.1\times 8\times 0.5 \cdot 103mJy \approx 0.8\pm 0.4 Jy. (3.4)

To compare our limits to the known Galactic population, we can estimate how bright

that population would appear to LOFAR, if placed in the targeted galaxies. For

this purpose we �rst extracted from the ATNF pulsar archive all known pulsars �ux

densities at 400MHz, which we scaled down to the LOFAR 150MHz central frequency

using a spectral index \alpha =  - 1.8\pm 0.2 (Maron et al. 2000). For reference we also added

the millisecond (Kondratiev et al. 2016) and non-recycled (Bilous et al. 2015) pulsars

that were previously detected with LOFAR, to our sensitivity plots. We see that our

LOFAR survey observation is sensitive enough to catch most actual Galactic pulses,

and only fails to �nd the fastest millisecond pulsars at high DMs, that is where the

average pulse width is larger than the initial sampling time (w50 \geq t\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}) or the

broadening width is larger than the pulse period itself (W \geq P , Fig. 3.4(a)). We

note that the fact that many of these were detected by Kondratiev et al. (2016) is

explained by their usage of, for example, coherent de-dispersion and folding on known

ephemerides, much improving sensitivity over our blind-search �lterbanked pipeline.

When referring to nearby galaxies, scaling with distance squared quickly dimin-

ishes the pulsar �ux density. To estimate extragalactic pulsars �uxes, we have placed
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Figure 3.4: Diagrams of �ux density at 150MHz S150 versus period P . Included are all the ATNF catalogue pulsars that have reported periods

and �ux densities. The LOFAR sensitivity curves for DM = 0, 10, 100, 1000pc cm - 3 are drawn, with the error contour for the most realistic DM

for M33/M81/M82, at 1000pc cm - 3. The most-luminous Galactic pulsar, PSRJ1305  - 6455, is denoted with a star. Panel (a) shows that our

survey was sensitive enough to detect almost the entire Galactic pulsar population, had they been in the �eld of view. In (b) we illustrate our

sensitivity to these same pulsars at the actual distance of M82/M81 (left y-axis) and M33 (right y-axis).
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3.5 Conclusions

all ATNF catalogue pulsars in the roughly equidistant pair M81/M82 and in M33

(Fig. 3.4(b)). We compare our sensitivity curves with the M81/M82/M33 analogue

of the very bright, distant (d \simeq 30 kpc) Galactic pulsar J1305  - 6455 (P \simeq 0.57 s,

S150, Galaxy \simeq 0.17 Jy): we �nd S150, M33 \simeq 0.17mJy, S150, M81/M82 \simeq 0.01mJy. Our

LOFAR sensitivity limit for this pulsar at DM = 1000pc cm - 3 is about 0.53mJy

(Fig. 3.4(a)). We see that for M81/M82 the di�erence between the LOFAR sensitiv-

ity and the �ux density of the brightest Galactic analogue pulsar is a little over an

order of magnitude. For M33, LOFAR is within a factor of a few of being able to

detect the brightest Galactic analogue. With only slightly better sensitivity pulsar

populations similar to that of the Galaxy could be resolved in M33.

3.5 Conclusions

We have conducted a deep LOFAR search for radio pulsars and other time-domain

transients in nearby galaxies M33, M81, and M82 with the highest currently-possible

sensitivity at low frequencies. Using 130 LOFAR beams in total, we have searched up

to DMs of 1000pc cm - 3 starting with 2.6ms sampling time, four hours integration

time. The detection of the two known test pulsars validated our search pipeline. We

did, however, not detect any convincing new sources. We therefore established upper

limits to the tip of the luminosity distributions on our target galaxies. Compared to

the Milky Way population, we conclude there are no extragalactic pulsars brighter by

only a factor of a few in M33, and by an order of magnitude in M81 or M82, shining

our way.
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Abstract

We observe bright, short bursts of radio emission from sources over a large range of

distances: from the nearby Crab pulsar to remote Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs). Still,

these FRBs could also originate from neutron stars. But our knowledge of the pulsar

population has been limited to the Galaxy and the Magellanic Clouds. We intend

to increase our understanding of extragalactic pulsar populations, and its giant-pulse

emission. We thus employ the world's largest low-frequency radio telescope, LOFAR,

in a blind search for radio transients in the Milky Way's closest neighbouring galaxy,

Andromeda (M31). For 1+4 hours we used the six core high-band stations to search

for bright single-pulse and periodic signals from M31; most likely emitted by young,

Crab-like pulsars. We also carried out a 1-hr observation of the actual Crab pulsar,

to estimate its giant-pulse rate at these frequencies. A number of candidates signals

were detected but none proved persistent. FRBs are sometimes thought of as Crab-

like pulsars with exceedingly bright giant pulses � given our sensitivity, we can rule

out that M31 hosts pulsars more than an order of magnitude brighter than the Crab

pulsar, that follow FRB-like scattering.
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4.1 Introduction

In the 50 years since their discovery, millisecond-duration radio signals have helped

map out an ever increasing volume of our Universe. Already in the �rst pulsar, Hewish

et al. (1968) recognized a swept delay of the pulses toward lower frequencies and

realized this dispersion was determined by the column density of free electrons between

the pulsar and Earth. Thus, PSRB1919 + 21 was immediately identi�ed as a local

object, and placed at a distance of \sim 65 pc. Within 20 years, the units on new

distance measurements routinely grew to kpc; McConnell et al. (1991) detected pulsar

J0045  - 7319 in the Small Magellanic Cloud, at 60 kpc. Finally, in the last decade,

since the discovery of Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs), impulsive millisecond bursts are

found that have travelled many Mpc (cf. FRB121102 at 972Mpc, Tendulkar et al.

2017) and even Gpc (cf. FRB110703 at 3Gpc, Thornton et al. 2013). We thus see

that for pulsars this relation between the number of electrons and the distance charts

out the densities in our Galaxy, while for FRBs it is starting to map the Universe.

Yet, a gap in our knowledge of radio-impulsive emitters occurs around the 1Mpc

mark from Earth. Targeted observations of the Andromeda galaxy (M31), our neigh-

bour in the Local Group, at 785 \pm 25 kpc (McConnachie et al. 2005), may provide

insights into the pulsar or FRB population at those distances. Potential bene�ts of a

search of M31 are its proximity; its direction well away from the Galactic plane and

its own inclination > 10\circ away from edge-on, suggesting modest dispersion measure

contributions to most lines of sight; and its high mass, 1.5 times that of the Milky

Way, suggesting a potentially larger neutron-star population. An unfavourable char-

acteristic is that its present-day star formation rate is a factor of \sim 3 lower (Yin et al.

2009) than in the Milky Way.

Three relevant source classes for radio pulsations are currently known. The di�er-

ence in their pulse recurrence rates and pulse �ux distributions means some were found

through periodicity searches, others through single-pulse searches. At the distance of

M31, detecting pulsars via standard periodicity searches becomes problematic as the

dispersion and scattering increase, smearing out subsequent pulses into a higher un-

pulsed baseline level. Single pulses will also get wider, but remain visible to searches

better, as they do not blur into one. The three classes are:

a) Radio pulsars � stable rotators that are normally discovered via periodicity or

single pulses. Over 2500 are known1. Even though \sim 30 extragalactic pulsars

were already found in the LMC and SMC, representing the high-end tail of the

luminosity distribution (Manchester et al. 2006), the bulk of the galactic pulsar

population is not luminous enough to be detected at the distance of M31 (cf.

Mikhailov & van Leeuwen 2016, see also Chapter 3). The older, recycled, faster,

millisecond pulsars are often in short binary orbits, which makes their periodic

1http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat (v1.56, Manchester et al. 2005)
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Figure 4.1: The distribution of known RRATs (red) and FRBs (yellow). The pulse peak �ux density

is indicated by the color darkness; the DM by the point size. The source distribution follows from

intrinsic properties � RRATs along the Galactic plane (blue), FRBs more isotropic � and selection

e�ects (a southern hemisphere bias for FRBs). Our M31 survey area (see Fig. 4.3) is marked in green

at (RA, DEC)=(0\mathrm{h}42,+41\circ ).

signals harder to detect in the long integrations usually required for extragalac-

tic sources. Thus, decreased �ux density and increased scattering appear to

work against detecting periodic pulse signals from M31. These are trends that

single and giant pulses have the potential to overcome. They are unacceler-

ated, intrinsically bright, and can be detected against higher scatter smearing.

Such giant pulses (GPs) are observed from both young energetic pulsars such as

the Crab pulsar (McLaughlin & Cordes 2003), and old millisecond pulsars like

PSRB1937 + 21 (Soglasnov et al. 2004).

b) Rotating radio transients (RRATs, McLaughlin et al. 2006) � neutron stars

that emit sporadic bursts, and are found using single-pulse searches. There

are currently more than 100 known RRATs2. In Fig. 4.1 we show the sky

distribution, dispersion measure (DM), and �ux density of these RRATs. The

relatively low DMs make clear that RRATs are Galactic. That is corroborated

by their clustering around the Galactic plane (although surveys often more

deeply target that strip, introducing a selection bias). The peak observable �ux

densities are modest. These sources would not be bright enough to be seen at

the distance of M31.

2http://astro.phys.wvu.edu/rratalog
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c) Fast radio bursts (FRBs, Petro� et al. 2016) � very bright single radio pulses,

whose high dispersion measure and isotropic distribution (Fig. 4.1) indicate an

origin far outside our Milky Way. Among the 25+ known bursts to date3, only

one is known to repeat (FRB121102, Spitler et al. 2016; Chatterjee et al. 2017).

That allowed for its localization to within the star-forming region of a host

galaxy at z = 0.193 (Bassa et al. 2017b). FRBs likely also go o� more locally,

but given the limited volume, the odds for detection are low.

Searches for each of these classes of pulsar-like emission were previously carried out

toward M31 and other nearby galaxies at distances of up to tens of Mpcs (listed in

Mikhailov & van Leeuwen 2016, see also Chapter 3). Beyond acting as the aforemen-

tioned probes for the electrons column density along the lines of sight, such extragalac-

tic discoveries would also sample the intergalactic magnetic �eld. They would reveal

the most luminous part of the extragalactic pulsar population; and, in the future,

even allow for a comparison between galaxies in terms of pulsar population � e.g., the

dependence on the star formation history. But at none of the sampled frequencies

from 150  - 1440MHz did previous searches in nearby galaxies discover any pulsars

or fast radio transients. For M31, only observations using the Westerbork Synthesis

Radio Telescope (WSRT) have been reported. Because of its Northern position on

the sky at declination +41\circ , M31 is outside the zenith angle range of Arecibo; and

no GBT, VLA, Lovell or E�elsberg fast-transient searches have been carried out in

the time domain. Given the large angular size of M31 on the sky (\sim 3\circ \times 1\circ ) such

surveys would have taken much observing time. Rubio-Herrera et al. (2013) carried

out a wide-�eld WSRT search of Andromeda at 328MHz, and discovered six bursts

at the same DM of 54.7pc cm - 3. That dispersion measure falls in the range where

our Galaxy is expected to end. The source is thus not yet �rmly associated to M31.

We here report on our search for radio pulses from Andromeda with LOFAR.

The sensitivity of our telescope setup (Sect. 4.2) is an improvement over earlier low-

frequency searches. The LOFAR observing frequency around 150MHz is interesting

because for periodic signals, the expected pulsar �ux density peaks there (Stappers

et al. 2011). In that part of the radio band, giant pulses show even steeper spectra

than periodic pro�les (cf. Karuppusamy et al. 2012), suggesting LOFAR is a powerful

telescope for �nding those. For such an extragalactic period and giant-pulse search

with LOFAR, M31 is the highest ranked candidate listed in van Leeuwen & Stappers

(2010), due to its proximity, large angular size, high mass and acceptable inclination.

To properly frame our single-pulse results from Andromeda against our understanding

of the most powerful giant-pulse emitter in our own Galaxy, the Crab pulsar4, we also

present reference observations of that source.

3http://www.frbcat.org
4The comparison additionally �tting given the mythological struggle involving Andromeda and

the Sea Monster as told by Ovidius (8).
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Figure 4.2: The LOFAR HBA stations used in this work. In red, the 5 core stations (composed of

two sub stations each) were used in 2011. In the 2014 observation, station CS006 (marked in yellow)

was also included.

Thus, in Sect. 4.2 we describe our performed observations along with the data

analysis. Section 4.3 provides search results, and calculations on the rate of bright

bursts towards the direction of M31. In Sect. 4.4 we more thoroughly compare �ux

density distributions of the brightest pulses in M31 with that of the Crab pulsar. We

discuss these results in Sect. 4.5 and conclude in Sect. 4.6.

4.2 Observations and data analysis

4.2.1 Observations

With a sparse digital telescope like LOFAR, searches for pulsars in nearby galaxies

can generally be done with much higher sensitivity even than the successful all-sky

surveys (Coenen et al. 2014), as the smaller required �eld on the sky allows for

more stations (at longer baselines) to be coherently included; while more time can be

invested per pointing.
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Table 4.1: Technical session details.

Parameter Value

Obs. date: Sept 18, 2011 Oct 1, 2014

OBSID: L30906 L246341

Number of TABs: 102 91

Central frequency: 153.6MHz 148.92MHz

Frequency bandwidth: 29.29MHz 78.125MHz

� frequency channels: 2400 6400

Sample time: 2621.44\mu s 655.36\mu s

Integration time: 3600 s 14400 s

� Tied Array Rings: 6 5

TAB resolution: 0.256 deg 0.250 deg

Our two observations were carried out in 2011 and 2014, using the High Band

Antennas (HBAs) in the LOFAR �Superterp� (the central part of the LOFAR core,

see Fig. 4.2) where the �lling factor is highest, and the sky can be coherently surveyed

at the highest speed (Stappers et al. 2011). For coherent addition, the size of the

resulting Tied Array Beams (TABs) is determined by the longer baselines of the

summed stations. For the superterp, this produces beams of 0.5\circ full width at half

maximum. For 1 and 4 hours respectively, the dual-polarization data was converted to

Stokes I �lterbank-style data with a sampling time of order 1ms and 12 kHz spectral

resolution over several tens of MHz of bandwidth. A more detailed comparison is

available in Table 4.1. We set up a grid of TABs that �Nyquist sampled� Andromeda:

the beams are 0.5\circ wide and spaced every 0.25\circ . Given the size of Andromeda (178\prime \times 
63\prime ), 12 \times 5 = 60 LOFAR well-positioned TABs could su�ce for full coverage. We

employed more beams to produce an even grid, tile out the outskirts of M31, and

include its two largest satellite galaxies, M32 and M110. For the 2011 observation we

used a grid of 6 tied-array rings (TARs) that contained 127 independent beams. Of

these, 102 beams were successfully recorded (Fig. 4.3). In our longer 2014 observation

M31 was covered by 91 tied-array beams (Fig. 4.4) to comply with the initial data

limits in the then-new LOFAR beamformer, COBALT. The beam spacing between

the two observations is very similar, and the beam numbering is identical.

Data were beamformed into 32-bit �lterbank data, which were reduced to 8 bit

and cleaned from basic radio frequency interference (RFI) using the standard pul-

sar pipeline (Alexov et al. 2010). Data were next posted to the LOFAR long term

archive (LTA5, Renting & Holties 2011), where they are publicly available.

5https://lta.lofar.eu
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Figure 4.3: The beam setup for the 2011 observations overlaid on H I peak brightness map at 60

arcsec and 6 km s - 1 resolution, as observed with Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (Braun et al.

2009). Due to failed initial processing, 25 beams are absent.

4.2.2 Data Analysis

All data were de-dispersed at a number of trial DMs. Each of these were next searched

for single-pulse and periodic candidates.

According to the ne2001 model (Cordes & Lazio 2002), the Galactic DM contri-

bution towards M31 DM\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l} = 67.68 pc cm - 3. Within M31, dispersion measures of

order several hundreds pc cm - 3 are expected (cf. Sect. 4.5.2). Our DM search space

covered this entire range. We searched up to 1000 pc cm - 3 for the 2011 observations

and up to 2500 pc cm - 3 in 2014. The search step size was �ne (0.05 pc cm - 3) for
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0h36m40m44m48m52m

Figure 4.4: The tied-array beam setup from 2014 again easily covers Andromeda. The background

image, from Beck (2015), was based on a 10-hr LOFAR observation on 17 November 2014, using

\sim 2MHz bandwidth around 150MHz.

values expected for sources in M31.

Given the applied central frequency, bandwidth, and number of channels (see Ta-

ble 4.1 for these and other observational characteristics), the intra-channel dispersion

smearing for a limiting DM = 1000pc cm - 3 is about 30ms. Beyond this DM the trial

spacing continuously increases, as intra-channel smearing starts to dominate. This

means that for limited computing time we remain sensitive for events up to our maxi-

mum of 1000 and 2500 pc cm - 3. The range will allow for the uncertainties in the DM

contributions of the IGM and M31 itself. It also covers potential unrelated FRBs in

the LOFAR FoV, or FRBs that might pass through M31. That chance is non-zero,

as shown by FRB131104 (Ravi et al. 2015), which was discovered in the �eld of an

unrelated galaxy being targeted.

For the 2011 data, an initial dispersion and single-pulse search was done on the

Hydra cluster in Manchester. Data were transferred there from the LTA over a

�bandwidth-on-demand� 1  - 10Gbps network. Search output data was partially in-

spected, for beams of the highest interest.
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All 2011 and 2014 data were transferred to the Dutch national supercomputer

Cartesius6. There, we performed de-dispersion, periodicity and single-pulse searches

using PRESTO (Ransom 2001), over the course of about 325, 000 core-hours of Cartesius

compute time7.

All periodic candidates from slow (P > 20ms) pulsar candidates with PRESTO-

reported reduced \chi 2 > 2, and all single-pulse candidates of pulse width W < 100ms

and signal-to-noise (S/N) level over 10\sigma were inspected by eye.

4.3 Search results

A number of interesting candidates signals were found as detailed below, but none

were detected at both epochs. The most solid candidate features a DM that most

likely signi�es it is located in our own Galaxy, albeit on the outskirts. Thus, taken

together the observations did not reveal convincing pulsations or single pulses from

Andromeda. Neither were any pulsations revealed from the satellite galaxies M32 and

M110.

4.3.1 2011 Observations

The DM = 54.7 pc cm - 3 bursts identi�ed in Rubio-Herrera et al. (2013) were recorded

in a wide-�eld WSRT mode called 8gr8. This created 8 tied array beams, each o�set

within the grating response of the linear WSRT array. That allows for searches over

the full �eld of view of the primary beams of the 25-m dish8.

While periodic signals can be well-localized in this mode, some position degenera-

cies can remain for intermittent sources. The DM = 54.7 pc cm - 3 source is located

within one of several bands on the sky, as shown in blue in Fig. 4.5. The two most

likely regions are located at RA = 11.62\circ ; Dec = +41.44\circ , and at RA = 11.19\circ ;

Dec = +41.69\circ . These are the summary coordinates quoted in Rubio-Herrera et al.

(2013). While in our 2011 setup these two fall in beam 21 or 68, many other medium-

to high likelihood locations fall in other beams.

In an initial pass through these data on the Hydra cluster in Manchester, we

produced and inspected visualization plots for all beams, for the 50  - 60 pc cm - 3

dispersion measure range. Due to RFI in the later part of the session, the �rst 1000 s

were �rst perused.

One of the beams closest to the prime positions is #2 (its size and location are

shown in Fig. 4.5); and here an excess of pulses at DM = 54.7 pc cm - 3 was seen

(Fig. 4.6). These \sim 8 individual pulses appear to con�rm the candidate pulsar, with

6https://userinfo.surfsara.nl/systems/cartesius
7http://www.nwo.nl/onderzoek-en-resultaten/onderzoeksprojecten/i/98/26598.html
8A wide-�eld, wide-band, 468-beam version of this mode is currently powering an all-sky pulsar

and FRB search on the new WSRT Apertif phased array feeds (van Leeuwen 2014).
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a di�erent telescope at a di�erent frequency. The best position for the source is (RA,

Dec) = (00h 44m 09s, +41\circ 17\prime ) and so hereafter we refer to it as PSRJ0044 + 4117.

It was not detected in another beam.

We attempted to �t for a period from these 8 pulses, using the
\bigl( 
8
2

\bigr) 
= 28 pairs.

Using these (and subsets of these), with and without the times from Rubio-Herrera

et al. (2013), we did not �nd a period that satisfactorily explained all arrival times

for PSRJ0044 + 4117.

All data, from all beams, from this observation were next blindly searched more

fully on the Dutch supercomputer Cartesius. There our DM trails spanned 0  - 
1000 pc cm - 3, with increasing spacing of 0.01  - 0.1pc cm - 3. We used the LOTAAS

single-pulse search pipeline9 (Sanidas et al. 2018) around PRESTO to remove RFI and

identify individual pulses up to widths of 100ms. We inspected the single-pulse output
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Figure 4.5: The union of our beam pattern (overall outline and beam numbers shown) with the

localization distribution of the DM = 54.7pc cm - 3 candidate from Rubio-Herrera et al. (2013) in

blue. The size of the blue ellipses indicates the S/N of the single-pulse detection in that WSRT

subbeam. In red, the LOFAR beam in which the pulsar was detected.

9https://www.nwo.nl/en/research-and-results/research-projects/i/08/26608.html
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DM=54.7

Figure 4.6: The 2011 data for Beam 2. In the left panel, 8 weak single pulses can be identi�ed. In

the right panel, the resulting excess at DM = 54.7pc cm - 3 is seen in the candidate histogram.

both by eye, and with the LOTAAS single-pulse classi�er (Michilli et al. 2018b).

Using this RFI cleaning and pipeline, the DM = 54.7 pc cm - 3 bursts were not seen

as prominently as in the initial search.

Periodicity searches were carried out on the Fourier transformed time series after

removing red noise. Given our focus on bright, young pulsars given the large distance

to M31 � in contrast to older, dimmer millisecond pulsars; and given the signi�cant

computational demands already posed by basic searching of this massive data set,

we did not apply binary acceleration searching. The resulting pulsar candidates were

inspected both using the machine-learning classi�er described in Lyon et al. (2016),

and by eye. In the output of these periodicity searches, a number of interesting

candidates were found. One, from beam 8, is shown in Fig. 4.7. At a PRESTO reported

\chi 2 = 3.9 this candidate is of similar signi�cance as the recently discovered LOFAR

millisecond pulsars J0652 + 4710. Its DM of 97 pc cm - 3 places it in M31; its period

(39ms) is reminiscent of the Crab pulsar but the period derivative (3\times 10 - 11 s s - 1) is

100\times higher, implying a dipole �eld of over 1013G. That would put it in a currently

blank part of the P  - \.P diagram, where young, high-�eld pulsars may brie�y reside.

Two further promising periodic candidates were seen around periods and DMs of

30ms and 100 pc cm - 3; and at 40ms and 150 pc cm - 3. Unfortunately none of these

three candidates were seen again in the 2014 observations.

4.3.2 2014 Observations

The 2014 data were searched for periodic and single-pulse candidates using the same

LOTAAS pipeline setup, and the resulting candidates were inspected. Several short-

period (10  - 50ms) pulsar candidates with reasonable DMs (30  - 90 pc cm - 3) were

also re-folded with fewer sub-integrations and subbands to test their robustness when

inspecting the signal-vs-time and frequency-versus-phase plots (cf. Fig. 4.7c,d). No

10www.astron.nl/lotaas
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Figure 4.7: A set of summary �gures for the 39-ms pulsar candidate. Clockwise from the top-left:

a) the pulse pro�le, shown twice; b) clear peaks in detection signi�cance at the candidate dispersion

measure, period derivative and period values; c) the weak but broadband nature of the signal; and

d) its presence throughout the 1-hr integration.

de�nitive signs of pulsars were found in either.

Given our interest in the 2011 redetection of the Rubio-Herrera et al. (2013)

bursts, we inspected that DM range extra closely, in the most likely beams. For

all LOFAR beams that contained a WSRT error region (cf Fig. 4.5), we produced a

50 - 60 pc cm - 3 DM grid at 0.05 pc cm - 3 spacing. Candidates were saved down to a

5\sigma S/N threshold and up to a pulse width of 200ms. In these, we could not con�rm

the candidate.

To derive the upper limits following from these non-detections, we �ux calibrated

our search data using the radiometer-equation based method described in � 3.2 of Kon-

dratiev et al. (2016). For our observation parameters, we determine a telescope
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Figure 4.8: The telescope gain as a function of observational time. The gain evolution is caused

by a combination of the changing e�ective area of the stationary LOFAR stations, while the source

moves through the sky, and the directivity of the station beam pattern. The large di�erence in gain

values is caused by the di�erent number of HBA stations used: 6 in the current work (red line),

versus up to 23 in our previous LOFAR extragalactic search observations, toward M33/M81/M82

(dimmer red lines; Mikhailov & van Leeuwen 2016).

gain G = 1.4\pm 0.7K/Jy and an average system temperature T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s} = T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{y} + T\mathrm{A} =

(8.3 \pm 1.6) \times 102K. Both values were averaged over frequency channels per single

sub-integration, and then over all sub-integrations. As usual in these LOFAR HBA

observations, the sky temperature T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{y} dominates over the antenna temperature T\mathrm{A}.

The sky noise includes the continuum contribution from M31 itself, as it is scaled from

the Haslam et al. (1982) 408MHz map: the beam size used in the M31 portion of

that map was 37\prime , and the galaxy is resolved. Throughout the 4-hr observation there

is some gain variation as Andromeda moves in elevation. This is plotted in Fig. 4.8.

That plot also makes clear that the large angular size of Andromeda on the sky, and

the subsequent need for large beams and thus for coherent addition of only few sta-

tions, limits the gain that can be attained. For targeted searches to smaller, other

galaxies such as M33/M81/M82 we were able to phase up a more sensitive telescope.

We use the telescope setup described in Table 4.1, and assume a 10% pulse duty cycle

as input for the radiometer equation (Eq. 7.10 from Lorimer & Kramer 2004). Then

our estimated sensitivity S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}, \mathrm{p}\mathrm{s} reached in the full 4 hours, for a S/N = 10\sigma event,

in the periodicity search is 1.3\pm 0.7mJy.
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To derive the single-pulse search �ux limit, we used Eq. 3.3 from Chapter 3. For

a short single pulse, with width w\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} = 1ms, the minimum detectable �ux density

S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}, \mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{s} is 15 \pm 8 Jy. That trivially translates to a �uence of F\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} = Sw = 15 Jyms

being the minimum detectable for a 1ms pulse. If detected bursts are longer, either in-

trinsically, from scattering, or from intra-channel dispersion, our minimum detectable

�uence for pulse of width w thus scales as F\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}(w) = 15
\sqrt{} 

w
1\mathrm{m}\mathrm{s} Jyms.

4.4 Comparison of giant pulses from the Crab pulsar

to the M31 search

Given the LOFAR single-pulse sensitivity estimated above, could we detect bright

GPs from young neutron stars in Andromeda? To determine this, we assume that

extragalactic giant-pulse emitting sources are comparable to our nearest and brightest

such specimen, the Crab pulsar. We derive the Crab �uence distributions using the

same LOFAR setup used for the M31 search. Extrapolating that distribution for our

long integration, and scaling with the distance to M31, we aim to determine the odds

of detecting its brightest, super-giant pulse (Cordes 2004; Cordes & Wasserman 2016).

4.4.1 The Crab pulsar at LOFAR frequencies

A large body of work exists on multi-frequency studies of Crab GPs, with observa-

tions spanning the radio spectrum from 20MHz with LWA to 9GHz with Arecibo.

These are outlined in Table 4.2. Of initial interest are the 430MHz observations

carried out with Arecibo and reported in McLaughlin & Cordes (2003). From their

Fig. 3 we should expect one Crab-like GP per hour of observation up to 1Mpc dis-

tance. McLaughlin & Cordes next searched for such pulses from a number of galaxies

including M33. Given the declination range limits of the telescope they employed,

Arecibo, they could not search M31, which is well within 1Mpc. A proper extrapola-

tion of the Crab pulse �ux density distribution to LOFAR, however, requires a more

accurate understanding of the giant-pulse spectral index than is currently available.

Of further special interest to us are thus the 1 hr of Crab observations carried out

at 174MHz by Karuppusamy et al. (2012) using the WSRT telescope. There, single

pulses were detected, and their mean �ux density, averaged over the pulse period,

was computed and reported. In the resulting distribution of this period-averaged,

mean �ux density, the brightest Crab GP comes in at 3 kJy, equivalent to a �uence

of 1\times 105 Jyms.

The best estimate of whether we could have detected a Crab-like pulsar in M31

would be provided by a direct observation of the Crab pulsar using the same LO-

FAR setup. We thus carried out such a 1-hr observation on 31 Oct 2013 (Identi�er
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Table 4.2: Past multi-frequency observations of Crab (main) GPs sorted by observational radio frequency from low towards high end.

Telescope Start MJD Epoch (J2000) Duration (hrs) Freq. range (MHz) S/N threshold (\sigma ) PL index (NF \propto F - \alpha ) spectral index (S\nu \propto \nu k) Reference

LWA1 56221 10 20 � 84 4.4 2.61\pm 0.13 < 0.27 1

LWA 565?? 73 20 � 84 4 4.71\pm 0.17 (60MHz); 4.41\pm 0.09 (76MHz) +0.67 2

Algonquin 411?? 7 146 10 2.5 � 3

WSRT 53868 1 110 � 180 (sparse) 4.4 1.65\pm 0.14 � 2.39\pm 0.12  - 1.73\pm 0.45 4

MWA 56907 1.3 120.96, 165.76, 184.96, 210.56 6 3.7, 3.7, 3.9, 2.9  - 0.74\pm 1.4 14

MWA 56558 0.73 184.96 � 200.32 3.5 2.35\pm 0.35  - 3.6 5

MWA-LFD 53635 3.5 196 � 204 8.5 1.7\pm 0.1 +2.7\pm 0.1 6

GBT 55403 7 255 � 405 10 2.5 � 3.0 � 7

Arecibo 52304 1 424 � 436 5 2.3 � 8

Kalyazin 539?? 160 598 � 602 6 3.2  - 2.3 9

GBT 48391 100 800 � 820 3 3.3 � 10

GBT 55079 100 1000 � 1400 10 2.1 � 3.1 � 7

Parkes 56558 0.75 1212 � 1552 6.5 2.85\pm 0.05  - 4.9 5

ATCA 537?? 3 1284 � 1316 (1444 � 1486) 12 2.33\pm 0.14 (2.20\pm 0.18)  - 1.6\pm 0.3 11

WSRT 53655 5.95 1311 � 1450 (sparse) 7 2.79\pm 0.01 (118 Jy \leq F \leq 2000 Jy)  - 1.44\pm 3.3 12

GBT � 0.25 2068 � 2132 � 3.0 � 13

Parkes 56907 1.4 732, 3100 5.5 3.3\pm 0.1, 3.2\pm 0.2  - 1.15\pm 0.6,  - 2.61\pm 0.5 14

Kalyazin 539?? 160 4750 � 4950 6 2.8  - 1.7 9

Arecibo 52398 3.1 8600� 8800 8 2.9 � 8

Notes: Tabulated are: the telescope, initial date of the survey in MJD, total integration time in hours, covered range of

frequencies in MHz, limiting signal-to-noise ratio, obtained power law (\alpha ) and spectral (k) indices.

(1) Ellingson et al. (2013) (6) Bhat et al. (2007) (11) Bhat et al. (2008)

(2) Eftekhari et al. (2016) (7) Mickaliger et al. (2012) [*] (12) Karuppusamy et al. (2010) [*]

(3) Argyle & Gower (1972) (8) Cordes et al. (2004) (13) Zhuravlev et al. (2011)

(4) Karuppusamy et al. (2012) (9) Popov et al. (2008) [*] (14) Meyers et al. (2017)

(5) Oronsaye et al. (2015) (10) Lundgren et al. (1995)

[*] also references therein
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L18432511). Using 21 Core Stations we formed a single tied-array beam and wrote the

resulting baseband to disk (the �Complex Voltage� mode; Stappers et al. 2011). That

data had been split into 400 subbands over the 78MHz band around central frequency

149MHz. These 195.312 kHz subbands provide a 5.12\mu s sampling time. Data were

converted from 32 to 8 bit12 depth, and next coherently de-dispersed within each sub-

band, using CDMT13 (Bassa et al. 2017a) at a dispersion measure of 56.7830 pc cm - 3.

After RFI mitigation in PRESTO, the data were collapsed in frequency such that a

single timeseries remained.

To �ux calibrate these data we follow a method similar to the one described

in Bilous et al. (2016). Normally a pulsar �ux density is derived by �rst modeling the

existing sources of noise in the data, originating in the telescope and from the sky.

Combining that with the measured signal-to-noise indicates the source �ux density. In

case of the Crab pulsar, the Crab Nebula signi�cantly adds to this noise background.

It therefore needs to be incorporated. As our beam covers \sim 1/4th of the nebula,

we add 1/4th of S\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b} \approx 955 Jy \nu 
1\mathrm{G}\mathrm{H}\mathrm{z}

 - 0.27 (Bietenholz et al. 1997) to the general

sky noise contribution. By equating the noise level per channel with the radiometer

equation, the data can be �ux calibrated. This was carried out on a section of the

observation where no pulses were visible in the frequency-collapsed time series. Thus,

in the individual channels, any pulse contributions must be far below the noise, where

they cannot a�ect our calibration.

Using this approach, we determine the peak �ux density and �uence of the all

single pulses in our data. We identi�ed 4000 pulses whose pulse-integrated S/N ratios

exceeded 5\sigma in one or more timeseries each successively downsampled over the range

5  - 500ms. For the standard Crab pulse shape this S/N corresponds to a �uence

of over about 250 Jyms; an average of slightly over 1 per second. Pulses arrive at

phases associated with both the main and inter pulse. As we are interested mostly

in a detectability analysis we do not further distinguish between these. Figure 4.9

shows an example of the occurrence of multiple pulses within a 1-second window.

How are the pulse �uences distributed between our lower limit of 250 Jyms, and the

brightest detected pulse of 1.1\times 104 Jyms? A histogram of this set of pulses is shown

in Fig. 4.10. It is not clear why the similar histogram shown in Fig. 4 of Karuppusamy

et al. (2012) reports �uences that are an order of magnitude higher. The main feature

of a power-law �t to its slope is the index, \alpha = 2.89\pm 0.02. Note that this is a �t to

the histogram, not a �t to the cumulative distribution that is equally often reported

in the literature. Thus, \alpha = 2.89\pm 0.02 describes the slope of the probability density

function p(F ) \propto F - \alpha as in Karuppusamy et al. (2012), not for the index we shall here

call \beta , which describes the probability distribution P (F > F0) \propto F  - \beta 
0 as in Sallmen

et al. (1999); the relation between the two is that \beta = \alpha  - 1 = 1.89.

11Data publicly available under account at the LTA: https://lta.lofar.eu
12digitize.py: https://github.com/mhvk/scintellometry
13https://github.com/cbassa/cdmt
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4.4 Comparison of giant pulses from the Crab pulsar to the M31 search

Figure 4.9: One second of LOFAR data containing multiple giant pulses. Dashed lines indicate

the same phase as the onset of the highest pulse. Giant pulses occur at both main and inter pulse

phase.

It is this slope that will inform us how bright the most luminous Crab pulses could

be in a longer observation, and how this compares to our M31 sensitivities.

4.4.2 GPs in M31

We next determine whether GPs from a Crab-like young pulsar in M31, with an

observed pulse width of 1ms, could be detected by the setup we used.

For such a pulsar, our minimum detectable �uence F\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} = Sw = 15 Jyms for a

1ms pulse. How bright would this M31-detectable pulsar be at the distance of the

Crab, and how does it compare to the actually detected �uences? We scale from

M31 to the distance of the Crab (D\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b} = 2 kpc) to determine the required intrinsic

single-pulse brightness. To be detectable, the faintest possible giant pulse from M31

would have to be F\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b},\mathrm{M}31 = F\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} \times (D\mathrm{M}31/D\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b})
2 \sim 2.3 \times 106 Jyms if as close

as the Crab. Extrapolating the Fig. 4.10 1-hr histogram suggests that in four times

the observing duration (the 4 hr used toward M31) the �uence F\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}, 4\mathrm{h}\mathrm{r} of brightest

detected pulse would be around 1.1\times 104 \times 41/2.89 = 1.8\times 104 Jyms. That is about

100\times dimmer than our limiting minimum sensitivity from M31.

What could have been detected? The scattering medium between us and M31

is much thinner, over much longer path lengths, than between the Crab pulsar and

Earth. This means intrinsically short-duration Crab-like GPs (5\mu s in Sallmen et al.

1999) from M31 could possibly invoke little scattering; as is seen over even longer

distances in FRBs. The DM to scattering ratios for various FRBs are sketched in

Fig. 5 of Cordes et al. (2016). There, scattering in FRBs is about 100\times below the

average relation marked for pulsars. If we assume an average DM for sources in

M31 of 150 pc cm - 3 (cf. Sect. 4.5.2), the FRB relation suggests a scattering time of

\sim 10 - 5ms at 1GHz. How scattering in FRB evolves with frequency \nu is unknown, but
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 σ

 –2.89 ± 0.02

Figure 4.10: The Crab �uence distribution from 1hr of LOFAR data in the same setup as the

M31 search, plus the power-law best �t. The measurement error \sigma on the �uence values is indicated

bottom-left.

similar to pulsars, a scaling as \nu  - 3.5 seems reasonable. That suggests a scattering time

at LOFAR frequencies of around 10\mu s. For such a pulsar to have been detected, its GP

luminosity would have to exceed that of the Crab by a factor F\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b},\mathrm{M}31/F\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}, 4\mathrm{h}\mathrm{r} \times \sqrt{} 
0.01ms/1ms = 13. Our non-detection thus tells us there are no pulsars in M31

that follow scattering similar to FRBs, and whose GPs are an order of magnitude

brighter than those seen in the Crab Pulsar.
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4.5 Discussion

We did not detect any astrophysical periodic or single pulses from Andromeda. Below

we describe how this galaxy might be similar to its spiral analogues, Milky Way and

M33, in the expected pulsar population regard, and also discuss how single pulse

searches can be improved for low frequency observations. We further discuss the

rates and prospects for future M31 searches, in more sensitive surveys.

4.5.1 Star formation rate and the number of supernova rem-

nants in M31

Williams (2003) found a 50% decline in a star formation rate (SFR) of M31 down to

SFR\mathrm{M}31 = 0.63\pm 0.07M\odot yr - 1 over the past 60 Myr. Does this mean few or even no

normal pulsars are currently visible? The rate is similar to the lowest estimated SFR of

Milky Way SFR\mathrm{M}\mathrm{W} = 0.68M\odot yr - 1 (Robitaille & Whitney 2010). While M31, thus,

has a lower star formation rate than Milky Way, it is more massive (\scrM \mathrm{M}31/\scrM \mathrm{M}\mathrm{W} =

1.55, Watkins et al. 2010), and has similar, low metallicity (Kalirai et al. 2006) as

well as a comparable density of arm H II regions (Azimlu et al. 2011); such properties

hint that similar numbers of pulsars may be present in both galaxies. In fact, past X-

ray observations of M31 and its surroundings revealed many low-mass X-ray binaries

(LMXBs), some of which might turn into MSPs at a later stage (see, e.g., Stiele et al.

2011). A recent discovery of an X-ray pulsar with a 1.2 s period (Esposito et al.

2016) towards the external arm of M31 supports the presence of such neutron stars in

LMXBs. But as noted, previous pulsar searches in M31 at 325MHz, in time domain

with WSRT (Rubio-Herrera et al. 2013) and in the image-domain with VLA (Gelfand

et al. 2005) did not result in any �rm detections.

Another reason to expect a similar pulsar population in M31 is its signi�cant

number of supernova remnants (SNRs), birth places of and thus tell tales for pul-

sars (Gaensler & Johnston 1995). Our Galaxy contains 295 known SNRs14 (Green

2014), while Lee & Lee (2014a) identi�ed 156 SNRs and SNR candidates in M31.

Given the distance to M31 that is an appreciable number of detections.

These authors also found 199 SNRs and SNR candidates in similar spiral galaxy

M33 (Lee & Lee 2014b). Compared to M31, the M33 galaxy is more distant, at

D\mathrm{M}33 = 968 \pm 50 kpc (U et al. 2009), and almost four times smaller in apparent

size; as the SNRs also get harder to resolve with growing distance, the observable

population strongly depends on the telescope sensitivity. The fact that the rates are

overall nearly the same for all three galaxies means we should expect similar amounts

of pulsars in these galaxies.

14https://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/surveys/snrs
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4.5.2 Dispersion measure contributions from M31

A galaxy as massive as M31 will contribute signi�cantly to the pulse dispersion and

scatter broadening on a number of lines of sight; especially for sources located on its

far side. This increased pulsed smearing reduces their detectability in our search. To

investigate the scale of this e�ect, we have modeled the dispersion smearing induced

for di�erent origins in M31.

We modi�ed the Yao et al. (2017) electron-density model for our Galaxy, to de-

scribe M31. Starting from the freely available codebase15, we adapted the model

parameters to describe the disk electron densities of M31. In our own Galaxy both

Earth and pulsars are embedded in the medium. For M31 we are looking from outside,

and are aiming for an estimate to the dispersion toward putative pulsars in the mid

plane. This means that for M31 all dispersion e�ects are integrated over our line of

sight, and the exact value of the electron density and disk scale height by themselves

do not strongly in�uence the outcome. Based on the M31 size over the longer axes,

we derive the densities and scale heights from the constraint that total mass of M31

is correct. We model the gaseous disk using an electron density that doubles from the

center out to a radius of 12 kpc and then falls o� with a hyperbolic secant squared

sech2 x scale length of 8 kpc (Chemin et al. 2009).

From this and the orientation of Andromeda in the sky we determine the dispersion

measure over our survey �eld toward sources in the M31 mid plane (Fig. 4.11). The

Galactic foreground of \sim 60 pc cm - 3 covers the entire �eld. In around 20% of the

�eld we expect twice that. In 10% the expected DM > 180 pc cm - 3. All modeled

dispersion measures fall within the search space. The intra-channel smearing for the

highest DM (> 180 pc cm - 3) region is 5ms, of order 2 samples in the 2011 data and

10 samples in the 2014 data. That is su�ciently low to suggest the deleterious e�ects

of the M31 dispersion are limited, and not a reason for our non-detections.

4.5.3 Repeating FRBs

Both extragalactic Crab-like pulsars and repeating FRBs emit multiple highly lumi-

nous, non-periodic single pulses. The burst structures of the repeater FRB121102

even resemble the single-pulse characteristics of the Crab Pulsar. Given our sensitiv-

ity limit we cannot rule out a Crab twin is present in M31. Could a repeater-FRB

source be equally present and missed?

FRB121102 is located at a luminosity distance of D121102 = 972Mpc (Tendulkar

et al. 2017) and its typical 1.4GHz peak �ux density S\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}, 121102 = 0.05 Jy (see FRB

catalogue, Petro� et al. 2016). A repeater-like FRB located in M31 would shine at

S\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k},\mathrm{M}31 = S\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}, 121102 \times (D121102/D\mathrm{M}31)
2 = 8 \times 105 Jy peak �ux density, easily

detectable, irrespective of exact pulse brightness distribution, intergalactic scattering

15v1.3.2, http://119.78.162.254/dmodel/ymw16_v1.3.2.tar.gz
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DM (pc cm-3) 

Figure 4.11: Expected total dispersion measure for sources in the mid plane of M31. The galactic

foreground is seen throughout.

from M31, or the exact spectral index � even an inverted spectrum is acceptable, as

long as k < 0.6.

4.5.4 LOFAR single pulse search for extragalactic bursts

Standard pulsar search tools can sometimes miss individual bursts. The sensitivity

depends on a number of factors. One important factor is the pulse smearing due

to scattering. For searches in distant galaxies the broadest pulse widening happens

when the scattering screen is located right next to the host galaxy. For Crab pulsar

GPs at LOFAR frequencies the scatter broadening tail is a few times longer than the

pulse period, reducing sensitivity to individual bursts (Stappers et al. 2011, see also

Fig. 4.9). The single-pulse pipeline in this work employed a number of constraints

on the dispersion measure, brightness, and duration of the bursts (see, e.g., Petro�

et al. 2015a; Karastergiou et al. 2015): DM \geq 2  - 50 pc cm - 3, S/N \geq 5  - 10\sigma ,

\Delta W \leq 1  - 50ms. These constraints allowed us to limit the number of produced

candidates to a manageable level. Future improvements for this selection include

advances in machine learning approaches (Devine et al. 2016; Michilli et al. 2018b;
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Connor & van Leeuwen 2018), e.g. trained RFI �lters to predict RFI patterns and

reduce the number of false positives but not miss faint astrophysical bursts.

4.5.5 Future LOFAR work

Using the Crab GP brightness distribution (Fig. 4.10) we can estimate the occurrence

of the rare, bright pulses. A LOFAR campaign would have to be signi�cantly more

sensitive to bridge the factor 13 gap between our detection limit and the brightest

expected burst. One factor of 4 can be attained by coherently adding all 24 LOFAR

core stations, not only the current 6 from the Superterp (cf. Fig. 4.8). Individual tied-

array beams would be over an order of magnitude smaller, but could be preferentially

positioned on the M31 disk to regain observing e�ciency.

The remaining factor of 3 could be overcome in an observing campaign longer

than our current 4 hr. With power-law index \alpha = 2.89, the campaign would have to

be 32.89 longer, of order 100 hr. That is not infeasible. Given N Crab-like pulsars

in M31, the GP detection could happen in N times shorter time. As we focus on

single-pulse detections, data could be searched on a per-observation basis; in contrast

to periodicity searching, where the Fourier-domain search method requires some form

of time coherence over the entire set of data; a radio version of the search described

in Pletsch & Clark (2014). We note these numbers are based on the assumption that

the high �ux density tail of the distribution is described by the same power law as our

�rst hour. In reality it is not that well constrained � these results strongly depend on

the yet unknown super-giant pulse population (Cordes 2004).

The potentially high density of interesting sources in M31, and the limited DM

depth in this �eld mean a future attempt could invest in more computationally-

intensive coherent de-dispersion. That approach would limit intra-channel smearing

and increase sensitivity. Such a semi-coherent de-dispersion search scheme is avail-

able (CDMT; Bassa et al. 2017a), was used in other targeted low-frequency searches

(such as Maan et al. 2018), and recently found the fastest-spinning millisecond pulsar

in the Galactic �eld, using LOFAR (Bassa et al. 2017c).

4.5.6 Other surveys limits and future attempts

Given its large angular size � the LOFAR observations were almost 4\circ across � at-

tempts to more deeply search M31 for transients are only possible with wide-�eld

and/or high-survey-speed instruments.

By exploiting the linear nature of the WSRT array, high time resolution surveys

of relatively wide �elds were possible. Rubio-Herrera et al. (2013) used this 8gr8

mode to search M31 (cf. �4.3.1). Observing at 328MHz, where the WSRT primary

beam covers 10\times more sky than at 1.4GHz, allowed them to cover M31 in a handful

of pointings. This situation has changed drastically with the recent upgrade of the
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WSRT front-ends to highly sensitive focal plane arrays (Apertif, Oosterloo et al. 2009).

In combination with its massive time-domain back-end (ARTS; van Leeuwen 2014),

the reinvigorated WSRT will soon be able to detect at 10\sigma all single, 5-ms bursts

down to about 460mJy �ux density (Maan & van Leeuwen 2017). Periodic sources

may be found in the long, 12-hr integrations that will commensally produce high-time

resolution beam-formed data, and high dynamic range imaging products over the full

Apertif 8.7 sq. deg. �eld � easily encompassing M31 in a single shot.

MeerKAT may be situated on the Southern hemisphere, but it can observe M31.

The TRAPUM survey (Stappers & Kramer 2016) will exploit the high survey speed of

MeerKAT, resulting from the combination of its high sensitivity, large primary beam

of its 13.5m dishes, and its ability to form 400 tied-array beams. The planned deep,

12-hr integration on M31 in TRAPUM should detect periodic sources as dim as 2\mu Jy.

Individual 1-ms pulses can be detected down to about 50mJy. Following the approach

in Chapter 3 we compare this to the 1.4-GHz luminosities known from the Galactic

population. When placed at the 0.8Mpc distance to M31, one of our most luminous

local pulsars B1641 - 45, with the pseudo radio luminosity, L\mathrm{r}, of \gtrsim 6 Jy kpc2, would

appear as a 10\mu Jy periodic source. The 1.4GHz Crab GPs (L\mathrm{r} > 400 kJy kpc2) would

appear as \sim 200mJy bursts from M31. Using these two methods on multiple passes,

TRAPUM aims to detect a handful of bright young pulsars in M31.

In the decade that follows, the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will be able to

detect dimmer, periodic signals from M31 and other galaxies in the local group such

as M33. In single pulse searches of the kind we focused on in this paper, SKA-Mid

can detect Crab-like pulsars from over a Mpc (Keane et al. 2015). The more direct

analogue within SKA to our LOFAR search is the targeted survey in nearby galaxies

using SKA-Low. Here the pulsar spectral index is a bene�t; but as SKA-Low is

composed of tiles whose sensitivity peaks at zenith, M31 and M33 will be out of reach

as their zenith angles are of order 70\circ .

Arguably, though, the telescope most likely to �nd the �rst if not most pulsars

in M31, is the Five hundred meter Aperture Spherical Telescope (FAST; Li & Pan

2016). Where the A\mathrm{e}ff/T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s} for MeerKAT is around 320m2/K, FAST is four times

more sensitive at around 1250m2/K (both values from Table 1 in Dewdney 2013).

The zenith angle range of FAST allows for coverage of M31. Many of the other sources

of interest for targeted searches with MeerKAT and SKA, such as the LMC and SMC,

are outside of FAST range. Focusing on M31, and carrying out a deep campaign with

FAST may thus well prove most pro�table.
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4.6 Conclusions

We obtained some of the deepest pulsar search observations of Andromeda but did

not detect any new pulsars. A hint of pulsar PSRJ0044 + 4117 was seen in the

2011 observation but not con�dently con�rmed. We observed the Crab pulsar with

the same LOFAR setup. We detected thousands of giant pulses, and measured the

power-law index of the pulse-brightness probability density function to be 2.89\pm 0.02.

We extrapolate this distribution to the longer observation of, and larger distance

to, M31. Any pulsar there that outshines the Crab by an order of magnitude, and

whose single pulses are scattered the same way as FRBs, we would have detected. We

conclude no such super-Crabs exist in Andromeda.
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Abstract

We describe the �rst searches for extragalactic pulsars and fast radio bursts (FRBs)

towards the Andromeda galaxy (M31) with the new Apertif front-ends on the West-

erbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT). These were conducted for commissioning

of the Apertif Phased Array Feeds (PAFs) placed in the prime focus of 12 WSRT

dishes. The upgrade provides an increased �eld of view (FoV) of nearly 9 deg2 and an

order of magnitude better sensitivity compared to the past WSRT 8gr8 survey. The

new more sensitive radio survey, the Apertif Lofar Exploration of the Radio Transient

Sky (ALERT), enables searches for radio pulsars and fast radio transients at 1.4GHz

with a tunable bandwidth of 300MHz down to \sim 50\mu Jy sensitivity in 10 hrs. We

have performed one 3-hr and two 7.5-hr incoherent M31 observations with 6  - 11

WSRT dishes and six 0.5 deg wide compound beams. The searches were made up to

DM = 3000 pc cm - 3 but did not detect extragalactic bursts. One moderately broad-

band, high-DM single burst selected by the machine learning (ML) classi�er during

the third search was present in all beams associated with the M31 galaxy and was thus

concluded to have a terrestrial origin. We derive the sensitivity of a coherent Apertif

search, and conclude that detection of extragalactic periodic pulses from Andromeda

is only possible if the top end of that population is 4 times brighter than in the Milky

Way. Microsecond-wide giant pulses (GPs) from the Crab pulsar at 1.4GHz need to

be 150 times brighter so that Apertif can detect them from M31.
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5.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 described low-frequency searches for extragalactic giant pulses (GPs) and

fast radio bursts (FRBs) towards the Andromeda galaxy (M31) and its nearest satel-

lites with the LOFAR telescope at 150MHz. Despite non-detections, the search re-

sulted in strict upper limits on detectable extragalactic pulsar �ux densities (S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n},\mathrm{p}\mathrm{s} \simeq 
1.3mJy for the periodicity search, S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n},\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{s} \simeq 15 Jy for the single-pulse search) and

constrained the amount of hours (\Delta t \sim 100 hrs) needed to catch very bright but nar-

row (W\mathrm{G}\mathrm{P} \simeq 10\mu s) giant pulses from Crab-like pulsars in M31. Detecting broader,

millisecond-wide extragalactic pulses with large dispersion measure (DM) outside our

Galaxy would become much more challenging; a very signi�cant scattering at low

frequencies broadens extragalactic pulses and makes them hard to disentangle from

the baseline noise level (e.g. the scattering delay time for a 33ms-wide Crab GP with

LOFAR Core at 150MHz \Delta t\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r} \simeq 0.2 s, see Stappers et al. 2011). Higher frequency

observations are less a�ected by dispersion and scattering smearing and should there-

fore be a better tool for the detection of highly dispersed distant radio pulses. At the

same time, most Galactic pulsars have higher �uxes at lower frequencies, in support

for low-frequency observations (Stappers et al. 2011). Therefore, higher frequency ob-

servations need to be more sensitive to be able to detect faint distant pulsars. Finally,

combining both observations into a multi-frequency survey provides a complete scan

of pulsar �uxes and propagation e�ects across the broad frequency range.

With the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) operating at 1.4GHz,

we focus on searches for extragalactic pulsars and bursts with a �at spectrum, i.e.

those that do not change their �uxes so much down to lower frequencies. The WSRT

central frequency is also suitable for FRB detections as evidenced by multiple Parkes

FRB discoveries around 1.4GHz. To further improve FRB detection rate of about

7 \times 103 FRBs per sky per day (Champion et al. 2016), WSRT has been recently

upgraded with the new Apertif1 front-end receivers that in total provide a nearly

40 times increased, \simeq 9deg2 �eld of view (FoV). Furthermore, the WSRT increased

bandwidth and nearly the same system equivalent �ux density (SEFD) compared

to its previous con�guration allow us to reach lower �ux densities and probe less

luminous regions of �at spectrum extragalactic pulsar and FRB population relative to

low-frequency searches with LOFAR. With higher observing frequency, improved FoV

and coherent search sensitivity we can thus get closer to �ux densities of the brightest

Galactic pulsars scaled at M31 distance and potentially reach the brightest end of

extragalactic radio pulses, a key to characterize the evolution of close-by galaxies and

their resemblance to Milky Way.

In this chapter we describe our attempts to detect extragalactic radio pulses and

FRBs within the commissioning of the new Northern Sky high-time resolution radio

1APERture Tile In Focus: https://www.astron.nl/astronomy-group/apertif/apertif
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survey, the Apertif Lofar Exploration of the Radio Transient Sky (ALERT). We �rst

give an overview of past searches for extragalactic pulses towards the M31 galaxy with

a previous WSRT con�guration in Sect. 5.2, introduce the Apertif phase array feed

(PAF) and its peculiarities relative to the extragalactic pulsar searches in Sect. 5.3,

and then more thoroughly describe our recent extragalactic searches with Apertif in

Sect. 5.4. We provide sensitivity estimates for the Apertif survey in Sect. 5.5.

5.2 WSRT 8gr8 survey and search in M31

The 328MHz 8gr8 WSRT survey was originally focused on young pulsars with little

scattering, and sporadic transients from the Cygnus region within 40\circ < l < 100\circ and

 - 0\circ .25 < b < 7\circ .25 (Uyan�ker et al. 2001). The complete description of the beam

tessellation, its shape and sensitivity estimates can be found in Janssen et al. (2009).

In summary, the survey utilized coherent addition of 12 WSRT dishes into the East-

West tied-array and in total made 72 pointings of 5.2 deg2 FoV. The 2-hr observations

were sampled with 819.2\mu s into 512 frequency channels across the 10MHz bandwidth

and de-dispersed up to DM of 100 pc cm - 3. The WSRT 8gr8 Cygnus Survey resulted

in the discovery of three normal radio pulsars, the �rst-ever from the Netherlands.

Using the same 8gr8 setup, Rubio-Herrera et al. (2013) did a search for radio

pulsars and sporadic rotating radio transients (RRATs) in the M31 galaxy (l =

121.1743, b =  - 21.5733) and its closest satellites. In their observations, M31 was

covered by three 8gr8 pointings, each of which was observed for up to 32 hours. At

longer integrations and doubled time sampling rate than the original 8gr8 surveys,

data volumes became problematic for full processing. Every single hour of observa-

tion was processed separately. Both periodicity and single-pulse searches were applied

down to a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) threshold of 5\sigma and 7\sigma , respectively. The used

de-dispersion plan is given in Table 5.1. Even though there were no periodic sig-

nal discoveries, the search resulted in a number of similar bursts at nearly the same

DM = 54.7 pc cm - 3. However, due to the linear arrangement of WSRT dishes it was

impossible to directly localize the source of single bursts. Later GBT and LOFAR

observations could not con�rm the burst detections (see also Chapter 4).

Table 5.1: De-dispersion plan for the WSRT 8gr8 search in M31.

DM (pc cm - 3) \delta DM (pc cm - 3) sampling time (\mu s)

0�83 0.348 409.6

83�249 0.697 819.2

249�350 1.392 1638.4
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Figure 5.1: 121-element Apertif phase array feed installed in the prime focus of a single WSRT

dish. Image credits: van Cappellen et al. (2011).

5.3 Apertif PAF and ALERT

In 2016, the 121-element Apertif phase array feeds (PAFs, Oosterloo et al. 2010) were

installed in the prime focus of 12 WSRT dishes (see Fig. 5.1). Each PAF element has

the same FoV as one single WSRT dish in the past (\simeq 0.3 deg2), but because the ele-

ments are spread over the dish focal plane in di�erent directions, combining responses

from all 121 PAF elements together into 39 Compound Beams (CBs) increases the

FoV by that factor of almost 40. A combination of the 39 CBs over the 12 dishes

after discarding phase information, results in the incoherent beam pattern. A lossless

combination, with appropriate geometric delays perpendicular to the comb-like grat-

ing lobes (see Fig. 1.9) applied to the phases, establishes full-sensitive, coherent beam

pattern. Now to fully cover each Compound Beam, 12 tied-array beams or TABs are

formed within each CB (see, e.g., Maan & van Leeuwen 2017). The WSRT Apertif

system can produce both wide-�eld images and explore a much bigger patch of the

sky. Compared to the past 8gr8 survey (see Table 5.4), a more than order of mag-

nitude increased sensitivity makes it possible to detect fainter periodic pulses from

distant radio sources, whereas four times higher frequencies su�er less from disper-

sion and scattering delays. The wide FoV, increased bandwidth and sampling time

resolution, and 75% aperture e�ciency mitigates the twofold increase in T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s} (due to

the absence of cryogenic cooling and a pre-LNA �lter) as compared to the previous

WSRT con�guration (see Table 1 from Oosterloo et al. (2010)). At the same time,
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PAFs bring little sensitivity and observational speed up improvement if one wants to

observe stellar objects that can be covered by only a few CBs/TABs.

The East-West linear array con�guration of the WSRT dishes provides poor North-

South resolution. Nevertheless, because of the sky rotation, it is possible to improve

source localization down to arcminute angular resolution with multiple tracking beam

pointings (Maan & van Leeuwen 2017). An even better localization requires coordi-

nation between WSRT and other telescopes. With the help of a large number of tiling

coherent beams, the new multi-frequency high-time resolution survey ALERT2 is ex-

pected to cover 10000 deg2 of the sky in search for extragalactic pulsars and FRBs

(van Leeuwen, in prep). The low-frequency real-time follow-up with the LOFAR tele-

scope provides subsequent triggers to other observatories, in radio, optical, or high

energy. With both LOFAR and WSRT, the survey supports multi-frequency radio

pulse studies and is capable of localizing the origin of radio pulses down to milliarc-

second angular resolution. This would allow to better link bursts with their host

environments. The Apertif beam-forming and transient searches in real-time require

tremendous computational power to keep up with the 4Tb/s data rate; the new GPU

cluster ARTS3 is built at WSRT to ful�l these requirements4 (van Leeuwen 2014).

5.4 Apertif incoherent searches in M31

In the current incoherent Apertif commissioning con�guration, the biggest beam pat-

tern that can be formed consists of 32 CBs that have a 0.6\circ radius and are separated

by 1\circ horizontally and 0.75\circ vertically from other beam centres (see Fig. 5.2). Since

M31 has 3\circ by 1\circ angular diameter, six incoherent array beams (IABs) are required

to completely tile the Andromeda galaxy. We have performed three searches in M31

in the incoherent regime. Each search required processing of 1 byte per each of 25000

samples / 1.024 seconds for all 1536 frequency channels. A 12-hour M31 observation5

requires 1.5TB storage per CB.

5.4.1 Search I � 6 dishes, 6 CBs, 3 hours (25.11.17)

The �rst incoherent Apertif search in M31 was made with six WSRT dishes on 25

November 2017. The observation was three hours long and aimed mainly to test sys-

tem performance, CBs arrangement, and study the current RFI situation at 1.4GHz.

Recorded time-frequency �lterbanks6 from six CBs were transferred from ARTS to

2http://www.alert.eu
3The Apertif Radio Transient System, see Chapter 2.
44Tb/s is the input data rate to the ARTS beamformer on the uniboards. ARTS receives \sim 

89GB/s of Stokes I and full-Stokes data, whereas the transient search pipeline only processes Stokes

I (\sim 18GB/s).
5Maximum observing time of M31 per day based on WSRT latitude.
6Two-dimensional streams of frequency channels versus time: http://sigproc.sourceforge.net
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Figure 5.2: Apertif RA-Dec grid mosaic of 32 incoherent dual-polarization CBs. Here, 32 out of 39

CBs are in use since we apply 8 bit instead of 6 bit digitization per sample. Out of 32 CBs, 8 beams

(in red) support 200MHz bandwidth, whereas the other 24 (in blue) have 300MHz bandwidth. The

beam numeration corresponds to the following pattern: 3\times 300MHz, 1\times 200MHz, 1\times not recorded.

The 1.2 deg beam size denotes the FHWM of the single PAF element. The coordinate frame is chosen

such that beam 21 points to the centre of M31.

the Dutch national supercomputer Cartesius, where each of them was searched in

parallel with PRESTO pulsar toolkit7 on a separate processing node for periodic and

single pulses. Both periodicity and single-pulse searches were made up to a maximum

DM of 1500 pc cm - 3 to account for yet large uncertainties from intergalactic medium

(IGM) DM contribution and potential FRBs that might pass through the WSRT FoV

or the galaxy itself. We �rst applied no downsampling during the de-dispersion8 but

then eventually had to downsample the data in order to keep their processing within

5-day Cartesius operational limit (see Table 5.2). The resulting candidates from all

six CBs were inspected through periodic and single-pulse machine learning classi�ers:

�rst oriented on slow (P > 20ms) radio pulsars (Lyon et al. 2016), second oriented on

extragalactic (DM = 50), non-RFI (smooth decline in sensitivity within N\mathrm{D}\mathrm{M} = 50),

and bright (S/N \geq 10\sigma ) radio transients (Connor & van Leeuwen 2018). No solid

pulsar or FRB candidates satisfying aforementioned conditions were found.

7https://www.cv.nrao.edu/~sransom/presto
8We used parallel subband de-dispersion with 128 DM grouping subbands since this could keep

serial de-dispersion processes not in con�ict with each other.
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Table 5.2: De-dispersion plan for the WSRT Apertif IAB search I in M31.

DM (pc cm - 3) \delta DM (pc cm - 3) sampling time (\mu s)

0�210 0.10 40.92

210�487.2 0.20 81.84

487.2�818.4 0.30 163.68

818.4�1478.4 0.50 327.36

1478.4�1502.4 1.00 654.72

5.4.2 Search II � 10 dishes, 6 CBs, 7.35 hours (29.12.17)

Additional \sim 7.5hr observations of M31, this time with 10 WSRT dishes in the inco-

herent regime, were made on 28 December 2017. The �lterbank data from six tiling

M31 CBs were distributed over six processing nodes of the ARTS cluster (van Leeuwen

2014) and processed with PRESTO separately on each of them. Since we only focused on

slow bright pulsars outside our Galaxy (DM\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l} = 67.68 pc cm - 3) in periodic searches

as well as millisecond-wide extragalactic GPs and FRBs in single-pulse searches, we

manually applied 16 times downsampling during the 128 subband de-dispersion from

50 to 1500 pc cm - 3 with 1 pc cm - 3 DM step. This allowed us to signi�cantly speed

up processing, but also remain sensitive to pulses with aforementioned characteristics.

The pulse candidates were classi�ed under the same criteria as during the �rst search.

The search again resulted in no signi�cant candidates.

5.4.3 Search III � 11 dishes, 6 CBs, 7.5 hours (02.14.18)

Our �nal IAB observation of M31 happened on 2 April 2018, used 11 WSRT dishes,

and lasted for 7.5 hours. The initial single-pulse search was performed by the dedi-

cated transient search pipeline, The Apertif Monitor for Bursts Encountered in Real-

time (AMBER, Sclocco 2017, see also Chapter 2). Even though the AMBER output

was thoroughly checked, the search with AMBER did not result in new discoveries.

As AMBER is still being tested and commissioned, and at the time of observations

had a known issue with signal-to-noise reporting, we also searched the data with

PRESTO. We again started with downsampled data and searched up to a very high

DM \simeq 5000pc cm - 3 by means of subband de-dispersion using 128 subbands and

sparse DM steps to replicate the de-dispersion plan of AMBER (see Table 5.3). We

followed the same search strategy as for our �rst and second observations.

The initial inspection of single-pulse candidates grouped by the ML classi�er re-

vealed one interesting single-pulse candidate (see Fig. 5.3). The candidate had a very

high DM \simeq 950 pc cm - 3 certainly beyond our Galaxy and even M31; was very bright

with S/N near 30\sigma ; and had relatively broadband structure in the lower end of the

bandpass (1250 - 1350MHz), very similar to some of the partially broadband FRBs
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Table 5.3: De-dispersion plan for the WSRT Apertif IAB search III in M31.

DM (pc cm - 3) \delta DM (pc cm - 3) sampling time (\mu s)

0�1530.0 0.50 327.36

1530.0�3060.0 1.00 754.72

3060.0�5118.0 3.00 1509.44

Figure 5.3: Single-pulse candidate detected in one CB associated with the M31 galaxy during the

third incoherent Apertif search. The candidate DM \simeq 950pc cm - 3, S/N \simeq 30\sigma . The pulse signal

appeared broad only in the lower part of the band.

seen with ASKAP (K. Bannister, priv. comm.). All the candidate properties suggest

an extragalactic FRB passing toward M31, a likely phenomenon (Ravi et al. 2015).

Inspection of other CBs, however, revealed that the same narrow signal appeared at

the same time in all six beams associated with the M31 galaxy (see Fig. 5.4). The fact

that the candidate was present in all CBs is reminiscent of �perytons�, short terrestrial

microwave �ashes that mimic high-DM radio bursts (Petro� et al. 2015b). Finally, in-

spection of the raw �lterbank data at the candidates timestamp (see Fig. 5.5) revealed

the initial chirped signal, which rightly triggered our search pipeline, was followed by

a more narrow-band modulated signal. This is most likely caused by a cell phone

looking for a wi� signal across a narrow band. The detection of such signal-pulse can-

didates in multiple beams is a solid proof that the ML classi�er is capable of detecting

bright and short high-DM radio bursts. This also shows the bene�t of multi-beam
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Figure 5.4: Single-pulse broadband candidate detected in all six CBs associated with the M31

galaxy during the third incoherent Apertif search. Every associated CB contains at least one of such

pulse instances.

surveys such as Apertif to rule out sidelobe RFI which single dish surveys such as

GBT cannot.

5.5 Sensitivity limits for Apertif

If we scale the �ux densities of extragalactic pulsars or FRBs with observing frequency

based on the average spectral index of Galactic pulsars k \simeq 1.8 (Maron et al. 2000),

long incoherent Apertif searches would become as sensitive as short 8gr8 searches

and thus would not improve on sensitivity limits (see Fig. 5.6). Therefore in our

searches, we focused mainly on extragalactic pulsars and FRBs with �at spectrum,

i.e. sources that have constant �ux density across di�erent frequency ranges. In

fact most observable Galactic pulsars appear to have higher �uxes at lower frequen-

cies (Stappers et al. 2011), whereas the background sky noise T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{y} gets lower toward

higher frequencies (van Leeuwen & Stappers 2010). This implies that high frequency

telescopes with large e�ective collecting area and multiple highly sensitive beams

such as Apertif can best low-frequency telescopes to be able to detect faint pulses

outside our Galaxy. The periodic search sensitivity of the Apertif coherent survey
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Figure 5.5: Chirped communication signal discovered in the raw �lterbank data where one of

the discovered single-pulse candidates appeared. This signal is coincident with the arrival time of

single-pulse candidates in all beams.

makes it close but yet not possible to detect the brightest distant Galactic pulsar

B1641  - 45 at 1.4GHz if placed in M31: d \simeq 4.5 kpc, S1400,\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{y} \simeq 296.4mJy,

S1400,\mathrm{M}31 \simeq S1400,\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{y} \times (D\mathrm{J}1644/D\mathrm{M}31)
2 \simeq 0.01mJy. We need either a fourfold

coherent sensitivity for S\mathrm{T}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{B} or a four times as bright pulsar as B1641  - 45 in M31

for a corresponding detection.

As for the single-pulse search, the extragalactic 5ms wide GP from M31 with

S5ms

\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b},\mathrm{M}31 = S5ms

\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\times (D\mathrm{M}31/D\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b})
2 \simeq 4.6\times 104 Jy needs to be observed at the distance

of the Crab D\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b} = 2 kpcs at 1.4GHz in order to be detectable from M31 with the

Apertif coherent survey.

Past WSRT 6-hr observations of the Crab pulsar at 1.4GHz with 20MHz band-

width and \sim 4\mu s time resolution lead to a �ux density distribution N(S) = S - \alpha of

Crab GPs with an average pulse width W \sim 16\mu s (see Fig. 4, 5 and 7 from Karup-

pusamy et al. (2010)). The N(S) distribution peaks at S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} \simeq 3\times 103 Jy �ux density

(similarly, the N(F ) distribution peaks at F\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} \simeq 3 \times 104 Jy\mu s �uence) and has

a slope with a power-law index \alpha of 2.79 \pm 0.01, similar to that from the LOFAR

distribution (see Chapter 4).

The steep spectrum of Crab giant pulses (k \simeq 2.7) can explain small �uences

obtained at the brightest end of the N(F ) distribution for the WSRT 1.4GHz obser-

vations (F\mathrm{W}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{T}
\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} \simeq 30 Jyms, see Karuppusamy et al. 2010) compared to the LOFAR

150MHz observations (F\mathrm{L}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{F}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{R}
\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} \simeq 1.1\times 104 Jyms, see Chapter 4). Microsecond-wide

GPs with a pulse width w\ast = 1\mu s need to be Sw\ast 
\mathrm{C}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b},\mathrm{M}31/S

w\ast 
\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} \simeq 150 times brighter

so that the Apertif coherent survey can detect them from the M31 galaxy.
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Table 5.4: Observational setups for various WSRT pulsar surveys.

Parameter (Unit) 8gr8 (2012) ALERT (2017�2018)

Type search coherent incoherent coherent

Central Frequency (MHz) 328 1400

N\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h} 12 up to 12 10

Survey degradation factor 1.3 1.4a

FoV (sq. deg) 5.2 8.7

d\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m} (deg) 0.03 1.2 0.02

Dwell time (hr) 1 10

t\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p} (\mu s) 409.6 40.92

Bandwidth (MHz) 10 300

N\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n} 256 1536

N\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l} 2 2

T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}
b/ G c (Jy) 140 \simeq 150 \simeq 50

S/N threshold (periodicity) 7 10

S/N threshold (single-pulse) 5 8

Assumed pulse duty cycle 0.05 0.05

S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} (periodicity, mJy)d 1.1 0.1 0.04

S5ms

\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} (single-pulse, Jy)d 2.9 1.0 0.3

a Calculated as \beta /\tau , where \beta = 1.0 is an e�ciency factor related to the

8-bit sampling (Kouwenhoven & Voûte 2001), \tau = 0.7 is a TAB-forming

e�ciency (Maan & van Leeuwen 2017).
b Calculated as T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{y} + T\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}
c The single dish gain is G\ast = Ae/2kB = \epsilon \mathrm{A}/2kB \times \pi D2

\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}/4 \simeq 0.13K/Jy,

where Ae is the e�ective surface area of a single WSRT dish, \epsilon \mathrm{A} = 0.75

is the aperture e�ciency (Maan & van Leeuwen 2017), D\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h} is the

diameter of the dish, kB is the Boltzmann constant. Hence, G\mathrm{I}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{B} =

G\ast 
\sqrt{} 

N\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h},\mathrm{I}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{B} \simeq 0.5K/Jy and G\mathrm{T}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{B} = G\ast N\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h},\mathrm{T}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{B} \simeq 1.3K/Jy for the

incoherent addition of N\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h},\mathrm{I}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{B} = 12 dishes and coherent addition of

N\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h},\mathrm{T}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{B} = 10 dishes, respectively.
d Calculated via radiometer equation (see eq. (1.6)). We were not be

able to reproduce an 8gr8 minimum �ux density of \sim 0.25mJy reported

by Rubio-Herrera et al. (2013) for a periodicity search in M31.
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Figure 5.6: Pulsar �ux densities S\nu scaled with observing frequency based on the average spectral

index S\nu \propto \nu  - k, k \simeq 1.8. Denoted are the sensitivity estimates (each limit located at arrowhead) for

the periodicity searches in the M31 galaxy: LOFAR Superterp (150MHz), 8gr8 survey (328MHz),

incoherent (IAB) and coherent (TAB) Apertif surveys (1.4GHz).

5.6 Conclusions

The new WSRT Apertif survey enables deep searches for radio pulsars, fast radio

transients, and FRBs over a large patch of the sky. This is the result of the improved

FoV, bandwidth and sensitivity compared to previous WSRT con�gurations such as

8gr8. We carry out the �rst three searches for extragalactic pulsars and FRBs towards

the M31 galaxy in the incoherent regime as part of the Apertif PAFs commissioning.

Even though no extragalactic bursts were detected, we examined and proved the

e�cient work of the transient search pipeline as well as the pulse candidate classi�er.

Based on the derived sensitivity limits, we conclude there need to be 4 times brighter

periodic pulses and 150 times brighter single pulses in the Andromeda galaxy than in

our Galaxy for a detection with the coherent Apertif survey.
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Abstract

Transitional millisecond pulsars (tMSPs) switch between an accretion-powered state

without radio pulsations and a rotation-powered state with radio pulsations. In the

former state, they are X-ray bright, in the latter X-ray dim. Soft X-ray transients

(SXTs) undergo similar switches in X-ray, between �high� states with bright X-ray

outbursts and a �low� state of quiescence. The upper limit on the quiescent X-ray

luminosity of SXT 1H 1905 + 000 suggests that its luminosity might be similar to

that of the known tMSPs. A detection of radio pulsations would link SXTs more

strongly with tMSPs; and thus e.g. put stricter constraints on tMSP transitional

timescales, through the connection with the well-known SXT periods of quiescence.

A non-detection allows us, based on the telescope sensitivity, to estimate how likely

these sources are to pulsate in radio. Over a ten-year span, 2006  - 2015, we car-

ried out targeted radio observations at 400/800MHz with Arecibo, and searched for

radio pulsations from the quiescent SXT 1H 1905 + 000. None of the observations

have revealed radio pulsations from the targeted SXT. For a 1-ms pulsar our �ux

density upper limit is 10.3\mu Jy. At an assumed distance of 10 kpc this translates to a

pseudo-luminosity upper limit of 1.0mJykpc2, which makes our search complete to

\sim 85% of the known MSP population. Given the high sensitivity, and the generally

large beaming fraction of millisecond pulsars, we conclude that SXT 1H 1905+000 is

unlikely to emit in radio as a transitional millisecond pulsar.
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6.1 Introduction

Recent multiwavelength observations have uncovered a new type of neutron star bina-

ries, the transitional millisecond pulsars (tMSPs), that switch between two separate

states. The �rst state, an accretion-powered or low mass X-ray binary (LMXB, Bur-

deri & Di Salvo 2013) state, is usually described by an accretion disk, formed by

matter transfer from a binary companion to a neutron star (NS). It features ther-

mal X-ray emission thought to arise close to the NS surface. In this state, pulsar

radio emission may be hampered by e.g. surface heat (this work) or by a disk pass-

ing through the pulsar's light cylinder (Archibald et al. 2009). The �at-spectrum

continuum radio emission can be caused by collimated polar out�ows (Deller et al.

2015).

The second state, a rotation-powered or radio millisecond pulsar (MSP, Bhat-

tacharya & van den Heuvel 1991) state, lacks the surrounding disk but instead is

characterized by two oppositely directed coherent radio beams from the NS polar cap

region. The inner part of the disk is blown away possibly by the �propeller� e�ect (Il-

larionov & Sunyaev 1975) or by \gamma -ray photons from the pulsar magnetosphere (Takata

et al. 2014). Both the LMXB and MSP states are illustrated in Fig. 6.1.

Which physics underlies the tMSP switches between �pulsar-o�� and �pulsar-on�

states? And how do they evolve? Do all near-quiescent accreting millisecond X-ray

pulsars with coherent pulsations of frequency range between 150  - 600Hz (AMXPs,

Patruno & Watts 2012) end up as transitional radio pulsars? Transitions between two

states might be explained via the interplay of the mass accretion rate and its corre-

sponding ram pressure, and the radiation pressure exerted by the pulsar wind (Cam-

pana et al. 1998; Burgay et al. 2003; Archibald et al. 2009).

To date, three tMSPs are known to undergo transitions:

(i) PSRJ1023 + 0038 (Archibald et al. 2009) established the tMSP class. The

neutron star rotates every 1.69ms and 4.8 hr around its rotational axis and the

centre of the binary mass, respectively, and has a \sim 0.2M\odot companion;

(ii) PSRJ1824  - 2452I is a binary source in the globular cluster M28 (and thus

henceforth referred to as M28-I, Papitto et al. 2013), and spins every 3.93ms.

It also has a \sim 0.2M\odot companion, but its orbital period is about 11 hr. This is

so far the only tMSP that also shows outbursts / Type I X-ray bursts similar

to soft X-ray transients;

(iii) PSRJ1227  - 4853 (de Martino et al. 2010; Bassa et al. 2014; Roy et al. 2015),

also spins with a 1.69ms period. It takes 6.7 hr for the source to orbit the center

of mass. The companion has a mass between 0.17M\odot and 0.46M\odot .

MSPs with companions of similar mass are known as �redbacks� (Roberts 2013). The

MSP-state X-ray luminosity of all three tMSPs is also of the same order: L\mathrm{X} \sim 1030�
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a) b)

Figure 6.1: Two states of transitional binaries: a) an accretion-powered state with jets, collimated

relativistic out�ows (shown in yellow); b) a radio MSP state with a beamed radio emission (shown in

green). Note that the radio pulsar beam is not necessarily in the same direction as the out�ow. The

red region on the companion signi�es a) channelized or b) potentially on-going (but much weaker,

see Sect. 6.5.3) accretion.

1032 erg s - 1 (Linares et al. 2014). One tMSP (M28-I) was found in an X-ray bright

outburst state with L\mathrm{X} \sim 1034�1037 erg s - 1, but similar to the two other tMSPs (PSR

J1023+ 0038 and PSR J1227 - 4853) it also exhibits a disk-state at lower luminosity

L\mathrm{X} \sim 1032�1034 erg s - 1. The latter two also provide \gamma -ray emission (Stappers et al.

2014; Johnson et al. 2015) which establishes a putative link with a few variable \gamma -ray

LMXBs (Strader et al. 2015; Bogdanov & Halpern 2015). Based on multiwavelength

tracking of these sources, the estimated timescale between disk-MSP transitions is of

order a decade (Tam et al. 2014; Johnson et al. 2015). At the same time, transitional

timescales for tMSPs were constrained to be much shorter � from a few days to a few

months (Stappers et al. 2013; Papitto et al. 2013; Bassa et al. 2014).

The hypothesis we aim to test in this paper is whether tMSPs are related to the

NS soft X-ray transients (SXTs, Stella et al. 1994). SXTs undergo transitions between

two X-ray states: a bright �outburst� state (L\mathrm{X} \sim 1035�1038 erg s - 1), sometimes with

regular bright thermonuclear �ashes of type I X-ray bursts from the NS surface (Gal-

loway et al. 2008), and a much fainter �quiescent� state (L\mathrm{X} \sim 1030�1033 erg s - 1)

where the source remains dim (see, e.g. Campana et al. 1998; Yakovlev & Pethick

2004, for a review). Besides, SXTs outburst rise/decay times are also within days �

months range (Campana et al. 1998). Finally, the B > 108G magnetic �elds con-

strained for some X-ray transients (e.g., Di Salvo & Burderi 2003) are of the same
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order as for AMSPs/tMSPs (see, e.g., Table 4 from Patruno & Watts 2012). The

similarities with the X-ray luminosity, magnetic �eld, and transitional timescales of

the tMSP makes us wonder if in this quiescent state the radio pulsar might appear.

It is not yet clear which conditions a binary system should possess in order to un-

dergo state switches; SAX J1808.4 - 3658 (Wijnands & van der Klis 1998; Chakrabarty

& Morgan 1998; Hartman et al. 2008) is a good representation of an AMXP with

about a 2.5ms period and a typical 108  - 109G magnetic �eld that also experiences

outbursts of 1036 erg s - 1 X-ray luminosity (see, e.g., Hartman et al. 2009) but so far

has not been seen in radio (Burgay et al. 2003; Iacolina et al. 2010; Patruno et al.

2016). Given that lack of understanding on transitional-pulsar system parameters,

we seek to expand the population by investigating tMSP candidates, and potentially

link SXTs and tMSPs.

One of the best such candidate systems is SXT 1H 1905+000 (Jonker et al. 2006,

2007). It is a very low luminosity NS binary, involving a white or a brown dwarf

companion (M\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p} \simeq 0.01 - 0.05M\odot ) and an extremely short orbit (the orbital period

P\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b} \lesssim 1.33 hr). After about an 11-yr (LX \simeq 4 \times 1036 erg s - 1) outburst with several

Type I X-ray bursts ending more than eighteen years ago, the source has remained

quiescent.

The quiescent luminosity of SXT 1H 1905+000 LX \lesssim 1.8\times 1030 erg s - 1 is the lowest

among all known NS X-ray transients, which makes the source most closely related to

the MSP class. As for hotter neutron stars, the radio pulsar emission may be inhibited

via electron braking by inverse Compton scattering (see Sect. 6.5.2 and the references

therein), the low e�ective temperature T\mathrm{e}ff \lesssim 3.5\times 105K of SXT 1H 1905+000 should

allow particle to �ow more freely (see, e.g., Supper & Trümper 2000). Therefore, the

presumed MSP should be able to emit in radio. Past 25 ks (Jonker et al. 2006) and

300 ks (Jonker et al. 2007) Chandra X-ray observations did not detect the NS in

quiescence. No new X-ray outbursts were detected in X-ray all-sky monitors, and the

source stayed quiescent over the period covered in this paper. This also suggests that

SXT 1H 1905 + 000 might be capable of producing pulsar radio emission.

Revealing radio pulsations in a quiescent SXT would link the timescales on which

tMSPs switch, to known periods of SXT quiescence. That would be a �rst step

to better understand the interaction between accretion, thermal and radio pulsar

emission. In the remainder of this paper, Section 6.2 describes our observations of

SXT 1H 1905+000. The data analysis for each targeted search is detailed in Sect. 6.3.

Section 6.4 outlines the obtained results, followed by the discussion in Sect. 6.5, and

conclusions in Sect. 6.6.

6.2 Observations

We have conducted three targeted observations of the SXT 1H 1905 + 000 spanning
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a period of almost ten years. All three observations were performed with the 305-m

William E. Gordon radio telescope at Arecibo1, using the L-wide (�rst two observa-

tions) and S-low (third observation) receivers2. The setup speci�cations, detailed in

Table 6.1, are summarized below.

The �rst targeted search consisted of two separate observing sessions on 2006 May

20 and June 25. We used the Wideband Arecibo Pulsar Processor (WAPP3, Dowd

et al. 2000) so that each 128\mu s it separately recorded four sets of 512 spectral fre-

quency channels, each 0.195MHz wide, of 16-bit total intensity. To avoid a frequency

range often a�ected by radio-frequency interference (RFI) we split the recording over

100 and 300MHz bands around 1120 and 1410MHz, respectively.

For our second observation on 2015 April 14 we used the Puertorican Ultimate

Pulsar Processing Instrument (PUPPI) backend4, with 800MHz bandwidth and 2048

frequency channels. This resulted in the 1380MHz central frequency, 0.390MHz band-

width per channel and the minimum sampling time of 41\mu s. All frequencies outside

the L-wide receiver range of 1.15  - 1.73MHz were zapped during the RFI masking

stage in our search pipeline.

Finally, we carried out a third observation on 2015 August 26, with the same

speci�cations as the second but at a higher central frequency \nu \mathrm{o}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{s} = 2800MHz. That

reduced potential scattering on the pulsar, and was less a�ected by RFI.

We �rst pointed Arecibo on a number of known pulsars to test both telescope and

backend e�ciencies. Test pulsars are given in Table 6.2 along with respective times-

pans, pulse periods, dispersion measures (DMs), duty cycles, nominal �ux densities,

and peak signal-to-noise ratios (S/Ns). These were generally detected as predicted.

The absence of PSR J1906 + 0746 at 2.8GHz was not unexpected as geodetic pre-

cession causes its radio beam to ever more miss Earth (van Leeuwen et al. 2015).

We pointed the telescope at the best known position at the time, RA=19\mathrm{h}08\mathrm{m}27\mathrm{s},

DEC=+00\circ 10\prime 08\prime \prime (J2000). This puts the Arecibo beam well over the improved posi-

tion published later in Jonker et al. (2006), as discussed in Sect. 6.5.1. We observed

for 3400 s and 3600 s during two �rst search sessions, for 3600 s during the second

search session, and for about 2150 s during the third search session.

6.3 Analysis

All our observations were analysed on the Dutch national supercomputer, Cartesius5.

For the search itself we adopted the PRESTO pulsar search toolkit6 (Ransom 2001).

1http://www.naic.edu/index_scientific.php
2http://www.naic.edu/~astro/RXstatus
3http://www.naic.edu/~wapp
4http://www.naic.edu/~astro/guide/node11.html
5https://surfsara.nl/systems/cartesius
6https://github.com/scottransom/presto
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Table 6.1: Observational setup for three di�erent Arecibo observations of SXT 1H 1905 + 000.

Parameter Value

Project ID p2204 p2994 p3013

Receiver (year) L-wide (2006) L-wide (2015) S-low (2015)

Gain (K/Jy) 10 10 8

System Temp (K) 30 30 35

Native Polarization d u a l l i n e a r

Sample time (\mu s) 128 40.96 40.96

Integration time (s) 3600 3600 2150

Bandwidth (MHz) 300 500 500

Central freq (MHz) 1410 1380 2800

Channels 1536 2048 2048

Subbands 64 64 64

For the �rst 2006 observation we list only the dataset with the larger

contiguous band.

Table 6.2: Parameters for test observations of two known pulsars.

Pulsar t\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t} P DM W50/P S\nu (S/N)\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}

(s) (ms) (pc cm - 3) (mJy)

PSR J1857 + 0943 300 5.362 13.3 9.7\times 10 - 2

5.0
39.20 a

134.53 b

1.4 327.35 c

PSR J1906 + 0746

600 (900) a

144.073 217.20 4.2\times 10 - 3

0.55
590.64 a

275 b 18.10 b

900 c 0.16 (. . . ) c

a 2006 L-wide observation
b 2015 L-wide observation
c 2015 S-low observation

In 2006, PSR J1857 + 0943 was observed in session 1, and PSR J1906 + 0746 in both sessions,

but with di�erent integration times. W50/P is the pulse duty cycle (W50 is the pulse width at

half-peak height), S\nu is the pulsar �ux density based on ATNF pulsar catalogue, and (S/N)\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}
is the integrated signal-to-noise ratio at the correct DM.
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6.3.1 2006 L-wide observation

The WAPP backend produces multiple sequential time series, divided into 100MHz

bandwidth slices. We used the dataset with the contiguous 300MHz bandwidth for

the direct search, and the 100-MHz dataset only for veri�cation. The estimated dis-

tance to the source is 7  - 10 kpc (Jonker & Nelemans 2004), and according to the

galactic electron density model (ne20017, Cordes & Lazio 2002) the free electron con-

tent amounts 250 - 350 pc cm - 3, respectively. As the ne2001 model continues to get

supplemented and improved, especially for sources located far along the Galactic plane

where most of cold interstellar plasma resides (see, e.g., Yusifov & Kü�cük 2004; Cordes

2004; Sun & Reich 2010), we searched out to a 3\times larger maximum DM, over a range

from 0 to 1000 pc cm - 3. For the 80min orbital period and an ultra-compact binary

(M\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p} \simeq 0.05M\odot ) one should expect a high orbital acceleration (Johnston & Kulka-

rni 1991). Using a 0.05ms sampling time, we employed the maximum possible number

of acceleration drift (Fourier) bins allowed in PRESTO (zmax = 0, 5, 100, 200, 1200).

Assuming a circular, edge-on orbit (e = 0, \theta = 90\circ ), the estimated orbital acceler-

ation is a = (2\pi )4/3\times G1/3\times M\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\times sin \theta /(P
4/3
\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b} \times (M\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}+M\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p})

2/3) \simeq 28.6ms - 2, at

the upper boundary of the limiting range of linear orbital accelerations a\ast \approx 30ms - 2

of most known pulsar binaries (Camilo et al. 2000). As the pulsar acceleration com-

pletely reverses every half of the orbit, it is reasonable to have an integration time

within a small fraction of the orbital period (generally, 0.1P\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b}, Ransom et al. 2003;

Burgay et al. 2003). For this reason, we also split up the time series to t\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t} \simeq 410 s

(\simeq 7min) and performed the search on these shorter sets, each with less Doppler

smearing. Knowing our observing duration, and aiming to be sensitive down to a

period P = 1ms, we would need N\mathrm{d}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{t} = a \times t2\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}/(c \times P ) \simeq 20 Fourier bins. This

is well in line with our covered bin range, even for a more massive companion or a

faster MSP.

The searches over the 7-min sets have an additional sensitivity bene�t if this pulsar,

like other low-mass binaries, is eclipsed over part of the binary orbit (Luo & Melrose

1995, also see Sect. 6.5.4). Shorter integrations then su�er less from the addition of

noise, without periodic signal, during the eclipse.

After a number of standard periodic search steps (RFI masking, de-dispersion,

FFT transform, red-noise removal, RFI birdies zapping, and accelerated search; also

see Mikhailov & van Leeuwen 2016 and Chapter 3), all potential candidates were

ranked and inspected according to their characteristic plots (pulse and frequency

channels pro�les, DM curve, and P  - \.P map, see, e.g., Fig. 6.2).

7http://www.nrl.navy.mil/rsd/RORF/ne2001
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Figure 6.2: Representation of one of the most promising pulse con�gurations during the 2006

observation. Unfortunately, the candidate was only present in the second session. Moreover, further

search identi�ed that there were more similar instances for multiple DM values � a property inherent

to RFI sources.

6.3.2 2015 L-wide observation

In the 2015 1.4-GHz observations using PUPPI, the full bandwidth was recorded,

including bands prone to RFI. Those were excised in the pipeline, strongly reducing

the e�ective band width as expected. We again carried out an acceleration search but

now up to 100 Fourier bins (5 times an estimated value, see above). We did employ

time-series slicing, and other search pipeline steps were also kept the same as in the

2006 observation.

6.3.3 2015 S-low observation

In order to avoid the RFI-contaminated part of the spectrum present in the 1.4GHz

data, and to reduce the potential interstellar scattering smearing present there, we
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also performed a 2.8-GHz (S-low band) observation, with otherwise identical settings

as the 1.4GHz setup.

6.3.4 Single-pulse search

Some pulsars do not emit periodically, but only sporadically � such sources are referred

to as rotating radio transients (RRATs, McLaughlin et al. 2006). For such pulsars,

data folding mostly adds noise, and therefore single-pulse investigations are more

e�ective. As millisecond pulsars emit around 10 � 1000 pulses per second, it is hard

to resolve individual pulses since their S/N is normally quite low.

At the same time, some pulsars occasionally emit giant pulses � a type of non-

frequent short duration radio pulses that can greatly exceed (by 2 � 3 orders of

magnitude) the mean �ux density of normal pulses from those pulsars. Around ten

millisecond pulsars are now known to emit giant pulses (Knight 2006; Bilous et al.

2015), the most pronounced examples being PSR B0531+21 (the Crab), PSR B0833 - 
45 (Vela), and PSR B1937 + 21.

The most common S/N values found for candidates in our search were from 5\sigma to

7\sigma , below our single-pulse detection threshold S/N\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} \geq 8\sigma . Single-pulse thresholds

can in practice be set somewhat lower than periodicity thresholds (cf. Eq. 6.1) without

producing overwhelming numbers of candidates. None of the candidates above this

threshold were identi�ed as genuine pulses. Most showed a monotonic pro�le of S/N

distribution along adjacent DM values, behaviour typical for RFI.

6.4 Results

Neither the 2006 nor the 2015 observations reveal any good candidates for the poten-

tial radio MSP counterpart towards 1H 1905 + 000.

The RFI situation at 1.4GHz likely impeded the identi�cation of genuine radio

pulses from 1H 1905 + 000; especially the 2015 observation, where the bandwidth

increase over 2006 mostly added bands of unprotected, multi-use spectrum, contained

signi�cant amounts of RFI that resulted in the elimination of some frequency coverage,

thus diminishing the potential candidate S/N compared to an RFI-free ideal.

Using the radiometer equation (Bhattacharya 1998), we can set an upper limit on

the source �ux density:

S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} = \beta 
(S/N)\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}

G
\sqrt{} 
n\mathrm{p} \Delta \nu t\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}

\sqrt{} 
W

P  - W
. (6.1)

Here, \beta is a digitization factor and is normally around 1, (S/N)\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} is the minimum

distinguishable S/N from a potential pulsar, T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s} = T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s},\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r} + T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{y} is the overall

system temperature. The L-wide and S-low receiver temperatures are T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s},\mathrm{L}\mathrm{W} \sim 25K

and T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s},\mathrm{S}\mathrm{L} \sim 35K, respectively. The sky temperature T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{y} was interpreted from
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Table 6.3: Estimated instrumental (W\mathrm{s}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}) and scattering (W\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}) broadening, minimum �ux

density S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}, pseudo luminosity L\mathrm{p}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{o} as well as search completeness C\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h} for 1H 1905+ 000 at

a distance of d = 7 kpc (DM = 250 pc cm - 3) and d = 10 kpc (DM = 350 pc cm - 3).

d W\mathrm{s}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r} W\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r} S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} L\mathrm{p}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{o} C\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}

(kpcs) (ms) (ms) (\mu Jy) (mJy kpc2) (%)

2006 L-wide observation

7 0.23 8.4\times 10 - 3 11.8 0.6 89.72

10 0.27 0.01 13.0 1.3 76.64

2015 L-wide observation

7 0.20 8.5\times 10 - 3 8.5 0.4 91.59

10 0.28 0.01 10.3 1.0 84.11

2015 S-low observation

7 0.06 0.4\times 10 - 3 10.8 0.5 55.14

10 0.07 0.6\times 10 - 3 11.1 1.1 31.78

All estimates are tabulated for the lowest expected integer spin period P\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} = 1ms.

408MHz contour maps (Haslam et al. 1982) and scaled to 1400 and 2800MHz using

the Lawson et al. (1987) relation T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{y} \propto \nu  - 2.6, resulting in 5 and 0.8K, respectively.

Next, G\mathrm{L} - \mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e} = 10K/Jy (G\mathrm{S} - \mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w} = 8K/Jy) is the telescope gain8, n\mathrm{p} = 2 for two

polarizations, \Delta \nu is the frequency bandwidth, and t\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t} is the integration time. P

and W are pulsar spin period and its pulse width, respectively. For typical MSP

properties9 (spin periods P \lesssim 20ms, and magnetic �eld strengths B \lesssim 109G), we

�nd10 the average pulse duty cycle \langle W50/P \rangle to be 0.10 \pm 0.07. We also include

smearing e�ects into the pulse width broadening and bound it with a pulse period:

W = W (P ) =
\sqrt{} 

\langle W50/P \rangle 2 \cdot P 2 +W 2
\mathrm{s}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r} +W 2

\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}, where W\mathrm{s}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r} is the instrumen-

tal (channel, subband, DM\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{p}, sampling) smearing, and W\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r} is the scattering

broadening along the line of sight. For the (S/N)\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} we follow the usual11 value of

10\sigma . In Table 6.3 we list our set of �ux-density upper limits. For the �rst 1.4GHz we

list only the result with the longer integration time t\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t} = 3600 s. The limits from the

2015 1.4GHz and 2.8GHz observations are based on 500MHz of usable bandwidth out

8http://www.naic.edu/~astro/RXstatus
9http://www.cv.nrao.edu/~sransom/Exascale_Radio_Searches_2014.pdf

10http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat (catalogue version 1.54, Manchester et al.

2005)
11http://www.astro.cornell.edu/~cordes/PALFA/palfa_snr_calcs.pdf
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Figure 6.3: Sensitivity curves for each of the three 1H 1905 + 000 Arecibo observations for

source DM = 100, 250, 350, 500, and 1000pc cm - 3. Smearing e�ects (both instrumental and

astrophysical) are included. Highlighted are the expected dispersion measure lines for d = 7 kpc

(DM = 250 pc cm - 3, shown in blue) and for d = 10 kpc (DM = 350 pc cm - 3, shown in green).

of the 800MHz total. We see that scattering is not expected to play a signi�cant role in

the sensitivity compared to other smearing e�ects and that it does not change much

with increasing distance. We also derive the pseudo luminosity L\mathrm{p}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{o} = S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} d
2;

and the search completeness C\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}, the fraction of currently known pulsars that our

search could have detected at the distance of 1H 1905 + 000 (Coenen et al. 2011).

The sensitivity of our searches is plotted in Fig. 6.3, for various possible pulse

periods and dispersion measures. In what we think is the most realistic case, a

DM = 250  - 350 pc cm - 3 (highlighted in the plot) at a pulse period of 10ms, our

deepest search, the 2015 L-wide observation, had a minimum detectable �ux of about

5.5\mu Jy. The resulting search e�ciency, the fraction of known pulsars whose 1.4GHz

pseudo luminosity our survey could have detected at the distance of 1H 1905 + 000

is shown in Fig. 6.4. There we mark each Arecibo observation and estimated dis-

tance. To compare our 2.8GHz S-low observation with the 1.4GHz catalogue �ux

densities, we scaled down the search minimum detectable �ux using a spectral index

\alpha =  - 1.8 (Maron et al. 2000). For each observation, we considered a pulse period

range to be from 0.5ms to 1 s, and the resulting spread for each observation is included
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in the Figure.

Our deepest search, the 2015 L-wide observation, was sensitive enough to �nd

up to 92% of all catalogued pulsars (including the three known tMSPs) when put at

7 kpc.

Given the possibility that tMSPs shine only intermittently, the depth at the other

observation epoch is equally important. In 2005 we too would have found around

75 - 90% of catalogued pulsars, and two out of three known tMSPs.

To validate our estimated completeness, we also searched a longer, 2015, 1.4GHz

dataset on PSR J1906+0746 that one of us took for long-term beam evolution studies

(Desvignes et al., in prep.). At �ux density S = 2 \pm 1\mu Jy J1906 + 0746 is likely

to be very close to our minimum detectable �ux. We used the same setup as the

other 2015 observations described in the current paper. We expected, from Eq. (6.1),

a S/N of about 20\sigma , given the \sim 1 hr integration time, duty cycle w\mathrm{p} = W50/P ,

scattering contribution W\mathrm{s}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r} < 0.01ms, and dispersion smearing contributions

W\mathrm{s}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r} \simeq 0.2ms \simeq 0.05w\mathrm{p}. The �nal pulse signal-to-noise obtained, for the best-

�t acceleration, was 23.7\sigma , well in line with the expectation. This con�rms our

completeness limits are realistic.

6.5 Discussion

Given our high search completeness of \sim 90% we are con�dent the source is currently

not a radio MSP that shines our way. The putative pulsar itself can, of course, in

principle be inclined away from Earth. However, we know that the opening angle

of the MSP beams is usually quite broad, with beaming fractions of almost 100% in

several beaming models (see, e.g., Lorimer 2008). We thus conclude that the source

itself is not emitting radio pulses with luminosity above our limit.

So why is 1H 1905 + 000 not shining? Below we discuss how this could be related

to e.g. surface heat, and past or current mass transfer.

6.5.1 Position, proper motion and the small Arecibo beam

The location of 1H 1905+000 is well known. Its outburst position error box, \alpha J2000.0 =

19h08m27s.200\pm 0\prime \prime .084, \delta J2000.0 = +00\circ 10\prime 09\prime \prime 10\pm 0\prime \prime .087 (Jonker et al. 2006), falls

well within the Arecibo FWHM beam size at both L-wide (3.5\prime \times 3.1\prime ) and S-low

(2.0\prime \times 1.8\prime ) receivers.

Could 1H 1905 + 000 have moved out of the Arecibo beam since that outburst

position was derived? Even for the smallest, S-low 2.8GHz beam, 1H 1905 + 000

should then travel with proper motion \mu = 5.4\times 103mas yr - 1. For the largest distance

of d = 10 kpc, the characteristic system velocity v\mathrm{N}\mathrm{S} needs to be 4.74 \times \mu \times d \simeq 
2.6\times 105 km s - 1 for the source to have moved outside the Arecibo beam which is an

order of magnitude larger than seen so far for NS X-ray binaries.
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Figure 6.4: Search completeness compared to the ATNF-catalogue pseudo luminosities. Shown

(slightly o�set vertically for visibility) are the limits set by our observations. The range of values

spanned by each observation is determined by the estimated pulse period, from 0.5ms to 1 s (labeled

as such for one example observation). The 2.8GHz �ux densities were scaled to 1.4GHz for this

plot. Stars represent pseudo luminosities of known tMSPs: J1023 + 0038 (magenta, Archibald et al.

2009), J1824 - 2452I (green, Papitto et al. 2013), J1227 - 4853 (yellow, Roy et al. 2015).

6.5.2 Temperature and cooling emission

In the old normal MSPs we observe, the neutron star has cooled long ago and the

thermal emission is nearly absent. In transitional MSPs, some thermal emission is

only seen in the accreting phase. Yet SXTs are known to be strong thermal emitters

even in quiescence, due to the reheating of the neutron star by nuclear reactions deep

in the crust (Brown et al. 1998). Models for such heating (e.g. Haensel & Zdunik

2003; Yakovlev et al. 2006) can explain quiescent luminosities LX \sim 1033 erg s - 1, as

observed. While the limit on 1H 1905+000 is much lower, as mentioned, its long and

active state of accretion could still have left it hotter than the tMSPs, which hardly

appear to e�ciently accrete (�radiatively ine�cient� accretion, Archibald et al. 2015;

Papitto et al. 2015; Deller et al. 2015) or spin up (Jaodand et al. 2016).

We here hypothesize that through this enhanced thermal emission over the tMSPs,

1H 1905 + 000 is prevented from generating radio emission. The increased intensity

of soft X-ray photons could potentially be the extinguishing agent. While some such
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soft thermal photons coming from the hot NS surface are needed in certain mod-

els (e.g. Zhang et al. 1997) as the seed photons that inverse Compton scatter o� the

primary electrons, to form pair-producing photons; these same photons, once present

in larger numbers, act as radiative brakes on these essential relativistic electrons (Kar-

dashëv et al. 1984). The drag on these relativistic particles in the soft photon �eld in

1H 1905+000 and its hotter brethren may thus possibly quench the runaway cascade

needed for robust radio emission.

If this is indeed the reason for the absence of radio emission from 1H 1905 + 000,

such braking must already be signi�cant at the temperature inferred by Jonker et al.

(2007) of T\mathrm{e}ff \lesssim 3.5\times 105K, or kT \lesssim 30 eV. Supper & Trümper (2000) modeled this

dependence of inverse Compton scattering on temperature, for values of 100, 300, and

1000 eV. At 100 eV, the electrons su�er no weakening but achieve acceleration up to

the maximum Lorentz factor \gamma \simeq 106. For mildly higher temperatures of 300 and

1000 eV, respectively, electrons are quickly braked and reach Lorentz factors of 104

and 102 only (Eq. 26 and Figs. 4  - 6 in Supper & Trümper 2000), likely hampering

subsequent formation of radio emission. Thus, while this model does show there is a

clear dependence of inverse Compton scattering on temperature, it cannot currently

explain the case of 1H 1905 + 000.

To summarize: it seems likely that one of the main observational di�erences be-

tween SXTs and tMSPs, the higher temperatures of the former, is the cause of the

lack of radio emission on SXTs. If that is the case, braking such as inverse Compton

scattering must become important at temperatures lower than proposed in Supper &

Trümper 2000, of kT \lesssim 30 eV.

6.5.3 Ongoing low-level accretion

The interaction between a trickle of continuously accreting matter and the pulsar mag-

netosphere could potentially inhibit radio emission. There is precedent for variable

low-level accretion in e.g. Cen X-4 (Cackett et al. 2010) and XTE J1701 - 462 (Fridriks-

son et al. 2011). A mechanism linking that accretion to the cessation of coherent radio

emission was qualitatively described in Archibald et al. (2015) to explain the X-ray

bright mode in J1023 + 0038. One may wonder whether some low-level accretion in

the X-ray dim state of 1H 1905 + 000 remains, unnoticeable under the strict limits

of \.M \lesssim 10 - 13 M\odot yr - 1 (Jonker et al. 2006). Yet even within that limit the rate

would have to be su�cient to overcome the magneto-rotational plasma, the pulsar

wind, to enter the pulsar light cylinder; bringing the system into the �propeller� ac-

cretion regime (Illarionov & Sunyaev 1975). Overall we �nd little evidence for this

explanation for the dim state of 1H 1905 + 000.
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6.5.4 Eclipses

The companion mass and orbital period of 1H 1905 + 000 are similar to those found

in the �black-widow� (BW) MSP class (Roberts 2013). Those pulsars and the tMSPs

are frequently eclipsed in radio as radio pulses are scattered by the dense wind blown

o� the companion due to its evaporation (Luo & Melrose 1995). This is a possible

explanation for our non-detection. Even though all three known tMSPs are redbacks,

similar transitions might occur in BWs. However, short exposures and relatively little

photon counts from Chandra X-ray observations of nearby BW MSPs (Gentile et al.

2014) make it di�cult to prove a BW-tMSP scenario for 1H 1905+000 given its X-ray

upper limits.

6.5.5 Lingering magnetic �eld burial

The formation of radio-pulsar emission requires a certain magnetic �eld strength.

Yet accretion is thought to bury and diminish radio-pulsar magnetic �elds during the

transition from dead, normal pulsar to reborn tMSPs. Potentially, the magnetic �eld

strength in 1H 1905 + 000 is now, after a prolonged period of accretion, too low to

power the acceleration of primary charged particles.

Accretion rates above \.M \simeq 0.03 \.m\mathrm{E}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{d}, where \.m\mathrm{E}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{d} is the Eddington accretion

rate, are required for diamagnetic screening (�burial�) to be e�cient (Cumming et al.

2001). The active-state mass accretion rate estimated to be required for 11 years of

outbursts, \.M \simeq 10 - 9 M\odot yr - 1 \simeq 0.1 \.m\mathrm{E}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{d} (Jonker et al. 2006) is larger and could

thus bring about such screening. In that accretion steady state, the magnetic �eld was

likely diminished by n \simeq ( \.M/0.02 \.m\mathrm{E}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{d}) = 5 orders of magnitude (Cumming 2008).

In the most extreme outburst modelled in Cumming (2008), of 2 yr at 0.05 \.m\mathrm{E}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{d},

the magnetic �eld re-emerges on a \sim 1 yr timescale (Fig. 2 in Cumming 2008 for a
28Si ocean). The signi�cantly longer and more intense (11 yr, 0.1 \.m\mathrm{E}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{d}) outburst of

1H 1905+000 may possibly be causing lingering magnetic �eld burial on the observed

\sim 10 yr timescale, preventing radio pulsations.

Given the quiescent mass transfer rate of 10 - 13 M\odot yr - 1 it might take around

104 yr to build up a new accretion disk of the same amount of mass (Jonker et al.

2006), and start a new active phase. Thus even in high-accretion rate systems such

as 1H 1905+000 the magnetic �eld appears to have time to re-emerge, and e�ectuate

radio-pulsar emission.

6.5.6 A low-magnetic �eld neutron star

Finally, as the accretion onto a NS lowers its magnetic �eld, large amounts of accreted

matter may at some point demolish the electrical currents that supply NS magnetiza-

tion (Shibazaki et al. 1989; Romani 1990; Jahan Miri & Bhattacharya 1994). This can

ultimately lead to a very large Ohmic magnetic �eld decay, resulting in a NS with an
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Figure 6.5: Two evolutionary scenarios for radio millisecond pulsars on a general P  - \.P diagram: a

standard �recycling� evolution (Bhattacharya & van den Heuvel 1991, blue line) and a low magnetic

�eld �recon�guration� evolution (red line). Only the area segment between the limiting B \simeq 107G

line and the closest to known MSPs death line (green dashed line, see Fig. 1 from Zhang et al.

2000, line III\prime ) is suitable for SXT 1H 1905 + 000. The brightness of the yellow area represents the

positional probability of the transient.

extremely low magnetic �eld (see, e.g., Tauris & Konar 2001). In regular pulsars such

a long-term e�ect (Sang & Chanmugam 1987), reducing the magnetic �eld by four

orders of magnitude, is well-known (and illustrated in Fig. 6.5). But as MSPs, like

normal pulsars, can only shine above some �death line� (Chen & Ruderman 1993b;

Zhang et al. 2000), there is strong selection e�ect toward MSPs with magnetic �eld

of at least 108G. If 1H 1905 + 000 due to its accretion history now supports only an

extremely low-strength down to B \simeq 107G (Zhang 2013) �eld, it would remain radio

quiet. In this case, the NS would likely have had to accrete many tenths of solar

masses overall, without collapsing to a black hole, as a signi�cant number of MSPs

that have gained similar weight in the past are still shining today (Antoniadis et al.

2016). If this is the reason 1H 1905 + 000 is not shining, it should be positioned in a

region of the standard P - \.P diagram (see Fig. 6.5) that is above its limiting magnetic

�eld line, but below death line (e.g., Zhang et al. 2000), closest to the actual MSP

population but as yet invisible.
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6.6 Conclusion and Future Work

Our Arecibo observations toward the dimmest known soft X-ray transient, 1H 1905+

000, did not reveal pulsar emission in over a decade. We have set a strong limit on its

pseudo luminosity at largest distance L\mathrm{p}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{o} (\mathrm{d}=10 \mathrm{k}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{c}) = 1.0mJykpc2. We are 85%

con�dent that SXT 1H 1905 + 000 is presently not in the radio pulsar state. Future,

more sensitive and simultaneous radio and X-ray observations might reveal the exact

nature of SXTs and put more constraints on their potentially tight connection with

the traditional MSP class. Additional gamma-ray observations could potentially shed

light on the radio-beaming fraction and the radio-eclipse scenarios, and thus support

more �rmly our current conclusion: 1H 1905 + 000 is inherently radio quiet.
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Abstract

During a survey of unidenti�ed EGRET \gamma -ray sources with the Parkes telescope in

2002, an unrelated radio pulsar binary, PSRJ1614 - 2318, was unexpectedly discov-

ered. The binary has a very low minimum companion mass of \sim 0.08M\odot , and its

33.5ms period is much longer than predicted through standard evolutionary models.

Our goals is to determine or derive the pulsar and orbital parameters, such that we

can explain its formation and evolution. We perform multi-frequency and radio tim-

ing observations of PSRJ1614 - 2318 with di�erent radio and optical telescopes. From

these, we construct a coherent timing solution and derive the system parameters. The

pulsar was further detected with the Green Bank Telescope at 350 and 1850MHz and

the Westerbork telescope at 345MHz. No pulsar signal was seen using LOFAR at

150MHz. No optical counterpart was found with SOAR down to an upper limit of

Mr\prime \gtrsim 25 at r\prime band. Our timing solution spans 13 years. We provide detailed long-

term radio timing ephemerides and multi-wavelength radio pro�les. We also discuss

possible con�gurations and formation scenarios for the binary system. The system

does not �t a standard pulsar recycling scenario. Either the companion has much

lower mass than normally seen, or the mass-transfer process did not align the system

angles in the way pulsar recycling theory predicts. The unusually long pulse period

is most likely caused by ine�cient accretion.
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7.1 Introduction

Neutron stars are an intriguing class of stellar objects whose colossal magnetic �elds

and rapid spin can produce bright radio beams. These stars then manifest themselves

as radio pulsars. In normal pulsars, a 1010  - 1015G magnetic �eld and 10 - 2  - 101 s

period combine to produce enough energetic particles and emit radio beams. For

about 107 yr can pulsars thus shine. After this, their period has increased too much,

and they fade from view.

Yet many pulsars, those coupled with stellar companions in binary systems, un-

dergo a stage of mass transfer in which the pulsar is again spun up to millisecond

periods; such pulsars are therefore known as �recycled� or, more generically, mil-

lisecond pulsars (MSPs), with spin periods P \lesssim 20ms and magnetic �eld strengths

B\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{f} \lesssim 109G (see Bhattacharya & van den Heuvel 1991, for a general review). Cur-

rently over 215 MSP binaries are known1.

The fastest MSPs have been spun-up to the point where their spin-down energies

and magnetospheric voltages rival that of young pulsars, making them potential \gamma -ray

emitters; this has been dramatically con�rmed by the detection of pulsed emission

from 99 MSPs by the LAT instrument on the Fermi telescope2 (Atwood et al. 2009;

Abdo et al. 2013). This potential makes this class good candidates to be powering the

unidenti�ed \gamma -ray sources at mid-Galactic latitudes detected by the EGRET telescope

on the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (Hartman et al. 1999; Mattox et al. 2001).

During a radio pulsar survey of 56 unidenti�ed mid-latitude EGRET \gamma -ray source

error boxes, an unrelated radio MSP binary was accidentally discovered: PSRJ1614 - 
2318.

The search was performed between June and December 2002 with the thirteen-

beam Parkes Multibeam receiver at the 64-m Parkes radio telescope (Staveley-Smith

et al. 1996). The discovery of PSRJ1614  - 2318 was �rst reported in Hessels et al.

(2005). The complete survey covered 140 square degrees of sky at intermediate Galac-

tic latitudes 5\circ < | b| < 73\circ and found a further 5 pulsars (Crawford et al. 2006).

There are a number of peculiar traits associated with PSRJ1614 - 2318. It displays

a nearly 100% duty cycle at low frequencies. The pulsar rotates every 33ms, more

slowly than expected given the mass that its companion may have transferred � the

minimum companion mass is only 0.08M\odot ; perhaps PSRJ1614  - 2318 followed a

non-standard binary evolutionary track.

In this paper we follow up on the Hessels et al. (2005) and Crawford et al. (2006)

discovery publications, and present detailed long-term radio timing ephemerides and

multi-frequency radio pro�les. We describe the results of optical searches for the bi-

1http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat (catalogue version 1.58) (Manchester et al.

2005)
2https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/GLAMCOG/Public+List+of+LAT-Detected+

Gamma-Ray+Pulsars
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Table 7.1: Multi-frequency radio observations of PSRJ1614 - 2318.

Telescope (Backend) Central Freq. (MHz) MJD Range N\mathrm{T}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{s}

Parkes (AFB/DFB) 680, 1374, 1390, 1518 52469 � 53104 67

GBT (BCPM) 350, 820, 1400, 1420, 1450, 1850 52734 � 53232 93

GBT (Spigot) 350, 820, 1220, 1620, 1820 53119 � 53982 44

GBT (GUPPI) 350, 820 55504 � 56947 16

WSRT (PuMa II) 345, 1380 54154 � 57166 16

LOFAR (COBALT) 150 57403 � 57411 �

Note: Tabulated are: telescope backend, nominal central frequency in MHz, MJD of

observation, number of obtained TOAs.

nary companion, aiming to explain the unusual evolution of the binary. The radio and

optical observations are reviewed in Section 7.2. The timing and further data analysis

is detailed in Section 7.3. We discuss potential evolution scenarios in Section 7.4 and

conclude in Section 7.5.

7.2 Observations

Multi-frequency radio observations of PSRJ1614  - 2318 were performed with the

Parkes radio telescope, the Green Bank Telescope (GBT), the Westerbork Synthesis

Radio Telescope (WSRT), and the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR). The covered

frequency range was in total from 150MHz up to almost 2GHz. Respective central

frequencies, MJD epochs and the number of obtained pulse times of arrival (TOAs)

are listed in Table 7.1. Further observations were carried out in optical. All are

detailed below.

7.2.1 Parkes discovery

The pulsar was unexpectedly discovered during a search for radio counterparts to

unidenti�ed EGRET sources (Nolan et al. 2003) performed at the Parkes radio tele-

scope between June and December 2002. Search coverage, observation details, sen-

sitivity, and analysis methods are all described in detail in Crawford et al. (2006).

The \sim 95% con�dence region of each of the 56 searched unidenti�ed EGRET er-

ror boxes was covered using a four-pointing tessellation of the thirteen-beam Parkes

Multibeam receiver. The orthogonal polarizations from each beam were summed in

quadrature and fed to 96-channel �lterbanks, each with 288MHz of bandwidth cen-

tred at 1373MHz. All data reduction, search, and processing was done using the

PRESTO software suite (Ransom 2001). Timing observations followed the discovery as

of July 2002.
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7.2.2 GBT and Parkes timing follow-up

Con�rmation observations of PSRJ1614 - 2318 were performed with the GBT in the

Spring of 2003. Starting in June 2003, gridding observations were performed and

timing observations commenced at the Parkes telescope, on a roughly monthly basis,

and continued until April 2004. These timing observations were initially performed

with the center beam of the multibeam receiver, using either 98 channel 288MHz or

512 channel 256MHz �lterbank systems. In October 2003, the multibeam was taken

down for refurbishment, followed by the usage of the 10 cm/50 cm receiver and the

H-OH wideband receiver at 20 cm. In addition, timing observations were performed

with the GBT starting in April 2003. These initially used the BCPM 100MHz system

with center frequencies of 1450MHz and 1850MHz, but observations at 350MHz and

820MHz were also obtained. Further data were obtained using the Spigot card, with

up to 800MHz of bandwidth at center frequencies of 1220MHz, 1620MHz (with an

e�ective bandwidth of 500MHz due to RFI excision) and at 2820MHz. Typical Parkes

and GBT pulse pro�les are shown in Fig. 7.1.

7.2.3 WSRT observations

Timing observations with the Westerbork telescope began in February 2007, also on

a roughly monthly basis. Initially centred at 1380MHz with 160MHz bandwidth till

January 2015, full-Stokes data were then also collected at 345MHz central frequency

as of February 2014 till May 2015, with 80MHz bandwidth. The pulsar appeared to

be exceedingly dim at 1380MHz compared to 345MHz, suggesting steep spectrum

and brighter pulses at LOFAR frequencies (see Sect. 7.2.4). Hereinafter we focus on

lower frequency WSRT pulse pro�les.

7.2.4 LOFAR HBA non-detection

As most pulsars have steep spectral indices, they generally have higher �uxes at lower

observing frequencies (Stappers et al. 2011). Since PSRJ1614  - 2318 had a very

pronounced pulse pro�le at 350MHz (see Fig. 7.8), we carried out additional, low

frequency observations with the LOFAR telescope, mainly to further time the pulsar

and more clearly resemble pulse pro�le wings (see Sect. 7.3.5). LOFAR observations

were performed with 23 High-Band Antenna (HBA) stations at 149MHz central fre-

quency. Observations were made during three separate two-hour sessions, allocated

for pulsar timing purposes (see Section 7.3.1) on January 15, 20, 22, 2016. The data

were recorded by the COBALT backend with 78.12MHz bandwidth distributed into

3200 frequency channels and a sampling rate of 163.84 \mu s. The recorded 32-bit full-

Stokes data were reduced to 8 bit and cleaned from RFI with the standard pulsar

pipeline (Alexov et al. 2010), and then combined into channel groups of 0.195MHz.

Surprisingly, the pulsar did not show up in any of LOFAR observations. Main
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350 MHz
GBT/BCPM
t = 900 s

820 MHz
GBT/BCPM
t = 1800 s

1400 MHz
Parkes/MB
t = 1100 s

Figure 7.1: The PSRJ1614  - 2318 pro�les as observed in 2002  - 2004. Highest frequency at the

top (Parkes at 1400MHz); the lower panels show observation using GBT, at 820MHz (middle) and

350MHz (bottom; Hessels et al. 2005). The pro�le appears to widen to lower frequency.
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reasons for the non-detection are thought to be extremely low declination of the

pulsar compared to LOFAR �eld of view (although LOFAR is proven to successfully

detect pulsars down to  - 29\circ declinations3) as well as the pulsar's intrinsically low

brightness as evidenced by previous WSRT observations. Besides, short integration,

strong ionospheric scintillation, and potential eclipses might have also a�ected the

search. As the pulse scattering is more prevalent at low LOFAR frequencies (Archibald

et al. 2014), based on the electron-density models, the pulse broadening contributes

to only 5% (ne2001, Cordes & Lazio 2002) of the pulse period so that pulses do not

overlap with their scattered tails.

7.2.5 Optical follow-up

To better constrain binary orbital parameters, the pulsar position was also observed in

optical with the 4.1m aperture Southern Astrophysical Research Telescope (SOAR)

in r\prime band for 15\times 60 second exposures with \sim 0.8\prime \prime seeing. No counterpart was seen,

to a limiting magnitude of 25 (at 5\sigma signi�cance). Figure 7.2 illustrates the empty

sky region of the PSRJ1614 - 2318. Galactic interstellar extinction models (see, e.g.,

Amôres & Lépine 2005) predict insigni�cant extinction for PSRJ1614  - 2318 in r\prime 

band of less than 0.5 magnitude.

The absence of the optical companion suggests it is most likely an old, cold helium

white dwarf (He-WD) star. This is consistent with the evolutionary tracks of the He-

core white dwarfs (Althaus et al. 2013, for M\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p} \simeq 0.2M\odot ) as well as known He-WD

binaries (Bassa et al. 2016a).

7.3 Data analysis

7.3.1 Pulsar timing

Pulse times of arrival (TOAs) were obtained from all but LOFAR observations (see

Table 7.1). These were then �t for spin down, binary orbit, dispersion measure, and

sky position using the TEMPO2 package (Hobbs et al. 2006) and taking TOA uncer-

tainties into account. Other parameters were �t for as warranted (see Table 7.2). Since

PSRJ1614 - 2318 is in a highly circular orbit, the Laplace-Lagrange parametrization

was used to �t for ellipticity and angle of periastron. We used the GBT telescope

as a reference observatory together with the 350MHz reference frequency due to

the prevailing amount of related TOAs. The datasets from di�erent observations

were combined through the standard FORMAT 1 identi�er; FB90 time ephemeris

along with DE405 solar system ephemeris were used in reference to the Solar System

Barycentre (SSB). We also introduced a free o�set time �JUMP� parameter between

3http://www.astron.nl/radio-observatory/observing-proposals/

target-declination-limits/target-declination-limits
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Figure 7.2: Position circle of PSRJ1614 - 2318 followed-up by SOAR telescope in r\prime band.
No optical counterpart was detected, down to the limiting magnitude of 25 (5\sigma signi�cance).

the datasets from di�erent backends to time synchronize the observatories. Addi-

tional o�set times of 81.92\mu s and 20.48\mu s were introduced between GBT 350MHz

(MJD range 55504 � 55651) and 820MHz (MJD range 56940 � 56947) to account

for the discrepancy in sampling times between two receivers. We applied nine itera-

tions of the weighted least-squares TEMPO2 �t. After re-scaling the obtained timing

uncertainties \sigma \mathrm{R}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{S} \simeq 135\mu s by the square-root of this value, we got the reduced

\chi 2 = 0.9983. Table 7.2 lists all determined timing parameters for PSRJ1614 - 2318,

Figure 7.3 shows the timing residuals.

7.3.2 The pulsar and orbit

The obtained timing parameters are consistent with the discovery paper (Hessels et al.

2005). The pulsar period P\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} = 33.5ms. The pulsar dispersion measure (DM) is

52.4 pc cm - 3. According to the ne2001 model (Cordes & Lazio 2002) this indicated

a distance of 1.8 kpc. The derivative of the spin frequency \.F =  - 4.8 \times 10 - 17 s - 2,

corresponding to a spin-down \.P = 5.4 \times 10 - 20 s/s, is typical for partially recycled

MSPs. This also �ts with the typical MSP dipole-approximated magnetic �elds B \simeq 
1.4 \times 109G and spin-down energies \.E =  - 8/5\pi 2m\mathrm{N}\mathrm{S}R

2 \.P/P 3 \simeq 6.3 \times 1031 erg/s.

Nevertheless, moderate magnetic �eld of PSRJ1614  - 2318 suggests the companion

was for some reason not able to fully recycle the pulsar, whereas the spin-down rate is
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Parkes

GBT BCPM

GBT Spigot

GBT GUPPI

WSRT

Figure 7.3: Post-�t timing residuals for PSRJ1614 - 2318. The central MJD corresponds to 2008

December 18. Colours represent the following datasets: black (Parkes), red (GBT BCPM), green

(GBT Spigot), blue and cyan (GBT GUPPI), purple (WSRT).

signi�cantly below that required for generation of gamma-ray emission, regardless of

the beaming geometry and orientation (Guillemot & Tauris 2014). The characteristic

age of the pulsar \tau \simeq P/(2 \.P ) is also typical and is about 10Gyr. As the MSPs

with white dwarf companions require billions of years for the complete recycling and

signi�cant spin down (Tauris et al. 2012), this is consistent with the PSRJ1614 - 2318

lifetime. As the WD cooling age is generally longer than pulsar spindown age (Bassa

et al. 2016a), this suggests about 12 - 15Gyr for a He-WD. The orbital period P\mathrm{b} =

3.2 d. The eccentricity parameters EPS1 and EPS2 are around zero, suggesting a near

circular orbit of the binary.

7.3.3 Companion mass

The minimum mass of the companion to PSRJ1614  - 2318 is M\mathrm{c},\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} \simeq 0.08M\odot .

The full probability density is shown in Fig. 7.4. This minimum companion mass is
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Table 7.2: The timing parameters for PSRJ1614 - 2318. Values in parentheses correspond to the

nominal 1\sigma TEMPO2 uncertainties in the given least-signi�cant digits.

Fit and data-set

Pulsar name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J1614 - 2318

MJD range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52469.4 - 57166.9

Data span (yr) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.86

Number of TOAs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 236

Rms timing residual (\mu s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128.3

Weighted �t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Y

Reduced \chi 2 value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0

Measured Quantities

Right ascension, \alpha (hh:mm:ss) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16:14:02.449(4)

Declination, \delta (dd:mm:ss) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - 23:18:24.2(3)

Pulse frequency, \nu (s - 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29.84753873649(5)

First derivative of pulse frequency, \.\nu (s - 2) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - 4.829(16)\times 10 - 17

Dispersion measure, DM (cm - 3pc) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52.4327(20)

Orbital period, Pb (d) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.152385748(11)

Projected semi-major axis of orbit, x (lt-s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.327575(20)

TASC (MJD) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52819.878177(11)

EPS1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - 2.1(27)\times 10 - 5

EPS2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.8(37)\times 10 - 5

Set Quantities

Epoch of frequency, position, dispersion measure (MJD) 53300

Derived Quantities

log10(Characteristic age, yr) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.99

log10(Surface magnetic �eld strength, G) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.13

log10(Edot, ergs/s) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31.76

the second lowest of any binary containing a partially recycled pulsar (de�ned here

as spin period between 10 and 100ms). The complete distribution for the partially

recycled pulsars ranges up to 1.3M\odot , as visible in Fig. 7.5.

The lowest minimum companion mass belongs to PSRJ1502  - 6752 (M\mathrm{c},\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} =

0.022M\odot , Keith et al. 2012) with similar spin (P\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} = 26.7ms) and orbital (P\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b} =

2.5d) periods. However, both pulsars spin relatively slowly, and thus do not easily �t

the standard evolutionary scenarios (see, e.g. Tauris & Savonije 1999; Stairs 2004). A

third binary, PSRJ0348 + 0432 (Antoniadis et al. 2013), is a similarly slow-spinning

P\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} = 39.1ms pulsar, with a low mass companion M\mathrm{c},\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} = 0.084M\odot . Given its

two solar mass, PSRJ0348+ 0432 is certainly an interesting pulsar, and some of that

mass will likely have been accreted. Its orbital period of P\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b} = 2.5hr is, however,

much shorter than for PSRJ1614  - 2318 and better �ts the mass-orbit relations for

such a low companion mass.

Looking at the probability density of the companion masses as plotted in Fig. 7.4,

there is a non-zero chance the companion is signi�cantly more massive than the min-

imum of \simeq 0.08M\odot . Still, a mass below 0.10M\odot is more likely than one above. It

seems this mass lost by the companion did not spin up the pulsar as much as generally

is the case. What might cause such a broad inconsistency between a slow pulsar spin
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Figure 7.4: Probability density distribution of the companion mass, determined by the unknown

orbital inclination i and assuming �at probability density for \mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s} i. The yellow region corresponds

to companion masses satisfying TS99 M\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}  - P\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b} equation (\simeq 1.5\% probability, see Sect. 7.4).

and a low companion mass? Was the mass transfer between the donor star and pulsar

somehow non-standard? We treat the potential binary evolution of PSRJ1614 - 2318

in more depth in Section 7.4.

7.3.4 P  - \.P position

MSP binaries with similar spin and orbital parameters can give us a hint on how

PSRJ1614 - 2318 has been evolved. In the standard �P - \.P diagram� PSRJ1614 - 2318

falls squarely among the partially-recycled MSPs (see Fig. 7.6). Below we detail

the MSP binaries whose periods and period derivatives most closely match those of

PSRJ1614 - 2318, e.g. those with \Delta P = 0.01 s and \Delta \.P = 1\times 10 - 20. Which further

parameters to compare? The �nal pulsar position in the P  - \.P diagram is determined

by the spin-up history. As we will discuss in more depth in Sect. 7.4, this is closely

linked to the companion mass and orbit. These two parameters are thus also compared

to PSRJ1614 - 2318. Most interesting is low-mass binary pulsar PSRJ1622 - 6617,
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Figure 7.5: Minimum companion masses and spin periods for the known Galactic MSP binaries,

shown as blue circles. Data was taken from the ATNF catalogue for the 1ms � 100ms period range.

PSRJ1614  - 2318 is denoted with a yellow star. A number of other sources have similarly low

minimum companion masses. Shown with green circles are the two standard, fully-recycled MSPs

with the smallest companion masses: PSRJ1719 - 1438 and J0636 + 5129. Of the pulsars with the

lowest mass companions, the two that are only partially recycled are PSRJ1502  - 6752 (red) and

the massive pulsar J0348 + 0432 (orange).

which combines an intermediate period of 23.6ms, with a circular binary orbit that

is about two times shorter than for PSRJ1614 - 2318, of P\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b} = 1.6 d, and a similar

minimum companion mass (M\mathrm{c},\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} \simeq 0.09M\odot ).

PSRJ1056  - 7117 (Ng et al. 2014) is a likely post wide-orbit LMXB, He-WD

pulsar binary, with 26.3ms spin period, 9.1 d orbital period, and 0.13M\odot minimum

companion mass (at an assumed 1.35M\odot pulsar mass), in accordance with He-WD

binary evolution (Tauris 2011).

The period and period derivative of PSRJ0621+1002 put it close to PSRJ1614 - 
2318 but otherwise its parameters (P\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} = 28.8ms, P\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b} = 8.3 d, and higher minimum

companion mass M\mathrm{c},\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} = 0.45M\odot ; Camilo 1996) make it a standard intermediate-

mass binary pulsar (IMBP, see below).

PSRJ2222 - 0137 (Kaplan et al. 2014) is a 32.8ms pulsar with 2.45 d orbital period

and 1.1M\odot companion that itself has a very low mass (m\mathrm{p} = 1.05M\odot ).

Finally, PSRJ1829 + 2456 (P\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} = 41ms, P\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b} = 1.1 d, m\mathrm{p},\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} = 1.38M\odot ,

M\mathrm{c},\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} = 1.26M\odot , Champion et al. 2004) is likely a double neutron star. Despite
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Figure 7.6: Distribution of known isolated (�lled circles) and binary (hollow circles) pulsars in terms

of pulse period and spin-down. PSRJ1614 - 2318 is denoted with a yellow star. The location of the

binary on the �P  - \.P diagram� resembles its attitude towards partially-recycled MSPs. Other MSPs

within the consistency window (\Delta P = 0.01 s; \Delta \.P = 1\times 10 - 20) are also plotted: PSRJ1622 - 6617

(red), PSRJ1056 - 7117 (orange), PSRJ0621+1002 (purple), PSRJ2222 - 0137 (green), PSRJ1829+

2456 (black).

their close proximity in the P  - \.P diagram, the contrast with PSRJ1614 - 2318 could

hardly be larger.

Within these �ve MSP binaries, no correlations in the orbits and masses (P\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b}, m\mathrm{p},

M\mathrm{c},\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}) are obvious. Each appear to lead to di�erent binary evolution interpretations.

PSRJ1614  - 2318 thus requires a more detailed, individual analysis of its spin and

orbital parameters. We provide such analysis in Sect. 7.4.

7.3.5 Low-frequency pulse pro�le and beam components

While the pro�le at 1.4GHz is well demarcated, broad wings appear to evolve out

of the noise �oor when observed at lower frequencies (Fig. 7.1). Could this di�erent

spectral behaviour between the central component and the pro�le wings be explained

through the presence of both core and conal emission, as suggested in Hessels et al.
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(2005)?

Conal components generally have a �atter spectral index than core components

(Lyne & Manchester 1988; Johnston & Weisberg 2006). Both core and conal com-

ponents can be generally expressed via pulse width at 10% and 50% (full-width half-

maximum, FWHM) level of pro�le peak W10 and W50, respectively, and a pulsar spin

period P\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} (see, e.g., Lyne & Manchester 1988; Kramer et al. 1998).

The higher frequency Parkes and GBT PSRJ1614 - 2318 pro�les (Fig. 7.1) show

little evidence for wings that might be associated with multiple beam components.

The Figure shows that PSRJ1614  - 2318 pro�le is somewhat wider at 820MHz in

terms of W10 but almost the same in terms of W50. That is the opposite of what is

expected for a steep core component and a �at conal component spectrum. A de-

tection at even lower frequency could potentially have further indicated which pro�le

components have steep spectrum. But the pulsar was not detected with LOFAR at

150MHz (Sect. 7.2.4). Overall, little can be gleaned from the spectrum about core

versus conal emission.

These two types of emission are also thought to have di�erent widths, where core

emission could be more narrow, and conal emission more wide, with a higher duty

cycle. At 1.4 and 0.8GHz the wings are not as much pronounced as at lower GBT

and WSRT 350MHz frequencies; there the pulse pro�le is much broader, suggesting

a pulse duty cycle of nearly 100%. Knowing that there are trends for pulse width

versus spin period, how does the pro�le width of PSRJ1614 - 2318 �t in with other

pulsars? Both core and conal components of normal pulsars follow a lower boundary

line (LBL) that establishes a relation between the change of pulse width with period:

W\mathrm{p}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e} \propto P - 0.5 (see, e.g., Lorimer & Kramer 2004). In Mitra et al. (2016), this

scaling relation is further quanti�ed. There, a low frequency LBL is derived for the

multi component pulse pro�les by scaling the 1GHz estimates from Maciesiak et al.

(2012) to 300 - 600MHz. For that frequency, Mitra et al. (2016) �nd that the pulse

width at 50% and 10% of the peak signal level, respectively, is W\mathrm{L}\mathrm{B}\mathrm{L}
50 = 2.7\circ P - 0.5

and W\mathrm{L}\mathrm{B}\mathrm{L}
10 = 5.7\circ P - 0.5. For the increase of width with decreasing frequency, Mitra

et al. (2016) assume a power-law dependence as W (\nu ) \propto \nu a, a \simeq  - 0.19.

We next investigate how the PSRJ1614 - 2318 pulse widths �t these LBL relations.

Although fast MSPs usually do not support LBL (Kramer et al. 1998), PSRJ1614 - 
2318 spins slower than typical recycled MSPs, and is therefore interesting to compare

with slow, normal pulsars. We took a sample of 53 pulsars from Mitra et al. (2016)

that had measurements of W10 and W50 at both 333MHz and 618MHz, and plot

their pulse widths against pulse periods (Fig. 7.7). There we also plot the ratio of

W50 and W10 at the same observational frequencies along with their corresponding

median values. According to the W (\nu ) power law scaling, this makes pulse widths

frequency independent.

We then add pulse widths of PSRJ1614 - 2318 at similar 350MHz and 820MHz,

which we measured based on the visual examination of the corresponding GBT pulse
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Figure 7.7: Top: pulse widths W50 and W10 versus spin period for a sample of pulsars from Mitra

et al. (2016) at 333MHz (black) and 618MHz (red). PSRJ1614  - 2318 is denoted with a yellow

star (350MHz) and an orange star (820MHz). Bottom: the ratio of the pulse widths at the same

frequencies. Dashed lines represent median values of the corresponding ratio. PSRJ1614  - 2318 is

denoted with a black star.

pro�les (Fig. 7.1). We see that both W50 and W10 of PSRJ1614 - 2318 satisfy their

respective LBL and median width ratios within measured errorbars. This supports

multi-component nature of this slow MSP binary.

In Sect. 7.3.3 we discussed the in�uence of the orbital inclination angle on the

apparent companion mass. Interpretation of the width of the pulse pro�le could

lead to an estimate of a di�erent angle, the one between the pulsar rotation and

magnetic axis. Generally, a wide pulse pro�le is thought to be caused by an aligned

rotator. We can further estimate this magnetic inclination from the corresponding

LBLs (Manchester 1995): sin\alpha \simeq 2.7\circ P - 0.5/W50 \simeq 5.7\circ P - 0.5/W10. This gives

\alpha \simeq 12\circ , suggesting a nearly aligned rotator and wide pulse beam.
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GBT
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WSRT

Figure 7.8: The integrated pulse pro�les of PSRJ1614  - 2318 in full-Stokes centred at around

350MHz. The bottom plot shows the total intensity (black line), linear polarization (red line), and

circular polarization (blue line) as a function of pulse phase. Flux density is in arbitrary units and

scales to the same peak value for both telescopes. Data from GBT (\simeq 0.25hrs) shown in full lines,

from WSRT (\simeq 18hrs) in dashed. The top plot shows the position angle of the linearly polarized

radiation and runs between  - 90\circ and +90\circ .

7.3.6 Polarization studies

Interpretation of the polarized pulse pro�le could lead to re�ned estimate of the pulsar

magnetic alignment angle. The later observations with GBT andWSRT were recorded

in full-Stokes regime to identify polarization properties of PSRJ1614 - 2318 in order

to determine pulsar geometry. We �rst estimated the pulsar rotation measure (RM)

from the GBT observation. Using the rmfit tool from PSRCHIVE4 (Hotan et al. 2004),

we found RM =  - 18.9 \pm 0.1. From this we built up the calibrated pro�les for both

GBT and WSRT observations (Fig. 7.8). After appropriate �ux- and polarization

calibration of the GBT observations, we applied psrmodel to �t the Rotating Vector

Model (RVM, Everett & Weisberg 2001) to our full-Stokes data within RM errorbars.

From blind �ts to the GBT data we derived the following values for magnetic (\alpha ) and

line-of-sight (\zeta ) inclinations: \zeta = (102\pm 7)\circ , \alpha = (81\pm 6)\circ . The WSRT polarization

data were of insu�cient signal-to-noise for a blind �t. Using the GBT angles as the

4http://psrchive.sourceforge.net
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initial condition led to a broad, consistent outcome of \zeta = (100\pm 58)\circ , \alpha = (55\pm 22)\circ .

The large magnetic inclination indicates an orthogonal rotator. That is surprising

since the low minimum companion mass suggests a face-on orbit. One would expect

the orbital and pulse-spin axes to be aligned after the recycling process (Bhattacharya

& van den Heuvel 1991) which does not appear to be the case for PSRJ1614 - 2318.

7.3.7 Pulsar �ux densities

Since we did not record �ux calibrated data for our WSRT observations, pulsar �ux

density S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n} can only be estimated based on the pulse signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)

via the radiometer equation (Bhattacharya 1998):

S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n} \simeq S/N \times T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}

G\times 
\sqrt{} 

t\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t} \times \Delta \nu \times n\mathrm{p}

\times 
\sqrt{} 

w\mathrm{p}

1 - w\mathrm{p}
, (7.1)

where T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s} is the system temperature (K), G = Ae�/(2 k\mathrm{b}) is the telescope gain

(K/Jy), Ae� = \epsilon \mathrm{A} \ast A/T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s} is the e�ective telescope area (A is the collecting area,

\epsilon \mathrm{A} is the aperture e�ciency), t\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t} is the integration time (s), \Delta \nu is the bandwidth

(MHz), n\mathrm{p} is the number of recorded polarizations, w\mathrm{p} = W50/P\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} is the pulse duty

cycle. PSRJ1614  - 2318 �ux densities for both GBT and WSRT observations are

given in Table 7.3. There we also report upper limits for LOFAR non-detections by

taking 50% average duty cycle and nominal S/N \simeq 10\sigma , for a 2-hr HBA observation.

The pulsar appeared \sim 3 times brighter in a short GBT observation compared to a

much longer, combined WSRT observation. At �rst glance, that is surprising given the

roughly similar collecting areas. But for each telescope parameter T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s}, \Delta \nu , G, GBT

is a factor 1.5 - 2 more sensitive than the full WSRT array when pointing at zenith.

The lower elevation of PSRJ1614  - 2318 as seen from WSRT (a\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} < 13.8\circ ) likely

played a further diminishing role. Finally, during the WSRT campaign the number

of operational dishes was decreasing as more were being converted to the new Apertif

front ends, wide-�eld phased-array feeds geared for pulsar searching (Chapter 5).

7.4 Binary Evolution Scenarios

The combination of a likely low-mass companion and a relatively low spin frequency

for PSRJ1614  - 2318 does not naturally follow from the general evolutionary sce-

narios (see, e.g. Tauris & Savonije 1999; Stairs 2004; Tauris & van den Heuvel 2014).

Pulsars with such low minimum companion masses tend to be fully recycled (Fig. 7.5).

Here we discuss potential con�gurations and formation mechanisms that might explain

the observed binary system. We �rst investigate in Sect. 7.4.1 the orbital inclination

and the likelihood that the system follows the Tauris & Savonije (1999) mass-orbit

relation. We next discuss recycling scenarios in which the pulsar is only mildly spun

up in Sect. 7.4.2.
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Table 7.3: PSRJ1614 - 2318 �ux densities estimated based on the radiometer equation.

Parameter GBT WSRT LOFAR

Obs date (MJD) 55651 56703,09,11,31,41,59, 57402, 57407, 57409

56850, 56903,14,30,37,

57036,61,96,57105

Frequency (MHz) 350 345 150

w\mathrm{p} 0.09a 0.09a 0.5b

(S/N)\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x} 113.8a 120.6a 10

\Delta \nu (MHz) 100 80 80

n\mathrm{p} 2 2 2

t\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t} (s) 900 64200 7200

T\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{s} (K) 100c 125d 740e

G (K/Jy) 2.0c 1.0f 4.0e

S\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n} (mJy) 4.3 1.5 1.2

a Estimated from the ASCII top-hat equivalent pulse (Fig. 7.8)
b Averaged over known MSPs from ATNF database
c https://science.nrao.edu/gbt-proposer-guide
d https://www.astron.nl/wsrt-guide-observations
e Kondratiev et al. (2016)
f Bassa et al. (2016b)

7.4.1 Binary orbit con�guration and evolution

A low-mass binary pulsar seen face-on

Pulsars that currently have low-mass He-WD companions (M\mathrm{c} \lesssim 0.5M\odot , Phinney &

Kulkarni 1994) are thought to have su�ered an extended period of steady incoming

mass transfer. This occurred when the companion over�lled its Roche lobe. For these

low-mass binary pulsars (LMBPs) this generally leads to rapidly rotating (P \lesssim 10ms)

pulsars with low (B \lesssim 109G) magnetic �elds. This process results in a strong cor-

relation between the �nal companion mass M\mathrm{c} and orbital period P\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b} (e.g. Tauris

& Savonije 1999, further TS99 curve, see also Fig. 7.9). Figure 7.9 shows the dis-

tribution of MSPs with well constrained companion masses, mostly via Shapiro de-

lay measurements (Tauris & van den Heuvel 2014; Zhu et al. 2015; Desvignes et al.

2016, and references therein), versus binary orbital periods. Other (predominantly

spectroscopical, e.g. van Kerkwijk et al. 2005) mass restrictions were obtained un-

der consideration that pulsar masses are about 1.35M\odot  - 1.4M\odot , in agreement with

the generally estimated mean mass M = 1.46 \pm 0.30M\odot (Zhang et al. 2011). From

the Figure we clearly see that indeed most fully recycled pulsars exhibit the strong

correlation between orbital period and companion mass noted by several authors for

He-WD companions (Tauris & Savonije 1999; van Kerkwijk et al. 2005; Breton et al.

2007; Tauris & van den Heuvel 2014). There is the naive expectation that binary pul-
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Figure 7.9: The orbital period versus companion mass M\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D} - P\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b} relation for pulsar binaries with

measured Shapiro delays (blue points, see Tauris & van den Heuvel 2014; Zhu et al. 2015; Desvignes

et al. 2016, and references therein) and theoretical region for di�erent progenitor metallicities (TS99

model, see Tauris & Savonije 1999). Pulsar spin periods are given in parenthesis. PSRJ1614 - 2318

is denoted with a yellow star. PSRJ0337 + 1715 (Ransom et al. 2014) is a triple system with two

WDs and is therefore shown twice. Another unusual binary PSRJ1744  - 3922 (P\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} = 172.4ms,
\.P = 1.5\times 10 - 18, B\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{f} = 1.6\times 1010G, Breton et al. 2007) discovered in the same survey is denoted

with an orange star. Both stars correspond to the median companion mass (orbital inclination

i = 60\circ ). The errorbars are drawn within 90% probability mass range for orbits randomly oriented

with inclinations from i = 87\circ (M\mathrm{c} \simeq 0.08M\odot , P = 5\%) to i = 18\circ (M\mathrm{c} \simeq 0.28M\odot , P = 95\%).

Assumed pulsar masses were 1.4M\odot .

sars with similar orbital periods and WD companion masses should have undergone

similar amounts of mass transfer and hence their magnetic �eld should have been

suppressed similar amounts (van den Heuvel & Bitzaraki 1995; Breton et al. 2007).

The low minimum mass of the companion could be caused by a low actual mass,

and/or a low inclination angle. That latter suggests an orbit close to face-on, with

less detectable acceleration from the companion. Then the potentially higher actual

companion mass could properly �t the binary evolution curve. In the Figure, the

yellow star represents median mass for PSRJ1614 - 2318 (at 60\circ orbital inclination).

The errorbars cover 18\circ  - 87\circ possible orbital inclination range (90% probability mass
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range from 0.08M\odot to 0.28M\odot ) for both PSRJ1614  - 2318 and PSRJ1744  - 3922.

Given the uniform distribution of orbital orientations (Smedley et al. 2014), the orbit

of PSRJ1614 - 2318 needs to be relatively face-on (M\mathrm{c} \gtrsim 0.22M\odot , which corresponds

to i \lesssim 23\circ and about 8\% probability for a randomly oriented orbit) to agree with the

P\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b} - M\mathrm{c} relation. This inclined binary orbit can in principle explain an unusually low

minimum mass. Given the dozens of known galactic MSPs (Fig. 7.5), such inclinations

are to be expected in one or a few systems (e.g. PSRJ1614 - 2318 and PSRJ1744 - 
3922).

A medium-mass binary pulsar in the plane of the sky

What if the companion has both di�erent mass and composition? Binary pulsars

with higher mass carbon white dwarf (HeCOWD) companions in binary systems with

P\mathrm{b} \lesssim 20 d originally had intermediate-mass companions (IMBPs, Camilo 1996). These

are thought to have gone through a brief but intense period of accretion, possibly

including a common envelope phase. This results in mildly or partially recycled

pulsars which have longer spin periods and stronger magnetic �elds than the LMBPs

and the relationship between M\mathrm{c} and P\mathrm{b} is di�erent and more varied (Tauris et al.

2000). Most partially recycled pulsars are consistent with having more massive HeCO

WD companions, and the majority of evolutionary tracks for systems with HeCO

companions result in very little mass transfer. Within such scenario, the companion

of PSRJ1614  - 2318 needs to be as massive as at least 0.8M\odot as these are systems

with initial companion masses of 2 - 4.5M\odot and initial orbital periods of \sim 2.3 days,

just above the so-called bifurcation period (Li 2002). This is possible if the system

orbital plane is within 7.8\circ \pm 0.7\circ degrees of the plane of the sky and m\mathrm{p} = M .

A very low-mass binary pulsar

If a low-mass binary pulsar is spun-up so much that it has a strong wind and the

resulting binary system is very tight (P\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b} \lesssim 1 d), the wind can start to ablate the

companion resulting inM\mathrm{c} \lesssim 0.1M\odot , a known �black widow� phenomenon (King et al.

2005; Roberts 2013; Benvenuto et al. 2015). Due to ablation, binary companions lose a

large fraction of their mass, therefore this binary group is also known as very low-mass

binary pulsars (VLMBPs; Freire et al. 2003).

If we take the companion mass at face value, this binary evolution history could

explain the low mass. But given its long spin and orbital periods, PSRJ1614 - 2318

thus does not �t such an extreme way of evolution.

Exchange interactions or triple systems

Is it conceivable that the current companions to PSRJ1614 - 2318 and other outliers

from the TS99 relation are not the ones that participated in the mass transfer; but
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were either acquired later through binary exchange, or were the triple system where

the mass donor has been ejected?

None of these sources are currently in an environment where the stellar density

is high enough, such as a globular cluster. Nor are binaries usually expelled with

signi�cant velocity such that they would appear isolated now. In fact in cluster

binary exchanges a lighter companion is usually exchanged for a heavier one, and

the binary system is more likely to go deeper into the potential well of the globular

cluster.

For pulsar triple systems, numerical simulations show that the mass transfer from

the evolving donor star, which recycles the pulsar, can expand the orbit su�ciently

to render the triple dynamically unstable (Portegies Zwart et al. 2011). This can

produce binary pulsar systems where the companion is not the star responsible for

the recycling (Champion et al. 2008). But the resulting orbit is generally eccentric.

However, the very low orbital eccentricity of the PSRJ1614 - 2318 system argues for

recycling by their current companion.

Long spin periods might be explained by the ine�cient mass accretion onto the

neutron star. However, external (jet or wind) ejection assumes mass transfer rates

higher than the Eddington accretion rate (Li 2002), whereas it was proposed by Tauris

& Savonije (1999) that the mass-transfer rate for relatively close binaries with light

companions (P\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b} < 10 d and M\mathrm{c} < 1.3M\odot ) has to be sub-Eddington.

Another possibility is that the pulsar was formed through accretion induced col-

lapse of a ONeMg WD into a NS after reaching a critical mass in a close binary (AIC,

see, e.g., Canal et al. 1990) as e.g. has been suggested for PSRsB1831  - 00 (Wijers

1997) and J1744  - 3922 (Breton et al. 2007). Despite theoretical agreements with

relatively low companion masses and post-collapse accretion rates, the orbital period

of the binary with a He WD companion (10 d \leq P\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{b} \leq 60 d, according to Tauris et al.

2013) is not long enough to consider AIC as a plausible formation scenario.

7.4.2 Recycling and spin-up: from accretion to magnetic �eld

suppression

During long-term stable mass transfer, the pulsar spins up (Bhattacharya & van den

Heuvel 1991). The pulsar magnetic �eld, however, tends to inhibit this accretion, and

thus the transfer of angular momentum is also limited and the pulsar is not easily spun-

up (Kulkarni & Thorsett 1993). The suppression of the magnetic �eld is therefore

crucial to the creation of MSPs. Exactly how the magnetic �eld is suppressed is an

open question, but several mechanisms have been suggested where the mass accretion

process is responsible (see, e.g., Cumming 2005). The amount of suppression should

be then some function of the total accreted mass. If the pulsar's magnetic �eld is

not completely suppressed (as might be for PSRJ1614  - 2318 due to its relatively

long spin period), the residual magnetic �eld combined with a high spin-down rate
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can generate enough electrical potential in the magnetosphere to e�ciently produce

high-energy pulsations (see Rudak et al. 2002, for a review). However, the spin-down

rate of PSRJ1614 - 2318 is not enough to produce observable gamma-ray pulsations.

Moreover, the magnetic �eld of PSRJ1614  - 2318 is typical for partially-recycled

MSPs such that PSRJ1614  - 2318 was only mildly recycled despite its very low

mass companion and short orbital period, again suggesting suppression. Whether

the magnetic �eld can be suppressed to the point where other loss processes, such as

gravitational radiation, will limit the spin-up is another open question (Chakrabarty

et al. 2003).

While the precise spin-up law is unknown, the limiting spin frequency should in

general have an inverse relationship with magnetic �eld. There is a strong correlation

between the observed spin frequencies of recycled pulsars and their inferred magnetic

�elds, and PSRJ1614 - 2318 is consistent with others in that regard (see Fig. 7.10).

As the pulsar mass (moment of inertia) variation, motion in the Galaxy, and magnetic

inclination angle are not included into the pure dipole radiation approximation, those

should also be taken into account for a better �eld measurement (Roberts 2013).

Therefore, the �nal spin frequency at the end of the recycling process is expected

to be a function of total accreted mass, with perhaps some frequency limit due to

gravitational radiation or some other mechanism. On the other hand, the pulsars

might simply be born with unusual magnetic �elds. Most binary evolution scenarios

assume an initial magnetic �eld in the 1012 - 1013G range (see, e.g., Lorimer 2008, for

a review). However, the magnetic �eld suppression is presumably caused by accretion

(see above), and some isolated pulsars are known to have magnetic �elds as low as

109G (Rosen et al. 2013) requiring less magnetic �eld suppression and so less accretion

to be fully spun-up. These are, however, most likely the end products of disrupted

binary systems (Lorimer et al. 2004).

At the other extreme, the magnetar class of objects have inferred magnetic �elds

in the 1014  - 1015G range (Turolla et al. 2015). While only about 30 magnetars are

currently known5, they may actually be quite common even approaching the number

of �ordinary� radio pulsars (Ibrahim et al. 2004; Woods & Thompson 2006; Muno et al.

2008). Although why some neutron stars become magnetars and some become radio

pulsars is unknown, it is plausible to assume that similar fractions of each are born in

binary systems (Popov 2016). Although models of accretion-induced �eld decay are

not very robust, they indicate that the initial �eld can be an important parameter (see,

e.g., Arras et al. 2004). In the accretion �eld burial scenario investigated by Payne

& Melatos (2004), the characteristic accreted mass scale parameter is expected to be

a function of the square of the initial magnetic �eld. It is quite reasonable to expect

that even extended accretion episodes may not be able to fully suppress magnetar-like

initial �eld strengths. Besides, it should take 16.7 (19) Gyrs for a magnetar-like pulsar

5http://www.physics.mcgill.ca/~pulsar/magnetar/main.html
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PSRJ1614 - 2318 is denoted with a yellow star. Another EGRET candidate pulsar binary re-detected

in the same survey with the similar �eld, PSRJ0407 + 1607 (P\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n} = 25.7ms, \.P = 7.9 \times 10 - 20,
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simple non-linear least squares curve �ts B\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{f} \propto \nu  - \alpha with di�erent coe�cients \alpha was obtained for

all recycled pulsars with �elds preceding 1011G (see Fig. 7.6). The source magnetic �eld is generally

consistent with the inverse power law for the pure dipole radiation and is as expected for a 33ms,

partially-recycled MSP.

with higher magnetic �eld to slow-down again to 33ms after initial spin-up to 5 (1)

ms, which is longer than the estimated pulsar lifetime (see Sect. 7.3.1).

Finally, a small amount of accretion may be able to spin-up a neutron star to

maximal frequencies if the initial �eld is low. If this supposition is correct, then

PSRJ1614 - 2318 would have neutron star mass similar to MSPs and greater than a

typical partially recycled pulsar. Orbital studies of the companions may eventually

be able to determine the neutron star masses in such systems (van Kerkwijk et al.

2005). Unfortunately, the optical upper limits derived in Sect. 7.2.5 mean this is not

viable for PSRJ1614 - 2318.
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7.4.3 Misaligned spin and orbital axes

During the normal, pre-MSP pulsar lifetime, the neutron star spins around the axis

determined in the supernova explosion and kick. Over a period of tens of millions

of years, its angular momentum decreases until the period measures many tens of

seconds.

During pulsar recycling, the pulsar is spun up again. The axis of the angular

momentum carried by the accreting material coincides with the orbital axis. After

some time, the newly spun up pulsar rotation axis must thus also be aligned with the

orbital axis.

The polarization results presented in Sect. 7.3.6 suggest an almost orthogonal

rotator (\alpha = 81\pm 6\circ ). The expected alignment described above then implies an orbit

that is edge-on. In that case, the companion mass is actually low, and non-standard

recycling scenario is required to produce such a low-mass companion.

The other option is that the angles are misaligned. This too would required non-

standard recycling, in which the orbital and pulsar-span angular momentum do not

align.

Finally, there may be a systematic error in our interpretation of the pulsar geom-

etry from the polarization pro�le. While the �eld strength as derived from spin-down

appears standard, it seems most likely that the rotating vector model does not im-

mediately apply to the magnetic �eld con�guration of PSRJ1614 - 2318.

7.5 Conclusions

We have reviewed multi-frequency radio observations of the partially recycled pulsar

binary PSRJ1614  - 2318. We have established timing ephemeris based on 13 year

long observational campaign. PSRJ1614 - 2318 has the rotational and magnetic-�eld

parameters �tting for an only mildly recycled pulsar, despite its possibly very low

mass companion and short orbital period.

The binary orbit is likely close to face-on, underestimating the companion mass.

Yet pulse polarization suggests the pulsar is an orthogonal rotator, contrary to the

expected alignment of the orbital and pulsar-spin axes.

We have investigated several formation and evolution scenarios that may partially

explain the atypical system parameters. Given our optical upper limits, the compan-

ion is most likely a He WD star, and we rule out an intermediate-mass companion.

We conclude ine�cient accretion explains the long period.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting

Radio pulsars zijn snel draaiende neutronensterren die radiopulsen uitzenden, het re-

sultaat van hun sterke magnetische veld. Pulsars komen alleen of in dubbelstersyste-

men voor. Er zijn veel verschillende soorten radio pulsars. Sommige zijn fel en zenden

slechts sporadisch radio straling uit (de zogenaamde RRATs); andere zijn krachtige

�magnetars�. Het vinden van nog meer van deze exotische objecten blijft belangrijk,

omdat we met sommige bijzondere systemen de samenstelling van de binnenkant van

neutronensterren, en de algemene relativiteitstheorie voor sterke zwaartekracht, beter

kunnen testen dan nu. Zoektochten naar dergelijke objecten vereisen echter verbeterde

telescoopgevoeligheden, geavanceerde zoektechnieken, alsook nieuwe rekenkracht en

-algoritmes.

Er zijn meer dan tweeduizend pulsars bekend in onze eigen Melkweg, maar veel

vragen over de extragalactische pulsarpopulatie, die buiten de Melkweg, blijven onbe-

antwoord. Recente pulsar ontdekkingen in de Magelhaense wolken hebben de zoek-

tocht naar radio pulsars en sporadische bronnen (�transients�) in verder weg gelegen

nabije sterrenstelsels nieuw leven ingeblazen. Door een eerste extragalactische ont-

dekking zouden we de pulsar populatie in andere sterrenstelsels kunnen vergelijken

met die van onze Melkweg. Zulke waarnemingen zouden dan misschien zelfs kunnen

helpen bij het verklaren van de oorsprong van een nieuw ontdekte soort sporadische

bronnen. Dat zijn zeer heldere extragalactische radio�itsen, zogenaamde Fast Radio

Bursts (FRB's). Bovendien zouden veel van dergelijke ontdekkingen betere metingen

van de dichtheid van het intergalactische medium en extragalactische afstandsschalen

opleveren. Hoewel de meeste pulsars helderder zijn bij lagere frequenties, zijn er ook

nadelen aan een lage waarneemfrequentie. De radiopulsen worden door verschillende

voortplantingse�ecten bij die frequenties verstoord. Het betreft dispersie, scintillatie

en verstrooiing. Waarnemingen met hogere frequenties zijn minder gevoelig voor deze

e�ecten. In een poging om het beste van deze twee werelden te combineren, zoeken

we op verschillende frequenties. Zo kunnen we een uitgebreide studie doen van de

variaties in de pulsar lichtkracht, het puls pro�el en de polarisatie, over het gehele
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spectrum.

In dit proefschrift richt ik me op zoektochten naar pulsar en sporadische radiobron-

nen, op verschillende frequenties, met behulp van de LOFAR en Westerbork (WSRT)

telescopen. We richten ons op verre gebieden van onze eigen Melkweg, en op nabije

sterrenstelsels. Zoektochten met een lage frequentie met LOFAR zijn gevoelig voor

langzame pulsars met een matige Dispersie Maat (DM \lesssim 250 pc cm - 3). De hogere fre-

quenties met WSRT (Apertif) zijn beter voor heldere pulsars met een vlak spectrum.

Onmiddelijke herkenning en noti�catie van de signalen door WSRT, stelt LOFAR in

staat aanvullende waarnemingen te doen. Die maken de precieze lokalisatie mogelijk

die essentieel is voor vervolgstudies in radio, optische en hoogenergetische straling

(ALERT).

Hoofdstuk 2 behandelt de speciale real-time zoeksoftware voor Apertif: AMBER.

Om succesvol te zijn, moet deze code snel genoeg werken om sporadische radiosigna-

len onmiddelijk en zonder vertraging, in �real time�, te vinden. De snelheid is sterk en

vaak onvoorspelbaar afhankelijk van de exacte technische speci�caties van de waarne-

mingen. Op deze set passen we daarom eerst een automatische afstem, �auto-tuning�,

methode toe. Daarbij zoekt de software zelf naar de meest optimale distributie van

computationele instellingen, voor de speci�eke eigenschappen van de gebruikte tele-

scoop. Ik ontwikkel heuristische auto-tuning van de code met genetische algoritmes,

en vergelijk de snelheidsprestaties met de brute kracht (�brute-force�) zoektocht. Ik

laat zien dat op het Apertif rekencluster (ARTS) de auto-tuning met genetische al-

goritmes tot 5 keer sneller kan presteren dan puur op brute kracht, terwijl we die

brute-kracht prestaties wel benaderen of zelfs overtre�en. De brute-force-benadering

optimaliseert alleen de individuele onderdelen van de totale software pijplijn; ze houdt

geen rekening met de onderlinge afhankelijkheden. Onze genetische algoritmes, daar-

entegen, kunnen de gehele pijplijn optimaliseren, en de verschillende onderdelen op

elkaar afstemmen. Onze automatische afstemmer is alleen afhankelijk van de zoekcon-

�guratie en kan dus eenvoudig worden overgezet naar andere surveys voor sporadische

radio �itsen.

In Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijf ik onze 4-uurs LOFAR-waarnemingen, op 150MHz, waar

we zoeken naar radio pulsars en �itsen in de nabij gelegen sterrenstelsels M33, M81 en

M82. In deze zoektocht streef ik ernaar om de piek van de helderheidverdeling voor

extragalactische pulsars te detecteren, en te onderzoeken hoe die overeenkomt met

de Galactische populatie. We laten zien dat een zoektocht met LOFAR langzame,

normale Galactische radio pulsars kan vinden, maar niet gevoelig genoeg is voor snelle,

sterk-gedispergeerde milliseconde pulsars (MSP's). Ik laat ook zien dat M33 (M81 /

M82) geen pulsars bevat die enkele malen helderder zijn dan de helderste Galactische

pulsar.

In Hoofdstuk 4 presenteer ik een zoektocht naar extragalactische radiopulsen in

1+4-uur durende LOFAR-waarnemingen van het dichterbij gelegen Andromedastelsel

(M31). Vanwege de lage �uxdichtheden van verre normale pulsars, concentreren we
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Figuur A: Illustratie van de Apertif survey, en enkele gerichte objecten diep in het heelal. De

Westerbork Synthese Radio Telescoop wordt beheerd door de Nederlandse Stichting voor Onderzoek

in Astronomie (ASTRON). Afbeelding credit: Danielle Futselaar (www.artsource.nl).

ons op veel helderdere individuele pulsen. Waarschijnlijk bestaan er extragalactische

reuzenpulsen, zoals we die ook zien van de Krabpulsar in onze eigen sterrenstelsel.

Eerst bepalen we de verdeling van de lichtkracht van reuzepulzen van de Krab pulsar;

daarna evalueren we hoe lang we zouden moeten observeren om een extragalactische

reuzepuls van een Krabachtige pulsar in het M31 sterrenstelsel te detecteren. Geba-

seerd op de licht kracht verdeling, sluiten we uit dat er pulsars in Andromeda zijn die

FRB-achtige verstrooiing laten zien en meer dan de orde van grootte helderder zijn

dan de Krabpulsar.

In Hoofdstuk 5 introduceer ik extragalactische pulsar zoektochten met Apertif.

We beschrijven hoe de phased-array feeds (PAFs) die op 12 WSRT-schotels zijn geïn-

stalleerd, het blikveld van de telescoop kunnen vergroten en de hoeveelheid mogelijk

detecteerbare FRBs op 1.4GHz kunnen verhogen. Ik presenteer in dat hoofdstuk ook

drie zoektochten met Apertif naar extragalactische pulsars in M31, die gebruik maken

van een zogenmaande �incoherente� sommatie van de telescopen. We hebben geen wer-

kelijk sterrenkundige signalen ontdekt, maar wel gezien dat de Apertif-zoekpijplijn de

correcte signaaleigenschappen herkent: een breedbandig signaal, aanzienlijke disper-

sievertraging, en een duidelijke pulspiek (S/N). Voor de coherente Apertif-zoektocht

verwachten we nog betere resultaten vanwege de betere gevoeligheid. Toch lijkt het

erop dat ook die nog niet gevoelig genoeg is om reuzepulzen uit M31 te detecteren als

die een milliseconde duren.

In Hoofdstuk 6 probeer ik de afwisseling tussen rustige perioden en uitbarstin-
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gen van r\"ontgenbronnen, de zogenaamde �Soft X-ray Transients� (SXTs) te verbinden

met de vergelijkbare afwisseling tussen accretie en rotatie in de zogenaamde �transiti-

onele MSPs� (tMSPs). Het koppelen van deze twee typen dubbelsterren zou een veel

bredere röntgen- / radio-verbinding in de pulsar dubbelster evolutie bewerkstelligen.

Bovendien zou dit een beter inzicht geven in de tMSP transitietijdschalen, vanuit de

bekende SXT rustige perioden. Om deze link te testen, voerde ik gevoelige 1.4 en

2.8GHz radiowaarnemingen uit met het Arecibo observatorium, gericht op de koude,

verre SXT 1H 1905+ 000. Ondanks een tijdspanne van bijna tien jaar tussen de twee

waarnemingen, hebben we geen radio pulsar gedetecteerd. We vinden dat overgeble-

ven warmtestraling, in combinatie met een zwak magnetisch veld, de afwezigheid van

radiopulsaties van SXT 1H 1905 + 000 kan verklaren.

Tenslotte presenteer ik in Hoofdstuk 7 13 jaar van multi-frequentie radio en op-

tische waarnemingen van de licht-gerecyclede pulsar dubbelster PSRJ1614  - 2318.

De minimum massa van de metgezel van de pulsar is zeer laag. Dat suggereert dat

er veel massa en dus impulsmoment naar de pulsar is overgebracht; maar de pulsar

draait langzaam. Het pulspro�el wordt op lagere frequenties breder, hetgeen duidt op

de aanwezigheid van meerdere pulscomponenten. Door pulsar timing leid ik de dub-

belsterparameters af, en laat ik zien dat de kans dat de metgezel standaard evolutie

heeft gevolgd, slechts 1.5% is. Uit polarisatie metingen vinden we dat de pulsar rotatie

en magnetische as loodrecht op elkaar zouden moeten staan; maar de lage minimum

metgezelmassa daarentegen suggereert juist een dubbelster die we loodrecht op het

baanvlak zien. Als de pulsar en baan rotatie in het zelfde vlak liggen, suggereert dit

een lage minimum massa dus evenwijdige pulsar assen, niet loodrechte. De metgezel

lijkt een witte dwergster te zijn; de langzame pulsar draaiing kan worden veroorzaakt

door ine�ciënte accretie.
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Summary

Radio pulsars are rapidly spinning neutron stars (NSs) that emit radio pulses � a tell-

tale characteristic of their magnetic �eld strength and emission mechanism. Pulsars

occur either solitary or in binary systems. There are already many di�erent classes

of radio pulsars, ranging from short, bright sporadic transients (RRATs) to massive

and powerful magnetars. Finding even more of these exotic objects remains impor-

tant. Certain systems would better test NS equation of state and general relativity

in the strong �eld regime than possible now. Searches for such objects, however, re-

quire improved telescope sensitivities, sophisticated search techniques, and increased

computational resources.

There are over two thousand pulsars known in our own Galaxy, but questions

about the extragalactic pulsar population, outside the Milky Way, remain open. Re-

cent pulsar discoveries in the Magellanic Clouds further stimulated searches for radio

pulsars and transients in more distant nearby galaxies. Any extragalactic discov-

ery would link pulsar and transient populations in other galaxies with that of our

Galaxy. They could possibly even help explain the origin of a newly discovered class

consisting of very bright extragalactic radio �ashes, Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs). Fur-

thermore, many such discoveries would provide better measurements of intergalactic

medium density and extragalactic distance scales. While most pulsars are brighter at

lower frequencies, their radio pulses su�er from several detrimental propagation ef-

fects at those frequencies: dispersion, scintillation, and scattering. Higher frequency

observations are less prone to these e�ects. In an attempt to get the best of both,

multi-frequency searches aim for comprehensive study of pulse �ux densities, pro�les,

and polarizations across the broad frequency spectrum.

In this thesis I focus on searches at several frequencies, employing the LOFAR and

Westerbork (WSRT) telescopes for radio pulsars and transients. We target faraway

regions of the Milky Way, and nearby galaxies. Low-frequency searches with LOFAR

are sensitive to moderately dispersed (DM \lesssim 250 pc cm - 3) slow pulsars, whereas

higher-frequency searches with WSRT (Apertif) focus more on bright pulsars with
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Figure A: Artistic impression of the Apertif survey and targeted deep sky objects. The Westerbork

Synthesis Radio Telescope is operated by the Netherlands Foundation for Research in Astronomy

(ASTRON). Image credit: Danielle Futselaar (www.artsource.nl).

�at spectrum. Through real-time triggers with WSRT, additional observations with

LOFAR can lead to a precise localization essential for radio, optical and high-energy

follow-up (ALERT).

Chapter 2 focuses on the dedicated real-time transient search pipeline for Aper-

tif: AMBER. To be successful, this pipeline needs to run fast enough to �nd radio

transients in real time. The speed strongly and often unpredictably depends on the

exact technical speci�cations of the survey observations. The pipeline thus �rst needs

to pass auto-tuning, a search for the most optimal distribution of computational re-

sources given the technical setup. I develop heuristic pipeline auto-tuning with genetic

algorithms (GAs), and test its performance in comparison with the brute-force (BF)

exhaustive search. I show that on the dedicated Apertif cluster (ARTS) the auto-

tuning with GAs can perform up to 5 times faster than with BF, while approaching

or even superseding BF performance. The BF approach tunes individual pipeline

operations, and does not take their dependencies into account, whereas our GAs tune

the whole pipeline. The GA tuner depends only on the search setup and can thus be

easily ported to other transient surveys.

In Chapter 3, I describe our 4-hour LOFAR observations at 150MHz in search

for radio pulsars and transients in nearby galaxies M33, M81, and M82. In this

search I aim to reveal the tip of the extragalactic pulsar luminosity distribution and

investigate how similar it is to the Galactic population. We demonstrate that LOFAR

blind search can �nd slow, normal Galactic radio pulsars, but is not sensitive to fast,
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high-DM millisecond pulsars (MSPs). I also show that M33 (M81 / M82) hosts no

pulsars brighter by only a factor of a few than the brightest Galactic pulsar.

In Chapter 4, I present a search for extragalactic radio pulses in 1 + 4-hour LO-

FAR observations of the closer-by Andromeda galaxy M31. Due to low �ux densities

from distant normal pulsars, we focus on much brighter single pulses, such as any

extragalactic giant pulses (GPs) analogous to those from the Crab pulsar in our own

Galaxy. After constructing the Crab GP �ux density distribution for LOFAR, I evalu-

ate how long we should observe in order to detect an extragalactic GP from Crab-like

pulsars in M31 galaxy. Based on the slope and the threshold of such distribution, we

rule out that there are pulsars in Andromeda that follow FRB-like scattering and are

more than an order of magnitude brighter than the Crab pulsar.

In Chapter 5, I introduce extragalactic pulsar searches with Apertif. We describe

how phased-array feeds (PAFs) installed on 12WSRT dishes can increase the telescope

�eld-of-view (FoV) and improve FRB rates at 1.4GHz. I also present three incoherent

Apertif searches for extragalactic pulsars in M31. Despite non-detections, the Apertif

search pipeline was proven to correctly capture real pulse properties: broadband

signal, signi�cant dispersion delay, and pronounced pulse peak (S/N). The coherent

Apertif search will show even better results in terms of sensitivity, although it is yet

not sensitive enough to detect millisecond-wide GPs from M31.

In Chapter 6, I aim to connect the outburst-vs-quiescence transitions of soft X-

ray transients (SXTs) with accretion-vs-rotation phases of transitional MSPs (tMSPs).

Linking these two types of binaries would establish a much broader X-ray/radio link in

the pulsar binary evolution. Moreover, this would set up more stringent constraints

on tMSP transitional timescales given well-known SXT periods of quiescence. To

test this link, I carried out deep 1.4 and 2.8GHz radio observations with Arecibo

observatory of the cold distant SXT 1H 1905 + 000. Despite a separation of almost

a decade between two observations, no radio pulsar was detected. We �nd that

remaining thermal emission coupled with low buried magnetic �eld can explain the

absence of radio pulsations from SXT 1H 1905 + 000.

Finally in Chapter 7, I present 13 years of multi-frequency radio and optical ob-

servations of the moderately recycled NS binary PSRJ1614 - 2318. The binary has a

very low minimum companion mass, suggesting much transferred mass and thus an-

gular momentum to the pulsar; yet the pulsar spins slow. The pulse pro�le broadens

towards lower frequencies which hints at the presence of multiple pulse components.

Through pulsar timing I derive the binary orbital parameters and show that the bi-

nary companion mass has only 1.5% chance to �t the standard evolutionary scenarios.

The polarization �t favours an orthogonal rotator; but the low-minimum mass com-

panion suggests a face-on orbit, which, if spin-orbit aligned, means an aligned pulsar,

not orthogonal. The companion seems to be a He white dwarf star; the long spin

period can be caused by ine�cient accretion onto the pulsar.
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Аннотация

Радио пульсары представляют собой быстро вращающиеся нейтронные звёзды,

которые излучают радиоимпульсы. Эти радиомпульсы содержат в себе инфор-

мацию о магнитном поле пульсаров, а так же о механизме импульсного излуче-

ния. Нейтронные звёзды в целом и радио пульcары в частности - уникальные

природные лаборатории, где достижимы самые высокие во Вселенной плотно-

сти вещества, самые сильные гравитационные, электрические и магнитные по-

ля. Пульсары могут быть одиночными звёздами или же находиться в двойных

системах. В настоящее время известно множество типов пульсаров, от ярких

нерегулярных транзиентов до массивных и мощных магнетаров. Обнаружение

новых нейтронных звёзд является важной задачей радио астрономии: при бла-

гоприятных обстоятельствах, нейтронные звёзды в двойных/тройных системах

дают возможность более точно проверить уравнение состояния сверхплотного

вещества в недрах нейтронной звезды и общую теорию относительности в пре-

деле сверхсильного гравитационного поля, что невозможно в условиях наземных

лабораторий. Поиски таких систем, однако, требуют высокой чувствительности

телескопов, сложных методов поиска, а также мощных вычислительных ресур-

сов.

Свыше двух тысяч пульсаров известно в нашей Галактике на данный момент,

в то время как о популяции пульсаров вне Млечного Пути мы знаем довольно ма-

ло. Недавние открытия пульсаров в Магеллановых облаках ещё в большей степе-

ни побудили поиски радио пульсаров и транзиентов в более далёких галактиках.

Открытие внегалактических пульсаров даст возможность объединить популяции

пульсаров и транзиентов в других галактиках и в Млечном Пути. Новые знания

о внегалактических радио пульсарах, возможно, также смогут объяснить проис-

хождение нового класса очень ярких внегалактических радиовсплесков, извест-

ных как Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs). Более того, подобные открытия обеспечили

бы более точные измерения плотности межгалактической среды и внегалактиче-

ских расстояний. Несмотря на то, что поток радиозлучения от многих пульсаров
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растет на низких частотах, на этих же частотах радио импульсы в большей степе-

ни подвержены пагубному влиянию межзвёздной среды: дисперсии, мерцанию и

рассеянию. Наблюдения на более высоких частотах в меньшей степени подверже-

ны воздействию подобных эффектов. В качестве компромисса, многочастотные

поиски направлены на всестороннее исследование плотности потока импульсов,

профилей и поляризаций в широком частотном спектре.

В данной диссертации основное внимание уделяется поискам радио пуль-

саров и транзиентов на различных частотах при помощи телескопов LOFAR

и Westerbork (WSRT). Поиски были проведены при наблюдениях отдалённых

районов Млечного Пути и нескольких близлежащих галактик. Низкочастотные

поиски при помощи телескопа LOFAR чувствительны к умеренно рассеянным

(DM \lesssim 250 pc cm - 3), медленным пульсарам, тогда как более высокочастотные

поиски при помощи WSRT (Apertif) в большей степени ориентированы на яр-

кие пульсары с плоским спектром. За счет детектирования в режиме реально-

го времени (при помощи WSRT), дополнительные наблюдения с LOFAR могут

привести к более точной локализации, необходимой для вспомогательных радио,

оптических и высокоэнергетических наблюдений (ALERT).

В Главе 2 основное внимание уделяется системе поиска транзиентов в режи-

ме реального времени для Apertif: AMBER. Данная система должна работать

достаточно быстро, чтобы успешно находить транзиенты в режиме реального

времени. Скорость работы системы сильно и часто непредсказуемо зависит от

точных технических характеристик наблюдений. В связи с этим система должна

вначале пройти автоматическую настройку – поиск оптимального распределе-

ния вычислительных ресурсов с учётом технических характеристик. Я разрабо-

тал эвристический метод автоматической настройки системы поиска с исполь-

зованием генетических алгоритмов (GA) и сравнил его производительность с

избыточным перебором (BF). Мною было показано, что на выделенном кластере

Apertif (ARTS) автонастройка с помощью GA может происходить до 5 раз быст-

рее, чем при использовании BF, и при этом достигать приближённой или даже

превосходящей производительности по сравнению с BF. Подход BF настраивает

отдельные операции системы поиска и не учитывает их зависимость, тогда как

GA настраивают всю систему целиком. Тюнер GA зависит только от техниче-

ских характеристик поиска и тем самым легко переносится на другие системы

поиска транзиентов.

В Главе 3 описаны 4х-часовые наблюдения при помощи LOFAR на частоте

150МГц в поисках радиопульсаров и транзиентов в соседних галактиках M33,

M81 и M82. В данном поиске были проделаны попытки выявить пик распреде-

ления светимости внегалактических пульсаров и исследовать, насколько он со-

относится с пиком подобного распределения в галактической популяции. Было

продемонстрировано, что слепой поиск с LOFAR может найти медленные галак-

тические радиопульсары, но не чувствителен к быстрым миллисекундным пуль-
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Рис. A: Художественное представление системы наблюдений Apertif и наблюдаемых объек-

тов звёздного неба. Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope управляется Нидерландским фондом

исследований в области астрономии (ASTRON). Автор: Danielle Futselaar (www.artsource.nl).

сарам с высокой мерой дисперсии DM. Также было показано что M33 (M81 /

M82) не содержит пульсаров, которые были бы в несколько раз ярче, чем самый

яркий галактический пульсар.

В Главе 4 описан поиск внегалактических радиоимпульсов в 1 + 4х-часовых

наблюдениях при помощи LOFAR в более близкой галактике Андромеда (M31).

Из-за низких плотностей потока от отдалённых не-миллисекундных пульсаров,

поиск был сосредоточен на гораздо более ярких одиночных импульсах, таких

как любые внегалактические гигантские импульсы, аналогичные наблюдаемым

у пульсара Крабовидной туманности в нашей Галактике. После построения рас-

пределения плотности потока гигантских импульсов от пульсара в Крабовидной

туманности для LOFAR была оценена продолжительность сеанса наблюдений,

достаточная для обнаружения внегалактического гигантского импульса от схо-

жих пульсаров в галактике M31. Исходя из наклона и порога такого распреде-

ления, мы исключаем, что в Андромеде имеются пульсары, которые обладают

FRB-подобным рассеянием и являются более чем на порядок яркими по сравне-

нию с пульсаром в Крабовидной туманности.

В Главе 5 представлен поиск внегалактических пульсаров с помощью Apertif

и затронута тема увеличения поля зрения телескопа (FoV) и улучшения скоро-

сти поиска FRB на частоте 1.4ГГц с помощью фазированных решеток (PAFs),

установленных на 12 тарелках WSRT. Также представлены три некогерентных

поиска внегалактических пульсаров с Apertif в M31. Несмотря на отсутствие
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детектирования, эксперименты показали, что система поиска Apertif правильно

фиксирует типичные свойства импульса: широкополосный сигнал, значительную

дисперсию и ярко выраженный пик радиопульса (отношение сигнала к шуму).

Когерентный поиск с Apertif обещает значительно лучшие результаты в рамках

ожидаемой чувствительности прибора, хотя он все ещё недостаточно чувствите-

лен для обнаружения миллисекундных гигантских импульсов из M31.

В Главе 6 предпринята попытка связать фазовые переходы от вспышек к

покою у мягких рентгеновских транзиентов (SXTs) с фазовыми переходами от

аккреции к вращению у переходных миллисекундных пульсаров (tMSPs). Обна-

ружение связи между этими двумя типами двойных систем дало бы возможность

установить гораздо более широкую связь между рентгеновским и радио излуче-

ниями двойных систем с пульсарами. Более того, это установило бы более весо-

мые ограничения на временной масштаб перехода для миллисекундных пульса-

ров с учетом хорошо известных периодов покоя мягких рентгеновских транзиен-

тов. С целью проверки данной связи, мною были проведены тщательные радио-

наблюдения низкотемпературного удалённого транзиента SXT 1H 1905 + 000 на

частотах 1.4 и 2.8ГГц при помощи телескопа Arecibo. Несмотря на почти деся-

тилетний промежуток между двумя наблюдениями, радиопульсар обнаружен не

был. Отсутствие радиоимпульсов от SXT 1H 1905 + 000 объясняется возможным

наличием остаточного теплового излучения в сочетании с низким погруженным

магнитным полем.

Наконец, в Главе 7 описаны 13 -летние многочастотные радио- и оптические

наблюдения двойной системы с умеренно ускоренным пульсаром J1614 - 2318.

Эта двойная система замечательна очень низкой оценкой минимальной массы

звезды-компаньона, что предполагает большую переданную массу и, следова-

тельно, большой переданный момент импульса пульсару. Тем не менее, пульсар

в этой системе вращается медленно. Профиль радио импульса расширяется в сто-

рону более низких частот, что указывает на наличие нескольких радиопульсных

компонентов. Посредством тайминга пульсара мною были определены орбиталь-

ные параметры двойной системы и показано, что масса компаньона имеет всего

лишь 1.5% вероятность соответствия стандартным сценариям эволюции двойной

системы. Анализ поляризации среднего профиля указывает на ортогональный

ротатор, в то время как компаньон с низкой минимальной массой указывает на

то, что орбита лежит в плоскости, перпендикулярной лучу зрения, что в свою

очередь (из-за сонаправленности векторов орбитального и вращательного угло-

вых моментов) указывает на соосный ротатор, а не ортогональный. Компаньон,

скорее всего, является гелиевым белым карликой, а длительный период враще-

ния пульсара может быть вызван неэффективной аккрецией на пульсаре.
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